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1. THE PROBLEM AND ,ITS SETTING
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The proper layout configuration of a manufacturing facility can offer many benefits
to an overaU production system. Several different types of shop configurations are utilized
in modem facilities each having both advantages and disadvantages. Facilities which
produce a variety of products in batches are usually configured in one of two ways: either
as a process shop (or job shop) or in a group technology (GT) cellular layout, also
referred to as cellular manufacturing (eM). Researchers are exploring a third
configuration known as dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) or virtual cellular
manufacturing. Selecting the shop configuration best suited to the manufacturing
environment can decrease flow time and work in process (WIP) inventory, as well as
provide other benefits which strengthen a manufacturing organization in the current
competitive environment.
Selecting the optimum shop configuration requires an analysis of many factors.
Both the manufactured products and the manufacturing operations should be examined to
identify similarities in design and processing. In addition, the number of part types, part
routings, demand volume and variability, processing times, setup factors, material handling
issues, job staffing, and various other factors can contribute to the performance of the
shop, and therefore should be considered in the shop configuration selection.
Process shops group machines or work centers that perform similar operations in
close proximity to each other. Shops which produce a large variety of parts typically
favor the process layout. When a process department receives parts, they are routed to an
available machine. The intended advantage of the process shop is flexibility, allowing for
11
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the production ofmany different parts.. However) because individual work centers often
process a sequence ofdissimilar parts., long setup times can greatly increase the overaU
flow time. Additionally, process layouts are not organized to optimize the flow ofparts.
Theoretically, this can lead to additional move time and higher WIP inventories.
Cellular manufacturing (eM) groups parts into families based on design or
processing similarities. Machines or work centers are grouped into cells, which can
complete or nearly complete the processing of an entire part family. There are two
common types of cells. "Flow cells" arrange the machines for a smooth, unidirectional
flow of parts through the system. "Job shop cells)) (which are not examined in this study)
address situations which require more complex routing within a cell, so there is usually not
a unidirectional flow pattern within the cell. Shops which experience long setup times and
steady demand tend to favor CM configurations. The intended advantage ofCM is the
ability to produce a variety of parts in an efficient manner. Flow cells are dedicated to the
production of families allowing a unidirectional, efficient flow of materials within the cell.
The processing similarities of the parts decrease or eliminate setup times within each ce.11.
However, the dedication of machinery to families can lead to unbalanced equipment
utilization. Parts may sit idle waiting to be processed in their dedicated cell while identical
machinery is available elsewhere in the shop.
A dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) configuration attempts to combine the
flexibility of a process shop with the efficiency of a CM shop. The layout is in the form of
a process layout with machines grouped into process departments. However, DCM
recognizes and utilizes the existence of part families as in CM. Temporary "virtual cells"
are created without physically moving any machinery. A "virtual cell" is assigned to a
2
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family to take advantage of part similarities and reduce setup times. When a machine is
available, it can be assigned to a family. When the family no longer needs a machine, it
can be assigned to another virtual cell to process other families. In DCM, machines
process parts in the same family, so there is no need for major setup changes. This
configuration readily responds to changes in demand patterns by dissolving old cells and
creating new cells without the need for relocating equipment.
In each of the three configurations, the strategy which determines when parts are
transferred between work centers impacts the system's perfonnance. Often, parts are
moved in unbroken batches in which one part is processed while the other parts are sitting
idle in an incoming or outbound queue. Operations overlapping provides an alternative.
Parts are moved in split batches to allow multiple parts in the same batch to be processed
simultaneously. The extreme case ofthis practice, te.nned total overlapping, passes single
parts within a batch from operation to operation. Partial overlapping, in which batches are
split into groups of more than one part, reduces the number of part transfers, but it also
reduces the amount of simultaneous processing.
Batch splitting and operations overlapping (both total and partial) can be utilized in
all three shop configurations. A well designed CM "flow ceU" system is ideal for
operations overlapping, with the closeness of machinery and unidirectional flow of
material allowing easy part transfer from one workstation to another. Process and DCM
shops are not as conducive to operations overlapping. The distance between machines in
the part routings is often significant, and the time required to transfer parts could reduce
or eliminate the effectiveness of overlapping. AdditionaJly, batch splitting to any degree
3
may not be an effective practice in some process and DCM shops where Limited material
handling resources are available.
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The effects of partial and total operations overlapping on process, CM, and DCM
shop configurations have not been fully examined. This research will add to the body of
knowledge in this area. The performance of the three shop configurations are compared
using flow time and work in process inventory as performance measures. The findings
will offer insight into the benefits of operations overlapping in each configuration and
identify whether a superior shop configuration exists under the experimental
circumstances.
1.3 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
Much ofthe current literature is in conflict over the superiority of a CM
configuration versus a process configuration. Several research studies conclude that eM
shops perform poorly when compared to process shops except under certain conditions
when flow time is the primary performance measure (Mahmoodi, Dooley and Starr, 1990;
Flynn, 1987; Flynn and Jacobs, 1987; Morris and Tersine, 1990; Jacobs and Bragg,
1988). However, only one recent study has been found which has taken operations
overlapping into account (Shafer and Charnes, 1993). This study compared a CM system
with total overlapping to a process configuration that did not utilize overlapping. This
research concluded that CM systems that utiliz,e total overlapping outperform process
configurations on the basis offlow time and WIP under a variety of conditions. The
4
assumption was made that process shops are not conducive to overlapping, however this
may not always be the case, especially ifpartial overlapping is considered. For example,
any ofthe three configurations may be able to split a batch in half so that two work
centers can work on the batch simultaneously. It may be found that batch splitting and
partial or total overlapping can yield flow time .and/or WIP benefits in all three
configurations. The current literature has only explored the effects of total overlapping on
a CM system. Ifbenefits of overlapping are found in the process and DeM
configurations, then comparisons can be made between the three systems which could lead
to improved flow time and WIP performances.
1.4 D,EFINITION OF TERMS
Batch sp~itting - Removing parts from a single large batch and placing them into smaUer
sub-batches.
Operations overlapping - The simultaneous processing of two or more parts from the
same batch at different work centers.
Total overlapping - Operations overlapping in which single parts are passed from work
center to work center for simultaneous processing.
Partial overlapping - Operations overlapping in which mu~tiple sub-batches with more than
one part are passed from work center to work center for simultaneous processing.
Department (or process department) - a group of machines or work centers with similar
processing capabilities which are located in close proximity to each other.
Flow Cell - machines or work centers which are grouped closely together to complete or
nearly complete processing of a part family. These ceUs are arranged for a smooth,
5
unidirectional flow of material through the cell
Virtual cell - a group of machines located in different processing departments which can
complete or nearly complete processing of a part family. Virtual cells are created
and modified as shop floor conditions dictate.
Repetitive lots concept - a sequencing rule that eliminates some set-ups by taking
advantage ofbatches having the same part numbers. If a batch in a
queue has the same part number as the batch currently being processed,
then the batch in the queue is moved to the front.
1.5 OBJECTIVE STATEMENT
This research determines the effects of batch splitting and operations overlapping
on flow time and WIP inventory in CM, DCM, and process configured shops. In addition,
the flow time and work in process inventory performances are compared in each ofthe
three shops when various levels of overlapping are utilized. Simulation models are
developed for each configuration. The degree of overlapping is modified for multiple runs
from which data is gathered and analyzed.
1.,6 DELIMITATIONS
This study examines the effects of operations overlapping on three shop
configurations; process, eM with flow cells, and DCM. Other shop configurations are not
examined, nor are the effects of other factors (except for shop size) on system
performance. The performance measures used in the comparison are mean flow time and
mean work in process inventory level. Other advantages of the CM configuration (such as
6
reduced manpower, job satisfaction, and increased control) are not considered as factors
when stating conclusions. The batch size used in the model is 100 parts. Further
delimitations are included in the description of the simulation model in a following section.
1.7 ASSUMPTIONS
Material Handling Assumption - For CM configurations, move time between work
centers within a cell is negligible.. In the process and DCM configurations, move time
adds to the overall flow time. Material handling (MH) resources are required to move
parts between work centers. In all three configurations, MH resources are needed to
move parts from receiving to the first work center and from the last work center to
shipping. The number of MH resources are assumed unlimited so that transfer time rather
than MH resource availability is the significant factor.
7
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1 COMPARISONS OF PROCESS AND CM CONFIGURATIONS
Until reoently, ,evidence that supported claims of superiority ofeM systems over
process systems were based on survey data in which higWy subjective opinions were
formed (Pullen, 1976; Ham and Reed, 1977; Hyer, 1982). These studies are interesting
at best, but do not offer any empirical evidence that one configuration is better than
another. Flynn (1984) suggested that these prior studies made unfair comparisons
between the new, optimal cellular configurations and existing process layouts.
A large body of research exists which uses simulation modeling to compare CM
layouts to process layouts. The majority of this research concludes that the CM system
performs poorly compared to process configurations based on flow time and other
measures (Mahmoodi, Dooley and Starr, 1990; Flynn, 1987; Flynn and Jacobs, 1987;
Morris and Tersine, 1990). Research which examines factors such as shop size (Flynn
and Jacobs, 1987) and sequencing rules (Flynn, 1987) also concludes that CM systems are
outperformed by process configurations. In addition to the simulation-based research,
Suresh (1992) demonstrates analytically that shop performance deteriorates significantly
when process layouts are transferred to CM configurations. Much ofCM' spoor
performance is attributed to the dedication of machinery to part families. Flynn and
Jacobs (1987) determine that machine dedication hampers routing flexibility, and increases
queue build up. This leads to poor flow time and WIP performance.
Morris and Tersine (1990) model and compare process and CM configurations
under a variety of operating conditions. Their research concludes that process
8
configurations outperfonn CM layouts except under the following simultaneous
conditions:
1. Operations possess a high ratio of setup to process time.
2. Demand is stable.
3. Flow within the cells is unidirectional.
4. A substantial level ofmaterial movement times between process departments
exists.
2.2 THE EFFECTS OF OVERLAPPING
Batch splitting and operations overlapping has been shown to be beneficial in
previous studies. While showing the positive effects of the repetitive lots concept, Jacobs
and Bragg (1988) also demonstrated the effects of batch splitting and operations
overlapping on a "small" process shop. Their research indicated that splitting batches into
smaller sub-batches to allow for operations overlapping decreased flow time and queue
time while using repetitive lots.
Although most research has demonstrated the inferiority of CM to process
configurations, a recent study by Shafer and Charnes (1993) yields strong evidence that
cellular configurations can perform well ifbatch splitting and operations overlapping is
utilized. This study sites several authors who suggest that passing single parts from
machine to machine is an advantage that must be realized in CM. Shafer and Chames first
use analytical queuing models to show that CM with total overlapping outperforms
process configurations. It should be noted that the transfer times associated with process
layouts are not considered in the model, which offers further evidence for CM superiority.
9
Shafer and Chames also developed simulation models which compared eM with
overlapping to a process configuration. They studied the performance of the eM system
while varying four factors:
1. The degree to which natural part families occur;
2. The number of operations required to process the parts;
3. The processing times ofthe parts at each machine;
4. The lot size.
In aU operating environments studied, CM flow time and WIP performance were superior
to the process layout.
2.3 COMPARISONS OF DCMWITH PROCESS AND CM CONFIGURATlONS
The DCM concept is currently being studied by Kannan and Ghosh (1995; 1996;
Kannan, 1997). OCM methodology attempts to take advantage of the reduced setups
of the cellular system without the disadvantage of total machine dedication. The
ability of temporary virtual cells to dissolve and reform allows dedicated machines to
be "freed" after they are no longer needed by a family. The freed machines can then
be assigned to other virtual cells.. Simulation modeling and analyses by Kannan and
Ghosh (1996) demonstrates that OCM outperforms process families under many
conditions, including those which were thought to favor the process shop (i.e., low
setup times and unbalanced part mixes). DCM also outperforms CM in the
experimental environment, even when the conditions seemed to favor the CM layout




The results of the previous studies seem to be in conflict. This is potentially
attributable to making comparisons based on different conditions. The Flynn and Jacobs
(1987)/Morris and Tersine (]990) ar6cles do not consider operations overlapping, nor do
they consider DCM in their research. Jacobs and Bragg (l988) study partial overlapping
in "small" process shops, but they make no comparisons to other shop configurations or
sizes, and they do not consider total overlapping. Shafer and Chames (1993) do not study
the effects ofpartial overlapping on a CM, nor do they study the effects of any type of
overlapping on the process layout. In addition, DCM is left out of their study altogether.
Although Kannan and Ghosh (1995; 1996; Kannan, 1997) explore all three configurations
in their various works, they do not investigate the effects of overlapping in any of their
studies. When considering these studies together, more research questions become
apparent. Specifically, how does partial and total overlapping effect process, CM, and
DCM shops and how do these configurations compare when overlapping is utilized?
Also, how do these configurations compare if other shop conditions are altered? This
research addresses these questions by exploring the effects of total and partial overlapping
on all three shop configurations and on two different shop sizes.
2.5 OTHER RELATED LITERATURE
Other studies have introduced layout alternatives that can be utilized in unstable
and highly dynamic environments. Though not directly related, these studies do offer
alternatives solutions to the "purer" shop configurations examined in this research. A
model for forming physically reconfigurable virtual cells is introduced by Rheault, Drolet,
11
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and Abdulnour (1995, 1996). They suggest that many work centers, such as assembly
tables, small machining devices, and inspection and control stations may in fact be easily
moved. The model not only plans the physical reconfiguration, but it creates the cell from
the beginning family formulation stage and continues through job scheduling to system
monitoring.
Another study by Montreuil and Venkatadri (1991) introduces a linear
programming model that is used to generate dynamic manufacturing system layouts.
These layouts are used to make the transition from an old layout to a new layout in
multiple phases. In a dynamic environment, a manufacturing system undergoes changes
during its life cycle. As time passes and conditions change, layouts become inefficient or
obsolete. However, simply modifYing the layout to optimize the current environment does
not ensure future efficiency. Dynamic manufacturing system layouts use predictions of
future conditions to generate multiple layouts that are to be implemented in phases over




Simulation models are developed for the analysis. Models of each shop
configuration are constructed using SLAM II simulation software created by Pritsker and
Associates, Inc. (Pritsker, 1995). Experimental factors are finalized then base models
were coded. Next, pilot runs are executed. These runs are validated and verified by
tracing entities from trace output and comparing the results with those previously obtained
in other studies. Experiments are conducted for each shop configuration and various
levels of batch splitting/overlapping. Data from these experiments are gathered and
analyzed, and conclusions are drawn.
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS - ADJUSTING OVERLAP
Studying the effects of operations overlapping requires modifying the levels of
batch splitting in each configuration. One hundred units make up the initial batch. Five
levels of splitting are explored:
1. 1% or One Unit - single units are passed between machines (total overl.apping)
2. 10% - Parts are passed in sub-batches which are 10 percent of the initial batch
sIze.
3. 25% - Parts are passed in sub-batches which are 25 percent of the initial batch
SIze.
4. 50% - Parts are passed in sub-batches which are half of the initial batch size.
5. No Batch Splitting - Parts are passed in complete batches. No splitting occurs.
13
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Adjusting the levels of batch splitting shows how perfonnance is effected in a variety of
overlapping scenarios for each configuraltion. Also, the "No Batch Splitting" level helps
validate the simulation models, since models of this type have been run in previous studies.
If the models are valid, the results should be similar to those from previous
experimentation.
3.2 THE SIMULATlON ENVIRONMENT
Four different models are used for the evaluation:
1. PROC - This model represents a classical process shop that does not consider
family similarities when sequencing jobs.
2. PRFAM - This model represents a process shop that uses some family
consideration when sequencing jobs. This, is similar to the model used by
Morris and Tersine (1990). It should be noted that the family consideration
makes this process shop very similar to a OCM shop. [n fact, the «line"
between the two configurations is not exactly clear. It would not be incorrect
to label the PRFAM configuration as a DCM shop rather than a process shop.
It is labeled as a process shop in this research to be consistent with Morris and
Tersine.
3. CM - This model represents a classical cellular manufacturing shop.
4. OCM - This model represents a DCM shop us~ng sequencing and cell creation
rules which performed well in Kannan and Ghosh studies (1995 and 1996)
14
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It should be noted that the family consideration makes the PRFAM model very
similar to a DCM shop. In fact, the "line" between the process and DCM configurations is
not exactly clear. As already stated, both configurations use identical departmental
layouts. Also, both configurations utilize departmental queues, and any job that arrives at
the department can be processed at any ofthe departmental machines. To state that "the
difference is that only the DCM configuration utilizes family similarities" is not consistent
with other research, since Morris and Tersine (1990) used family consideration in process
configurations when comparing process and CM shops. It seems apparent that the
difference in a DCM configuration and a process shop that considers family similarities is
only in the research terminology. Therefore, it would not be incorrect to label the
PRFAM configuration as a DCM shop rather than a process shop. It is labeled as a
process shop in this research to remain consistent with Morris and Tersine. However, in
the Conclusion section of this research, the term "DCM" will be abandoned and replaced
with "process layouts that consider family similarities in job sequencing".
Two different shop sizes are studied. Large shops consist of 30 machines of eight
different types. Table 1 shows the departmental machine assignments that are used in the
large process and DCM shops. The shops produce 40 different part types. Table 2 shows
the operations that are required to produce each part. This table also determines the CM
system configuration by separating the machinery into cells and the parts into families.
Five part families and five cells are used in the CM and DCM models. Processing occurs
on machines as ordered from left to right in the table. This is consistent with previous
research (Kaonan and Ghosh, 1995 and 1996; Morris and Tersine, 1990)
15
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Table 1 - Departmental assig:nments for large shop machinery
(Morris and Tersine • 1990).









9 Shipping and Receiving
Table 2 - Large shop machine requirements for each part with cell and family configuration.
(Morris and Tersine, 1990)..
M A C H I N E S
18 25 13 3 23 10 16 26 2 15 7 17 4 20 12 22 8 28 24 9 21 29 14 6 19 27 11 1 30 5
34 x x x x x x
40 x x x x x
36 x x x x
39 x x x x
33 x x x
36 x x x x x
37 x x x x x
35 x x x
24 x x x x x x
20 x x x x x x
19 x x x x
23 x x x
26 x x x x x
22 x x x x x
21 x x x x x
P 25 x x x x
A 32 x x x x x
R 30 x x x x x
T 27 x x x x
S 31 x x x
28 x x x x x
29 x x x
17 x x x x
15 x x x x
13 x x x




10 x x x
14 x x
11 x x
7 x x x x
6 x x x
4 x x x
2 x x x
3 x x




Small shops consist of 20 machines of eight different types. Table 3 shows the
departmental machine assignments that are used in the small process and DCM shops, and
Table 4 shows the operations that are required to produce each part. The small shop will
also produce 40 different part types.
In the process system, parts are routed to the process departments where they are
assigned a machine (if one is available). In the DCM system, virtual cells are constructed
from the machines that are available when the cell is formed. Family members are then
routed to the machines that are assigned to the virtual cell. The CM system uses the
predetermined machine-to-cell assignments shown previously in Figure 2. Alternate
routings are not permitted.
3.3 EQUIPMENT CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The machines assigned to a process department are identical and can perform the
same processes. Therefore, these machines also have the same processing and setup times
for particular operations. Machines only produce one part at a time. When a machine is
not processing parts, it is available for use when tne routings permit. This assumes that
machine breakdowns are insignificant. Also, operations in process can not be interrupted
(i.e., no preempting). Finally, operations do not become available until the batch that it is
processing is completed.
As shown in Tables I and 3, Department 9 is the shipping/receiving department.
All batches begin and end in this area. The parts leave from and arrive to
shipping/receiving in complete batches. No additional processing occurs in these areas.
17
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3.4 THE ARRIVAL PROCESS
Jobs arrive according to a Poisson process (i.e., with ,exponentially distributed
inter-arrival times) in batches of 100 part entities. The mean inter-arrival time is
determined such that the average utilization of the shop approximates 80% in the PROC
configuration with no overlapping. This is consistent with Kannan and Ghosh's models
(Kannan and Ghosh, 1995; Kannan, 1997). Demand is uniformly distributed across part
types.
3.5 PROCESSING, SETUP, AND MATERIAL HANDLING TIMES
In the Karman and Ghosh experiments (1995; Kannan 1997), processing times are
normaUy distributed with a mean of34.33 minutes per hatch and a standard deviation of
0.25 minutes per hatch. However, to modd overlapping, times for individual parts are
used. To maintain consistency with Kannan and Ghosh, the batch processing time is
divided by the lot size (l00 parts). The mean processing time of 0.3433 minutes per parI
is used in this research. The standard deviation per hatch of 0.25 minutes (0.7 percent of
the mean) seems insignificant and perhaps unrealistically low, even for a stable, predictable
flow shop environment. Therefore, the processing time standard deviation per part is
increased to 25 percent of the mean processing time, or 0.0858 minutes per part
(calculations are shown in Appendix A). This increase introduces a significantly higher
level of processing time variability into the shop environment. The processing times are
normally distributed and are independent and identically distributed for all operations.
The simulation conditions require three levels of setup times which can be utilized
by each configuration. First, operations require no setup time if the previous part number
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that was processed was identical to the part. number that is now starting the operation.
Second, a minor setup time is used when the part number that is starting at an operation is
in the same family as the preceding part number. Finally, a major setup time is required if
the part number is the first at an operation, or if the part number starting at an operation is
in a different family than the preoeding part number. Low and high setup times are set at
11.33 and 22.66 minutes respectively. This is consistent with Kannan and Ghosh (1996;
Kannan 1997). As with processing times, these conditions hold for all operations.
Material handling times for the process and DCM models are determined by the
distance between process departments and the speed ofthe MH vehicle. The large shops
have an area of 10,000 square feet (100' x 100') and the small shops have an area of5625
square feet (75' x 75'). Each machine has a footprint of 15' x 15'. All layouts (shown in
Appendix B) are based on Morris and Tersine's layouts developed using MICRO-CRAFT
software (Morris and Tersine, 1990~ Morris, 1988). Rectilinear distances between
departmental center points are used for MH vehicle travel.. The MH vehicle transports
parts at 5 mph (7.33 ft. per second). The eM shop also requires MH vehicles for
transport to and from shipping and receiving. Loading and unloading times for the
transport batches are uniformly distributed in the interval of (1,5) minutes. Transfer times
within CM cells are assumed zero because of the closeness of the workstations.
3.6 SEQUENCING AND MACHINE ALLOCATJON RULES
PROC Configuration - In the process shop models, a machine becomes available when it
has finished processing a complete batch ofparts. When the machine becomes available,
the departmental queue is searched for a job (batch or sub-batch) with the part number
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identical to the one just completed. If there is an identical job in queue, then it receives
priority (repetitiv,e lots principle). Ifmujtiple identical jobs are found, then they were
sequenced based on first-in-first-out (FIFO). If there are no identical jobs in the queue,
then the shortest processing time (SPT) sequencing rule is used.
PRFAM Gonfiquration - As with the PROC configuration, the repetitive lots principle
applies. If no identical jobs are in the queue, then jobs from the same family receive
priority. For example, a job with part number 5 and family number 2 is comp'eted at a
machine in department 1. To allocate the next jlob at the available machine, the
department 1 queue is examined for an entity with part number 5. If one is found, then it
is immediately routed to the machine. Otherwise, the department queue is searched for an
entity with family number 2. This rule makes the PRFAM configuration very similar to the
DeM configuration, as previously discussed. If neither of the previous rules can be
satisfied, then SPT is used.
CM Configuration - In a CM model, the repetitive lots principle still applies. However,
the concept of CM eliminates the need for the same family rule. SPT is used if there are
no identical jobs in queue.
OCM Configuration - As jobs move through the facility, virtual cells are created and
modified. When a job enters a department, it is routed to a machine that is possessed by
its part family. If the family does not possess a machine, then the job waits for one to
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become available. Machines are allocated to part families based on the number ofjobs in
the departmental queue for each family as fonows:
• The family with the most jobs in the queue receives allocation prioraty, unless
that family already possesses a machine.
• If all families in a queue possess a machine and there is a machine available,
then the machine is allocated to the family with the most jobs in the queue.
• If a family has multiple machines in a department and a job arrives from a
family that does not possess a machine, the family with multiple machines gives
one up as soon as a job is finished.
Sequencing within families that possess a machine follows the repetitive lots principle or
FIFO if repetitive lots requirements are not satisfied. To illustrate DCM machine
allocation, suppose a job with part number 5 and family number 2 is completed at a
machine in department 1. Currently, this machine is possessed by family number 2 (which
only possesses one machine in this example). To find the next job to be processed at the
machine, the department 1 queue is examined for a job with part number 5. If one is
found, then it is immediately routed to the machine. Otherwise, the department queue is
searched for an entity with family number 2. If no entity from family 2 is found, then the
machine is allocated to another family in the departmental queue. Say families 3 and 4 don
not posses a machine in the department, but family 3 has 2 entities and family 4 has 1
entity in the department 1 queue. Since family 3 has the most entities in the queue, a job




In addition to the sequencing/allocation rules discussed previously, no jobs in
process are interrupted i.e., preemption is not allowed. Also, a machine processes all sub-
batches from a batch until the entire batch has been completed on that machine. Sub-
batches from other batches are not allowed to use the machine until the original batch is
complete.
The identical job (aU configurations) and same family rules (PRFAM only) are
consistent with Morris and Tersine (1990). The use ofSPT (all configurations) is used by
Kannan and Ghosh (1996). All DCM rules are consistent with a model which performed
well in Kannan and Ghosh (1995).
3.7 WARM-UP PERIOD
The warm up period is determined using Welch's procedure as described in Law
and Kelton (1991). This procedure identifies a point in time when the model reaches
steady state based on the performance measure values. Each model configuration and size
is tested with each level of batch splitting. Five replications are used for each model. A
moving average is calculated and plotted, and the steady state point is identified when the
curve "flattens". A safety factor of 10,000 minutes is added to the steady state point to
determine the warm-up period. The warm up periods range from 15,000 to 34,000
minutes. For simplicity and added insurance that the model is at steady state at the end of
the warm-up, 35,000 minutes is used as the warm-up period for all models. Further
details of the warm-up are described in Appendix C.
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3.8 RUN LENGTH AND NUMBER OF REPLICATlONS
The run length and number of replications considerations attempt to balance the
need for sufficient data with the desire for timely data. Longer run lengths generate more
data, thus that average of the performance measures have a higher probability of
approaching the actual means (i.e., better point estimates of performance measures).
More replicati.ons tighten the confidence intervals of the performance measure, allowing
for strong statements regarding the validity of the results. However, the size and
complexity of the models, the number of models in the experiment, and the long warm-up
time cause the actual run time in the computer network to be extreme. Therefore, rather
than setting a run length based on the warm-up period (as commonly practiced), pilot runs
were conducted to determine a sufficient number of entities to send though the system for
a run. Using the PROC model with no overlapping, the pilot runs were set to allow for at
feast 1000, 1500, and 2000 entities through the system. The resulting average Time in
System performance measures for the three runs were 286, 278, and 281. The similarity
of these results suggests that the shorter run length creates sufficient data for the
experiments, therefore the model is set to gather at least 1000 data points for the Time in
System measurement. Running the model for 10,000 minutes after the warm-up period is
more than sufficient to accomplish this goal. Ten replications are run for each model. The
pilot runs indicate that ten replications would generate confidence interval widths which
are less than ten percent of the of the mean time in system. This result seems reasonable
and adequate for drawing valid statistical conclusions in this research.
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3.9 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Data is collected and analyzed for two performance measures - average time in
system (mean flow time) and mean WlP inventory. Average time in system is an
important measure by itself, however it is also a good indicator of other time related
statistics such as mean lateness, mean waiting time, and the mean number ofjobs in the
system (Conway, Maxwell, and Miller, 1967). WIP inventory is defined as the number of
fun batches than are in the system at one time. It is an important measure as it is directly
related to production costs. These two measures are consistent with many previously
cited experiments (Morris and Tersine, 1990; Shafer and Charnes, 1993; Kannan and
Ghosh, 1995).
3.10 ANALYSIS OF RESUL TS
The effects of overlapping on mean flow time and mean WIP are determined using
analysis of variance (ANOVA) under the various treatment combinations. Confidence
intervals are then used to compare the performances of the four models. All analyses are
performed at a = 0.05. Conclusions are drawn to determine how overlapping effects the





4.1 MODEL DESCRIPTIONS FOR PROCESS SHOPS
The two process shop models used the same SLAM II programming statements,
however their FORTRAN subroutines differ slightly. The partial network diagram for the
models, an example model (50% batch split), and the FORTRAN subroutines are shown
in Appendix D. The "partial" diagram and "example" model are shown rather than the
complete versions in order to conserve space. All models are available from the author.
The descriptions of the attributes, files, resources, global variables, arrays, and activities
are shown in Tables 5 through 10.
d Ihf hT bl 5 A -b da e - Un ute escnptlons or t e process s op rno e s.
ATTRIBUTE(S) DESCRIPTION
1-7 Defines the routing for the entity (ATRI8(1) is the first machine/dept)
8 Defines the pan family of the entity
9 Defines the part number of the entity
10 Counts the number of operations tnat the entity has finished
11-18 Processing times at departments 1-8
19 Entity identification # - Mark attribute (time that an entity enters the system)
20 Indicates set-up time (0 =no set-up, 1 =shan set-up, 2 =long set-up
21-27 Indicates move times between departments (21 is the first move time)
28 Indicates the number of sub-batches per batch
29 Indicates the number of entities per sub-batch
f hT bl 6 V - bl da e - ana e escnphons or t e process shop models.
XX DESCRIPTION
1-8 Set-up time indicators at each department
9 Indicates the number of entities currently in the system
hf h-fT bl 7 FI da ,e - Ie escnpllons or t e process s op models.
FILE DESCRIPTION
1-8 Queue for machines assignments in departments 1-8
11-18 Queue for processing after machine l1as been assigned to the start-batch
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hTable 8 - Resource descriptions for t e pfOicess shop mode s.
RESOURCES NUMBERS CAPACITY DESCRIPTION
X1 - X6 1-6 4 Start batch resources for departments 1-6
X7 -X8 7-8 3 Start batch resources for departments 7 and 8
01- 07 1-7 4 Machine resources for departments 1-6
07-08 7-9 3 Machine resources for departments 7 and 6
d 1hth.. dTable 9 - Actwttv escnptlons for e process S op mo es.
ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION
1-8 Machine orocessina in departments 1-8
11-18 IShort set-ulD times in departments 11-8
21-28 Long set-up times in departments 1-8
31-38 Loading times at departments 1-6
41-48 Unloading times at departments 1-8
51-57 Move times from receiving to depts (operations ordered 1-7 on routing)
d IhhdATable 10 - rray escnptlons for t e process s op rna es.
ARRAY No. COLUMN No. OF ROW
(COLUMN No.) DESCRIPTION ROWS DESCRIPTION DATA DESCRIPTION
1-8 Department 4 Machine Part # of last or current entity on
indicators machine
H-18 Department 4 Machine Entity # of last or current entity
indicators on machine
21-28 Department 4 Machine Number of sub-batches
indicators Iprocessed
31-38 Department 4 Machine Part family of entity on machine
indicators
41-48 Department 4 Machine Indicates if machine is idle(O) or
indicators busy(1)
The model begins by setting initial global variable, array values, and resource
characteristics (refer to Tables 6 through 10). All global variables are initially set at zero.
All values of arrays 1 th.rough 8 and 31 through 38 are set at an initial value of 1. This
simply states that all machines are currentJy set to produce part number 1 of family 1. All
values of arrays 11 through 18 and 41 through 48 are initially set at zero, indicating that
there was not a "last entity" on a machine and that atl machines will begin idle and empty.
All values in arrays 21 through 28 are set to one over the number of sub-batches per
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batch. This is used for counting purposes to determine when a machine can be released by
a batch.
Next, the resources are configured for the model. There are 16 total resources
(two for each department). The resources capacities (see Table 8) represent the number
ofmachines in each department. Each department has two resources because one is used
as a machine allocation for an entire batch, while the other allocates machines to sub-
batches. This is necessary to route all sub-batches of the same batch to the same machine.
The model network begins with entity creation at the CREATE node. Entities
represent entire batches (which are split later) which have exponential inter-arrival times
with a mean of8 minutes. The mark attribute [ATRIB(l9)], which is used as a unique
entity identifier is assigned as the time an entity is created. After arriving into the system,
the value of 1 is added to the global variable XX(9), which represents the number of
entities currently i.n the syst'ern. Attributes 28 and 29 (the number of sub-batches per batch
and the number of parts per sub-batch) are then assigned to the entities. These attributes
are the same for all entities.
The entity is next assigned a family [ATRlB(8)], and then a part number
[ATRIB(9)] (demand is uniformly distributed across part numbers). The entity is
assigned a routing (attributes 1 through 7) based on its part number. For example if
ATRlB(l) = 5 and ATRIB (2) = 6, then the entity will first be routed to department 5 and
then to department 6. In addition to routings, processing times are also assigned to
entities. The value r'epresents the processing time at a certain department. For example,
ATRlB(15) represents the processing time for part entities at department 5. Move times
are also assigned. ATRIB(21) represents the first move time, ATRlB(22) represents the
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second, etc. ATRIB(27) always represents the move time from the last department to the
shipping/receiving area.
Entities undergo the first move activity (ACT/51) after being routed to node
labeled R 1. The entities are then routed to the correct processing department based on
ATRIB(I). A network diagram of Department 1 is shown in Appendix D. All
departments are structurally the same. Differences occur in specific values which are
representative of each department. The remainder of the departmental model description
refers to Department 1.
The entity undergoes an unloading activity (ACT/31) when it arrives at
Department 1 (node label DI). Next, the entity is routed in one of two ways:
1. If the entity is already split into sub-batches, it is routed to a queue
[AWAIT(I)] to wait for a machine to become available.
2. If the entity has not been split into sub-batches, it is routed to an UNBATCH
node (UNBATCH,28) where it is split into multiple sub-batch entities based on
attribute 28. For example, when ATRIB(28) = 2, then the entity is split tnto
two identical entities. Then the sub-batch entities are routed to the queue
represented by AWAlT(l).
At the AWAIT node, a machine (resource) is allocated to a batch using an
ALLOC(I) subroutine (where I is, the department number, AWAlT file number, and
resource number). The node is triggered whenever a resource is freed, or when an entity
arrives at the AWAIT node. After setting initial values, the subroutine retrieves the
identification number (mark attribute) for the entity that possesses the "first" machine. [It
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should be noted that though SLAM does not keep track of the actual machines being used
in a resource, the array values are being set as an entity seizes a resource, and after a
resource is released. For example, the ARRAY(41 ,2) tells whether machine two in
department 1 is busy or idle. By counting entities, tracking the entity/family currently and
previously on a machine, and determining the machine's state (busy or idle), the arrays
enable the model to determine the appropriate action when a machine becomes idle.]. An
NFIND statement is then used to see if there are any sub-batch entities that match the
identification number (this would imply that the sub-batch comes from the batch that
possesses the machine resource). If a matching sub-batch is found, it is removed from the
queue and moved to an ENTER node in the SLAM II model (ENTER, 1+10). Otherwise,
the subroutine uses a DO loop to identify the possession batches of the other machines
and then attempts to identify a match. Ifno match is found, the subroutine checks
whether there are any machines that are not possessed by a batch [If statement that checks
the value ofNNRSC(I)]. If at least one machine is free, then an array value [ARRAY
(1+20)] representing the one plus the number of sub-batches processed on a machine is
compared to the number of sub-batches per batch [IF (8.GT. C)]. If the array value is
greater, then an array value representing the part number of the last batch on the machine
is retrieved, otherwise, a DO loop repeats the comparison with other array values until the
"free" machine is found. This value is compared to the part numbers in the queue. If a
match exists, then the setup time indicator [XX(I)] is set to zero (indicating no set up time
which demonstrates the Repetitive lots principle), the array value representing the number
of sub-batches processed is set to zero, a machine is seized, and the entity is removed from
the queue and placed in an ENTER node (ENTER,I). If no match is found, then the next
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event is dependent on the type ofprooess shop. This event attempts to allocate a machine
based on a family match. The PROC model does not consider family relationships, so this
step is left out of the subroutine. For the PRFAM shop, the subroutine retrieves an array
value representing the family that last possessed a machine and the checks to see if there
are any matches in the queue. If a match exists, then the setup time indicator XX(I) is set
to 1 (indicating a short set up because of the family relationship), the array value
representing the number of sub-batches processed is set to zero, a machine is seized, and
the entity is removed from the queue and placed in the ENTER,I node. If no match is
found or if the shop is the PROC configuration, then the subroutine will search the queue
for the entity with the shortest processing time [ATRIB(I+ 10)]. Ifan entity is found, then
the set-up indicator is set to 2 (indicating a long set up time), the array value representing
the number of sub-batches processed is set to zero, a machine is seized, and the entity is
removed from the queue and placed in ENTER, 1 of the SLAM program.
As previously stated, entities emerge from the AWAlT queue at either ENTER I
or ENTER 11. An entity enters ENTER 1 if it is the first sub-batch of a batch to be
process,ed. This suh-batch entity has seized the machine resource for processing by the
entire batch in the ALLOC subroutine. Next, a set-up time attribute [ATRIB(I)] is
assigned to the sub-batch entity based on the set-up time indicator variable XX(l) set in
the subroutine. An EVENT subroutine now assigns the new entity characteristics to the
appropriate array locations. After the initial values are set in the subroutine, the
subroutine will search the array representing the number of sub-batches processed for the
value set at zero. It will then set the corresponding arrays appropriately. For example, if
ARRAY(21,3) =0, (which means machine three in department one has not processed any
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ofthe current sub-batch), then the subroutine sets arrays (1,3), (11,3), (31,3) and (41,3) to
their appropriate values. ARRAY(I, 3) is the part number of the entity, ARRAY(1l,3) is
set to the entity identification number, ARRAY(31,3) is set as the family of the entity, and
ARRAY(41,3) is set to zero indicating that the machine is currently idle (processing has
not yet begun even though the machine is possessed by the entity). After the arrays are
set, the program returns to SLAM II.
An entity bypasses the previous EVENT subroutine if it is sent to the ENTER 11
node (rather than ENTER 1) from the ALLOC subroutine. This occurs when the sub-
batch .s not the first of its batch to be processed on the machine. The set-up indicator
attribute ATRIB(20) is assigned a value of zero to indicate the absence of a set-up time
(the machine is already set up for the part).
The "paths" that began at ENTER 1 and ENTER 11 converge at a GOON node
which routes the entity to one of three conditional activities based on the set-up indicator
attribute ATRIB(20). If ATRlB(20) is set at zero, then the entity goes through a
conditional route which is not assigned an activity or a duration. When ATRIB(20) = 1,
the entity is routed through activity 11 which has a duration of 11.33 minutes. If
ATRB(20) = 2, the entity is route to activity 21 which has a duration of22.66 minutes.
Sub-batch entities are split into identical individual part entities at an UNBATCH
node after the set-up activities. The number of parts is determined by ATRIB(29). Then
the part entities wait in an AWAIT queue for the machine to become available.
The AWAIT(11) node uses the same ALLOC subroutine that was used in the
previous AWAIT node, however, an IF statement at the beginning of the subroutine
moves the focus to a different area of code. The subroutine first checks to see if there are
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any available machines (NNRSC is not zero). If so, then the busy/idle array is examined to
determine if a machine is idle. A DO loop allows the subroutine to examine all busy/idle
array values. Ifa machine is set at idle, then the queue is searched for an entity whose
batch possesses the machine using an NFIND function, For example, ARRAY(41,3) = 0
indicates that machine three in department 1 is currently idle. Say that the machine is
currently possessed by an entity with an identification number 123 [ARRAY(1l,3)=123].
The subroutine will search the queue for an entity with an identification number of 123. If
a match is found, then the busy Itdle array is set to 1 (busy), the machine resource is
seized, and the entity is removed from the queue and placed in ENTER 21.
Operations processing time is modeled following the ENTER node. Activity I
occurs with a duration represented by ATRIB(ll), which was assigned earlier in the
mode!. An event subroutine (EVENT II) follows the activity.
As with the ALLOC subroutine, the EVENT subroutine is the same one used
previously. An IF statement sends the focus of the program to a different part of the code.
This section of code is responsibie for fr,eeing the machine from a part entity and setting it
to idle, It identifies which machine has finished processing by comparing the
"identification number on a machine" array values with the identification number
[ATRIB(l9)] of the part that has activated the event. When the machine is identified, the
corresponding busy/idle array value is set to "idle" (0) and the machine resource is freed.
Part entities are combined into sub-batches at the BATCH node. The entities are
identified by the entity identification attribute ATRIB(I9). When the sub-batch is
complete, another subroutine (EVENT,21) counts the number of sub-batches that arrive
to it and free a machine from a batch when the entire batch has complete processing,
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Again, this is the same EVENT previously cited. The If statements at the beginning set
the focus at the correct code location. The subroutine looks up the array values that show
the entity identifications that possess each machine. If the value in the entity identification
array matches the entity identification ofthe sub-batch entity that activated the EVENT,
then the subroutine increases by one the array value which counts the number of entities
sub-batches that have been processed. If this new value is greater than the number of sub-
batches per batch, then a machine resource is freed.
An unloading operation activity occurs to move the sub-batch out of the
department (ACT/41). Then one is added to ATRIB(lO), indicating that the sub-batch has
completed the operation. The part is then routed to the next department based on the
value of ATRIB(lO) (see Node labels R1 through R6). The move times (determined by
attributes 21 through 27) occur during the routing.
Each department in the process models is identical to department 1 (previously
described) except the values of the activities, attributes, arrays, fUes, resources, and
variables change to reflect the department. For example when modeling department 4, the
activity numbers are 4, 14, 24, 34, and 44. Modifications for other values occur likewise.
The sub-batch entities go to the shipping area of the model (node label SR) after
completing processing at all work centers on the routing. An UNBATCH node splits the
sub-batch entity into identical part entities, and then a BATCH node combines the newly
formed part entities into a full batch entity of 100 parts. The entities are then moved to
the shipping /receiving area (ACT/57 with move time based on ATRIB(27). The global
variable XX(9) which counts the number of entities in the model at any given time (WlP)
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is r,educed by one since one batch entity is leaving the system. Data is collected for Time
in System measurements, then the entity leaves the network.
The model described is used for all levels of batch splitting/overlapping with a few
minor modifications. Attributes 28 and 29 change to reflect the number of sub-batches
per batch and the number ofparts per sub-batch respectively. Also, the initial values in
arrays 21 through 28 repres,ent the one plus number of sub-batches per batch. All other
code is the same.
A slight modification in the resources is made to model the small shops. Each
department has fewer macmnes in the smaller shop. This is reflected in the resource
capacity shown below in Table 11. An example of a small process shop model (100%
batch split) is shown in Appendix D.
Table 11 - Resource descriptions for the small process shop models.
RESOURCE NUMBER CAPACITY DESCRIPTION
X1 1 2 Start batch resources for department 1
X2 2 3 Start batch resources for deoartment 2
X3 3 2 Sta,rt batch resources for department 3
X4 - X6 4-6 3 Start batch resources for departments 4 throuQh 6
X7 - X8 7-8 2 Start batch resources for departments 7 and 8
01 11 2 Machine resources for department 1
02 12 3 Machine resources for department 2
03 13 2 Machine resources for department 3
D4 - D6 14-16 3 Machine resources for departments 4 throuoh 6
D7 - D8 117-18 2 Machine resources for departments 7 throuQh 8
4.2 MODEL DESCRIPTIONS FOR CM SHOPS
The simulation model built to represent the eM shop configurations is outlined in
this section. The partial network diagram for the models, an example model (25% batch
split), and the FORTRAN subroutines are shown in Appendix E. The descriptions of the
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attributes, files, resources, global variables, arrays, and activities are shown in Tables 12
through 16.
Tablle 12 - Attribute descriptions for the c,ellular manufacturing (CM) model.
ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION
1-30 Processing times at machines 1-40
31 Entity identification # - Mark attribute (time that an entity enters the system)
32 Indicates set-up lime (0 =no set-up, 1 =short set-up, 2 =long set-up
33 Indicates the number of sub-batches per batch
34 Indicates the number of entities per sub-batch
35 Indicates part number
3,6 ICounts entities that enter system (entity number)
Table 13 - Variable descriptions for the cellular manufacturing (CM) model.
XX DESCRIPTION
1-30 Entity number of entity that was last or is currently on a machine
31-60 Ipart number of entity that was last or is currently on a machine
61-90 counts sub-batches that have been completed at station 1-30
91 Number of entities in the system
92 Set up indicator
93 Routes sub-batches to appropriate machine from event node
Table 14 - File descriptions for the cellular manufacturing (eM) model.
FILE DESCRIPTION
1-3,0 Queue for start batch resource at machine 1-30
31-60 Queue for processing after machine has been assigned to the start-batch
Table 15 - Resource descri tions for the cellular manufacturin CM model.
RESOURCE NUMBER CAPACITY DESCRIPTION
M1 - M30 1-30 1 Start batch resources for de artmenls 1-30
Tabl,e 16 - Activity descriptions for the cellular
manufacturing (eM) model.
ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION
1-30 Processing at machines 1-40
31-60 Set-up times in departments 1-40
61-65 Move times from receiving to cells 1-5
66-70 Move times from cells 1-5 to shipping
71-75 'Loading times at cells 1-5
76-80 Unloading times at cells 1-5
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The CM shop begins by setting initial values for all global variables to zero. Next
the resources are defined and their initial capacities are identified. Each resource
represents one machine with a capacity ofone since machines are not separated by type as
in the process configuration. This greatly simplifies the programming logic.
Batch entities which arrive based on exponentially distributed inter-arrival times
are created by a CREATE node. One is added the variable XX(9I) which tracks the
number ofentities currently in the system. Attributes 33 and 34 are then set to signify the
number of sub-batches per batch and the number of parts per sub-batch.
Fist, the entity is assigned a part number [ATRIB(3 5)] (demand is uniformly
distributed across part numbers). A series of ASSIGN nodes determine routings (see
Table 2) by assigning a processing time for each machine number that is on the routing.
Then the entity is routed to the appropriate cell. For example, part number 1 is produced
in cell number 5. Which has four machines numbered 11, 1, 30, and 3S (in routing order).
Part number 1 only requires processing at machines 30 and 5, so attributes 1 and 11 equal
zero, while attributes 30 and 5 equal the processing time used in the model (generated
from the normal distribution with a mean of .3433 minutes and a standard deviation of
.0858 minutes). The entity is then routed to cell 5 (node label C5).
Each entity that arrives to a cell undergoes a moving operation from
shipping/receiving to the cell represented by activities 61 through 65 (for example, a move
to cell 3 is activity 63). Next, a loading operation is performed represented by activities
71 through 75. Next, all entities are routed to the first machine in the cell, though some
will not perform an operation at this machine. All sub-batches are created here, using an
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UNBATCH node. The sub-batch entities ar,e then either sent to the next machine in the
cell based on the routing attributes, or they remain at the first machine to be processed.
Those that remain at the machine enter a queue (AWAIT node) where machine
resources are assigned to batch entities by an ALLOC(I) subroutine. The subroutine first
examines the queue to see if there are any sub-batch entities that are part of the batch that
currently possesses the machine. This is accomplished by comparing the
identification/mark attribute with the global variable XX(I) (where I is the machine
number). XX(I), which is set later, is used to determine what batch entity posses the
machine. If a match is found, then the sub-batch entity is removed from the AWAIT
queue and placed in ENTER 31. Ifno match is found, then the subroutine detennines if
the machine resource is possessed by a batch entity by using an IF statement and the
"current resource capacity" variabJ,e NNRSC(I). If it is not, then the subroutine searches
the AWAIT queue for an entity that has the same part number as the entity that previously
possessed the machine. The part number of the possessing entity is stored in variable
XX(I+30). Ifa match is found, then the set-up time indicating variable XX(92) is set to
zero to indicate no setup time. Otherwise, the subroutine searches the queue for the entity
with the shortest processing time and assigns the set-up time indicator a value of one.
After the set-ups are determined, XX(I) is set to zero, the part number is stored in
XX(I+30}, and the machine resource is seized by the entity. Then, the entity is removed
from the AWAIT queue and placed in ENTER(I).
Entities that are sent to ENTER 31 from the subroutine are routed back to their
cell area, then sub-batch entities are split in to part entities at UNBATCH 34 (this
bypasses the set-up operation). The other entities are sent to ENTER(I) from the
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subroutine. Here, the entities undergo a set-up operation based on variable XX(92)
which was set in the subroutine. Then the sub-batch entities are Spl5t into part entities at
UNBATCH34.
An EVENT subroutine occurs after the individual part entities are created. This
subroutine removes part entities from the AWAIT queue if their batch possessed the
machine. It uses the NFIND function to see ifXX(I) (the identification number of the
batch that possesses the machine) matches the entity identification number [ATRIB(31)].
Ifa match is found, then the entity is removed from the AWAIT queue and move to
ENTER,31 and the subroutine ends. The route from ENTER 31 was discussed in the
previous paragraph.
Following the event, part entities whose batch possesses the machine will wait in a
QUEUE node for the machine to become available. Then the machine will process the
entities (ACT\!, where I is the machine number) using a duration determined in the entity's
attributes. The part entities are then combined into sub-batches at a BATCH node,
fonowed by another EVENT subroutine. As with the process model, this EVENT
subroutine is actually the same program as the one used earlier. This EVENT node sends
the focus ofthe program to a different area of the code using IF statements at the
beginning ofthe subroutine. This area ofthe subroutine counts the number of sub-batches
processed on the machine and frees it after an entire batch has been completed. It counts
the number of batches processes in the global variables XX(I+60) (where I is the machine
number). If the number of sub-batches per batch [ATRIB(33)] equals XX(I+60), then the
machine resource is freed and XX(I+60) is set to zero. The program then returns to









With the exception of the first and last machines in each cell, all machines in all
cells are identical except where variables are used for machine/cell identification (see Table
13). As previously discussed, the first machine is respons~ble for splitting batches into
sub-batches. The last machine in the cdl is responsible for unloading sub-batches
(activities 76 through 80) and moving them to shipping/receiving (activities 66 through
70).
Sub-batch entities are split into part entities at the shipping/receiving area (node
label SR) and then combined into full batches. The global variable XX(91) which counts
the number of entities in the model at any given time (WIP) is reduced by one since one
batch entity is leaving the system. Data is collected for Time in System measurements,
then the entity leaves the network.
The CM model only slightly changes with varying levels ofbatch
splitting/overlapping. In fact, only two attributes are changed (attributes 33 and 34) to
modify the number of sub-batches per batch, and the number ofentities per sub-batch.
Everything else is left unchanged.
The model for the small CM shop configuration is identical to the large shop,
except that 10 machines are removed. This is noticed in the resource assignments and in
the model itself, where a machine and all the code associated with it are deleted from the
program. Slight adjustments are made also when the first or last machine of a cell is




4.3 MODEL DESCRIPTIONS FOR DCM SHOPS
The simulation model built to represent the DCM shop configurations is outlined
in this section. The partial network diagram for the models, an example model (no batch
split), and the FORTRAN subroutines are shown in Appendix F. The descriptions ofthe
attributes, files, resources, global variables, and activities are identical to those of the
process shops (see Tables 5 through 11). The array descriptions are shown in Table 17.
Table 17 - Array descriptions for the dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) model.
ARRAY No. COLUMN ROW DATA DESCRIPTION
(COLUMN No.) DESCRIPTION ROWS DESCRIPTION
1-8 Department 1-4 Machine Part No. of last or current entity on
indicators machine
2-8 Machine Part family of entity on machine
indicators
11-18 Department 1-4 Machine Entity No. of last or current entity
indicators on machine
2-8 Machine Indicates if machine is idle(O) or
indicators blJsy(1 )
21-28 Department 1-4 Machine No. of sub-batches processed
indicators
31-38 Department 1-5 Family indicators No. of sub-batches from families 1-
5 in the queue
41-48 Department 1-5 Family indicators No. of machines possessed by
families 1-5
The model begins by setting the initial values of all global variables to zero. Next,
the initial array values are set. Arrays 1 through 8 are set to I, indicating that all machines
are currently set up for part number one from family one. All values of arrays 11 through
18 are set to zero indicating that there are currently no entities on the machines and that
they are idle. Values in arrays 21 through 28 are set to one over the number of sub-
batches per batch. This is used for counting purposes to determine when a machine can be








start empty, and arrays 41 through 48 are set at zero indicating that no family currently
possesses a machine.
Next, the resources are configured for the model. There are 16 total resources
(two for each department) The resources capacities (see Table 8) represent the number of
machines in each department. Each department has two resources because one is used as
a machine aUocation for an entire batch, while the other allocates machines to sub-batches.
This is necessary to route all sub-batches ofthe same batch to the same machine.
The model network begins with entity creation at the CREATE node. Batch
entities arrive based on exponentiaUy distributed inter-arrival times. The entity
identification/mark attribute is set in ATRIB(l9). Next, one is added the variable XX(9)
which tracks the number of entiti,escurrently in the system. Attributes 28 and 29 are then
set to signify the number of sub-batches per batch and the number ofparts per sub-batch.
Entities are then assigned family numbers, part numbers, routings, move times, and
processing times using identical code to that of the process shop models. Entities are also
routed to departments in the same manner as in the process shops. The following is a
description of department 1.
As with the process configuration, entities are routed to departments for
processing. On arriving at a department, the entity undergoes a loading operation
(ACT/31). Then ifthis is not the first operation for the entity, it is routed to EVENT 1.
Otherwise, the entity is separated into sub-batches and then routed to EVENT 1. This
EVENT subroutine counts the number of entities in the queue by families and stores the
value in the appropriate array. Note that the entity which triggers EVENT 1 is included in




simulated! time, these things happen at the same time). For example, if the entity arriving
at EVENT 1 belongs to family 2 [ATRIB(8) =2] then one is added to the number of sub-
batch entities in the queue for this family [ARRAY(31,2)]. The program then returns to
SLAM II. The entities are put. in an AWAIT( 1) queue following the event. An
ALLOC(I) subroutine then sends through any entities that possess a machine, and/or
allocates a machine to a batch and/or family.
Entities whose batch already possesses a machine are removed from the queue in
the same manner as in the ALLOC( 1) subroutine for the process shop. These entities are
sent to ENTER 11. After this step, the subroutine will check for any machines which are
not possessed by a batch. If all machine resources are currently utilized, then the program
returns to SLAM. Otherwise, a complex series of tests is carried out to determined
weather to allocate the machine resource to a new family/virtual cell or to allocate to the
family that already poss,esses it. The tests checks the number of the machine types
possessed by the family and ifthere are currently family members in the queue.
The first tests determine if the machine will stay with the same family, or if there
will be competition for it. If the family only possesses the one free machine and has at
least one sub-batch entity in the queue, then the machine will stay in the possession of the
family and a family entity will be routed to the machine based on the sequencing rules
previously discussed. To carry out this test, the part family possessed by a machine is
determined in the same manner as with the process shop. The number of machines
possessed by a family is found by looking in arrays 41 through 48. For example, to find
the number of department 1 machines possessed by family 5, the subroutine looks up the
value of ARRAY(41,5), an IF statement is used to test if there are family members in the
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queue and if the number of machines possessed is one. If so, the appropriate entity to
send is detennined in a manner similar to the CM shop's ALLOC subroutine.
Anther series of tests is carried out which are almost identical to the ones
described in the previous paragraph to determine if a family possesses more than one
machine. The difference occurs when the IF statement tests if the number of machines
poss,essed is greater than one (rather than equal to one). If test result is positive, then the
program jumps to a competition area of code to determine which family gets the machine.
The competition is discussed later.
A second test determines if there are entities in the queue whose family does not
possess a machine in the department. Again this is the identical test as the two previous
with a slight modification of the IF statement. Ifa family is found to have entities in
queue, but no machine, then the program goes to the competition for the free machine.
A final test determines jf a family that possesses the free machine does not have
any entities in queue. This also follows the same methodology (with modifications in the
IF statement) and a positive result leads to a competition for the free machine.
The competition is based on the machine aUocation rules previously discussed in
the "Sequencing and Machine Allocation Rules" section. The competition is carried out in
stages. The first stage records the number of entities in the queue in an F# variable (where
# is the family number) for the families that do not possess a machine. The machine is
awarded to the family with the greatest F# value. For example, say families 2 and 4 do not
posses a machine in department 1, and family 2 has one entity in queue, while family 4 has
none. The F# values are as follows:
F2 = ARRAY(41,2) = I
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F4 = ARRAY(41,4) = 0
Note that the other families are not considered in the competition since they possess at
least one machine. The free machine will be awarded to family 2 since it has the greatest
F# value.
The competition is carried out using a series of IF statements which compare all F# values
to determine the winner.. The number of ma,chines possessed by the winning family is then
changed to reflect an increase of one machine. Also, the number of machines possessed
by the family that gave up the machine 's altered to reflect the loss. This's done using
PUTARY statements to change the values of the appropriate arrays.
This completes the first stage of the competition, however it is possible that a
winner was not selected. For example, if all the families of all entities in queue possess a
machine, then the above test will not have a winner. The next stages are the identical
tests, except the second stage tests families with only one machine, the third with two
machines, etc. These stages will ensure that a machine is allocated to a family with the
fewest machines and/or the greatest number in queue as stated in the machine allocation
rules.
After the test are complete and the number of machines per family are modified,
the machine resource is seized by the appropriate entity/family, the entity is removed from
the queue and placed in ENTER 1 and the number of sub-batches processed is set to zero
for the machine. The program then returns to SLAM.
Entities that arrive at ENTER 1 undergo assignments for the set-up indicating
ailtribute [ATRIB(20)]. Next, EVENT II uses another part of the EVENT subroutine to
s,et machine indicating arrays for the new entity that possesses it. The procedure is
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identicat to the corresponding process shop model EVENT, except that the array numbers
have changed (see Table 17).
The entities that emerge from EVENT II skip some SLAM code and arrive to
EVENT 21 at node label PI. Recall, however, that some enttties are routed to ENTER 11
from the ALLOC subroutine. The batches of these entities already possess a machine, so
the set-up indicator ATRIB(20) is s,et to zero. Then the sub-batch entities are routed to
EVENT 21 at PI.
EVENT 21 is responsible for modifying the number of family entities that are in
the queue. The value is kept in the ,queue count array for the family of the entity that
arrives at the event. Modifications are accomplished using GETARY and PUTARY
functions.
A setup operation follows the event. The model coding for this operation is
identical to the set-up from the process model. Sub-batch entities are then split into part
entities at the UNBATCH 29 node. Part entities then wait in an AWAlT(11) queue for
processing. The ALLOC(11) subroutine used by the AWAlT( II) node is identical to the
one used in the process shop model. Entities that are removed from the queue from the
subroutine are sent to ENTER 21. The processing activity with duration determined by
the processing time attribute follows. Next, the EVENT 31 uses part of the EVENT
subroutine to free the machine resource and set the idle/busy array to zero (idle). This is
the same as the EVENT used in the process model. Part entities are then combined into
sub-batches at the BATCH node. Next, EVENT 41 uses another part of the EVENT
subroutine to count the sub-batches processed by a machine and frees a machine resource
when the batch is complete. Again, this is the same as the EVENT used in the process
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model. The unloading operation activity follows, then the number of operations processed
on the sub-batch is determined by adding one to ATRIB(10) at the ASSIGN node. Sub-
batch entities are then routed to the next department using the same code that was used in
the process shop.
Each department in the DCM model is identical to department 1 (previously
described) except the values of the activities, attributes, arrays, files, resources, and
variables change to reflect the department. For example when modeling department 4, the
activity numbers used will be 4, 14, 24, 34, and 44. Modifications for other values occur
likewise.
The sub-batch entities go to the shipping area of the model (node label SR) after
completing processing at all work centers on the routing. An UNBATCH node splits the
sub-batch entity into identical part entities, and then a BATCH node combines the newly
formed part entities into a full batch entity of 100 parts. The entities are then moved to
the shipping/receiving area [ACT/57 with move time based on ATRIB(27)]. The global
variable XX(9) which counts the number of entities in the model at any given time (WlP)
is reduced by one since one batch entity is leaving the system. Data is collected for Time
in System measurements, then the entity leaves the network.
The model described is used for all levels of batch splitting/overlapping with a few
minor modifications. Attributes 28 and 29 change to reflect the number of sub-batches
per batch and the number ofparts per sub-batch, respectively. Also, the initial values in
arrays 21 through 28 represent the one plus number of sub-batches per batch. All other
code is the same.
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A slight modification in the resources is made to model the small shops. Each
department has fewer machines in the smaller shop. This is the same as the process
models (see Table 11). Also, the machine indicator arrays are altered to reflect fewer
machines as shown in Table 18. This slightly modifies the subroutines. An example of a
sman process shop models (100% batch split) and the small shop subroutines are shown in
Appendix F.
Table 18 - Array descri:ptions for the small dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) model.
ARRAY No. COLUMN ROW
(COLUMN No.), DESCRIPTION ROWS DESCRIPTION DATA DESCRIPTION




Machine Part family of entity 011 machine
indicators i
11-18 Department 1-3 Machine Entity # of last or current entity
indicators on machine
4-6 Machine Indicates if machine is idle(O) or
indicators busy(1)
21-28 Department 1-3 Machine Number of sub-batches
indicators Iprocessed
31-38 Department 1-5 Family indicators Number of sub-batches from
families 1-5 in the queue
41-48 Department 1-5 Family illdicators Machine number possessed by
families 1-5
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5. M,ODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIIDATION
Verification and validation procedures ensure that the simulation models function
as intended, and that they are a fair representation ofthe actual system being modeled.
Four steps are taken in the verification/validation process. First, in the model
building/debugging process, th'e logic of the model is traced in step-by-step programming
analysis. Also, while debugging, WRITE statements in the Fortran subroutines are used to
verify (and correct when necessary) the values of the arrays, attributes, and variables.
Write statements are also used after debugging is complete to verify that the correctness
of the subroutine logic.
The second step is to run the models and generate output. The output is generated
for all models and sizes with aU levels of overlapping to perform the following functions:
1. Send one entity through the system.
2. Send 100 Entities through the system.
3. Run the model for 10,000 simu~ated minutes.
Sending one entity through the system verifies the initia~ conditions of the models. Also,
the part routing logic is examined by comparing the activities/resources used with the
predetermined part routings from Tables 2 and 4. Examination of the File Statistics for
the AWAIT and QUEUE nodes also reveals how batches are split into sub-batches and
part entities. FlnaHy, the output verifies that the correct activities were used to represent
plant operations such as moves, set-ups, and processes. The 100 entity and 10,000 minute
models are used to verify that the appropriate mix is seen at the activities (especially the
set-up activities), queues, and resources. Fortran subroutines with WRITE statements are
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us,ed at the end of the 1 and 100 entity models to verify the array and variable values after
entities have left the system. In addition, the 10,OOO-minute model indicated that there
were noeITors that would stop the model from reaching completion. An example of the
output for a eM shop with 25% overlapping is shown in Appendix G.
The third verification step includes running and analyzing trace models. The size
of the models and the limitations of the MONTR statement (which activates the trace)
make tracing an entire model practically impossible. In addition, the large number of part
entities that are generated for overlapping make tracing some areas of the model an
unreasonable task (trace output for the small PROC shop with no batch splitting exceeds
80 pages when tracing only two departments). For these reasons, tracings are performed
only on existing node labels, excluding those that create and combine part entities. Also,
the trace is conducted for only two batch entities per model The trace models verify that
the order oftraveI for the entities is correct and that simulated time is elapsing between
the various nodes. The part number is displayed throughout the trace for easier tracking
through the trace output. Even though the trace shows how the entities travel through the
models and the elapsed times, it does not show exactly which queues/activities/resources
were used. However,. this can be found using the Summary Report that comes with the
trace output. Together, these reports verify that the model is functioning as described in
the previous sections. A sample of the trace output from the PROC shop with 10% batch
splitting is shown in Appendix H.
The final step in the verification/validation procedure occurs after aU the data has
been gathered and analyzed. The results are compar,ed to the results of other studies to
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validate the model. This is shown in the Validation Through Results section later in this
report.
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6. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The simulation models are run for each shop configuration and size using the five
levels ofbatch splitting previously discussed. Analyzing the results of these runs shows
how batch splitting/overlapping effects each shop and how the shops compare to each
other. The Time in System and WIP data from the simulation runs are shown in Tables 19
and 20, and samples ofthe simulation output are shown in Appendix I.
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Table 19 - Time in System data f.rom simulation runs.
RUNS
SHOP O.L. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AVG S
PROC 100 304 280 288 283 306 268 280 288 296 297 289.0 11.87
50 168 167 171 172 164 168 168 165 169 182 169.4 5.04
25 118 119 115 119 120 118 118 120 119 ! 117 118.3 1.49
10 97.11 93.3 92.5 89.6 93.3 92.2 90.1 94 94 89.5 92.6 2.36
1 82 80.6 81.8 79.3 79.1 7'9.5 76.8 80.2 78.1 78.8 79.6 1.60
SMALL PROC 100 198 173 186 179 183 194 179 183 180 179 183.4 7.53
50 111 1107 110 109 110 110 111 111 113 112 110.4 1.65
25 86.8 87.3 86.3 85.7 85.8 85.5 85 87.1 89.5 86.5 86.8 1.41
10 74.5 73.9 76.4 72.6 76.1 74.3 73.1' 74.5 74.9 73.9 74.4 1.15
1 68 67.5 67 69.4 '66.1 68.2 66.2 66.8 69.1 64.6 67.3 1.46
PRFAM 100 267 269 271 276 266 274 274 261 270 281 270.9 5.67
50 163 165 167 166 165 164 164 165 166 164 164.9 1.20
25 119 118 118 116 118 117 115 125 11'6 120 118.2 2.82
10 93.6 95 91.7 91.4 93.6 101 93.9 93.5 91.9 93.4 93.9 2.73
1 76.6 77.5 78.4 78.9 79.3 62.1 79.3 79.8 81.6 79.4 79.3 1.66
SMALL PRFAM 100 172 174 178 173 173 173 173 171 169 170 172.6 2.46
50 115 110 111 117 111 111 115 110 114 112 112.6 2.46
25 90.2 85.2 84.3 84.4 89.6 86.3 63.8 86.3 87.7 87.5 86.5 2.21
10 73.2 71.2 73.8 77.1 73.3 76.2 72.7 76.7 73.7 75.5 74.3 1.93
1 66.3 68.8 67.1 6'9 67.1 67.6 66.9 66.3 65.9 65 67.0 1.24
CM 100 288 311 289 295 317 293 295 285 305 283 296.1 11.36
50 255 247 230 254 247 255 243 231 224 262 244.8 12.66
25 226 226 225 215 212 225 233 216 232 237 224.7 8.22
10 214 194 211 215 209 197 203 227 211 196 207.7 10.27
1 195 214 198 186 217 215 200 206 211 207 204.9 10.00
SMALL CM 100 180 198 176 179 172 181 187 179 174 182 180.8 7.38
50 145 153 149 150 158 15'9 154 155 156 159 153.8 4.64
25 142 153 137 154 145 158 145 1,61 148 135 147.8 8.65
!
10 135 135 143 142 137 147 137 145 133 138 139.2 4.73
, 1 141 122 135 128 124 140 141 135 146 130 134.2 8.00
DCM 100 278 266 258 270 284 266 271 256 268 269 268.6 8.29
50 177 161 160 161 161 162 165 166 158 158 162.9 5.59
25 117 119 115 116 122 116 114 117 113 118 116.7 2.58
10 94.7 92.3 89.1 91.1 93.2 90.2 90:7 93.2 94.1 90.5 91.9 1.86
1 80.3 77 78.5 77.7 79 75.5 78.7 80.3 77.8 79.2 78.4 1.47
SMALL DCM 100 176 170 173 173 169 163 175 181 163 i 180 : 172.3 6.20
50 107 111 107 110 108 111 113 109 108 111 109.5 2.01
25 87 93 89.9 86..2 85.6 83.6 84.2 92.3 97.71 88.8 88.8 4.46
10 72 72.7 79.1 72.6 85.1 78 74.3 76.4 90.7 73.6 77.5 6.14
1 64.7 72.6 70.7 70.1 66.2 68.1 65.6 66.3 68 ; 65.4 67.8 2.62
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Table 20 - Work in Process data from simulation runs.
RUNS
SHOP O.L. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AVG S
PROC 100 37.383 37.101 34.164 35.954 38.748 33.796 36.777 34.979 38.422 32.874 36.020 2.0052
50 21.766 20.655 22.757 19.328 20.825 21.577 19.713 21.038 22.833 22.765 21.326 1.2483
25 14.614 15.550 14.154 14.527 13.833 14.855 15.513 15.041 15.027 15.520 14.863 0.5891
10 12.892 11.743 12.152 10.920 11.469 10.775 12.074 11.667 10.994 12.118 11.680 0.6629
1 10.848 10.098 9.565 9.891 10.622 10.823 9.857 10.221 10.133 9.383 10.144 0.5004
SMALL PROC 100 21.488 25.806 20.606 23.921 21.653 22.141 22.663 21.894 22.161 21.896 22.423 1.4614
50 13.923 14.229 13.482 13.838 13.737 13.896 12.974 13.551 12.747 13.102 13.548 0.4737
25 10.954 11.368 10.815 11.407 10.679 10.670 10.503 10.354 10.379 10.598 10.773 0.3718
10 10.103 9.427 9.392 8.995 9.710 9.264 9.119 10.407 9.396 10.092 9.591 0.4694
1 8.626 8.493 8.357 8.864 8.259 8.713 8.212 8.180 8.932 7.805 8.444 0.3490
PRFAM 100 33.179 32.993 34.006 34.673 32.278 34.438 35.317 30.417 34.588 35.704 33.759 1.5826
50 21.201 20.987 21.061 20.805 20.525 20.174 20.858 21.337 20.596 20.083 20.763 0.4170
25 15.517 14.328 114.799 14.293 14.543 14.669 14.154 16.628 14.132 15.084 14.815 0.7718
10 12.106 12.699' 11.500 11.050 11.615 13.212 12.385 11.950 11.811 11.279 11.961 0.6634
1 9.305 9.367 9.786 9.9'94 10.117 10.444 10.112 10.142 10.385 10.028 9.968 0.3818
SMALL PRFAM 100 21.835 22.138 22.988 21.139 22.020 21.721 21.294 20.941 20.667 20.901 21.564'0.7110
50 14.750 13.419 13.994 13.793 13.677 15.208 13.128 15.124 14.820 13.928 14.184 0.7355
25 11.254 10.212 10.195 10.034 11.938 10.855 10.729 11.158 10.833 10.312 10.752 0.5918
10 9.098 8.678 9.018 9.772 9.097 9.922 9.160 9.254 9.718 9.812 9.353 0.4201
1 7.920 8.905 8.244 8.632 8.524 8.589 8.259 7.868 8.123 7.626 8.269 0.3975 ~
CM 100 35.297 38.710 35.057 36.029 40.588 36.444 36.532 35.171 37.943 33.911 36.568 1.9960
50 32.545 31.444 27.781 31.175 31.222 33.304 29.745 28.409 27.019 34.040 30.668 2.3714
25 28.450 28.598 26.733 25.292 28.709 30.428 25.678 29.514 28.789 29.697 28.189 1.7232
10 27.398 22.815 26.583 26.556 26.235 24.377 24.932 24.932 25.803 22.969 25.260 1.5445
1 24.309 27.394 24.762 22.820 28.618 28.514 24.830 26.749 27.346 26.066 26.141 1.9198
SMALL CM 100 21.586 25.160 21.808 22.510 20.933 22.902 23.892 22.034 21.598 23.802 22.623 1.3132
50 17.178 19.038 18.016 18.448 19.118 19.945 18.915 19.239 19.799 19.095 18.879 0.8210
25 17.580 19.762 17.058 19.776 17.530 20.751 17.971 20.644 18.186 16.185 18.544 1.5801
10 16.216 16.487 18.662 17.378 18.905 16.986 18.759 15.876 17.650 18.383 17.530 1.1202
1 17.772 14.128 17.168 15.639 15.379 17.640 17.475 16.858 19.037 15.715 16.681 1.4450
DCM 100 35.773 33.804 31.312 33.576 36.062 33.399 34.564 30.838 32.884 33.438 33.565 1.6728
50 22.092 19.053 19.869 19.565 20.377 20.007 20.414 21.327 21.574 19.123 20.340 1.0352
25 15.112 14.386 13.778 15.137 13.571 15.196 15.044 13.632 14.823 14.835 14.551 0.6584
10 12.153 11.143 9.676 11.721 10.709 11.385 11.865 10.906 11.676 12.232 11.347 0.7736
1 12.232 12.062 9.870 9.345 9.319 9.629 9.920 9.695 9.588 10.360 10.202 1.0683
SMALL OCM 100 22.628 21.360 21.624 21.922 21.113 22.794 22.309 23.590 19.290 19.800 21.643 1.3292
50 12.893 14.251 13.175 13.778 13.812 13.752 14.175 13.888 12.881 14.121 13.673 0.5113
25 11.077 11.944 11.776 10.677 10.410 10.296 10.161 12.057 11.198 11.478 11.107 0.7009
10 9.177 8.668 9.100 10.646 9.411 12.236 10.205 9.428 9.966 11.676 10.051 1.1633
1 7.819 9.113 9.171 8.896 8.053 8.662 7.876 8.280 8.414 7.670 8.395 0.5474
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6.1 THE EFFECTS OF BATCH SPUTTING/OVERLAPPING
The averages from the model runs are shown on the previous tables. They are
presented graphicaUy in Figures 1 through 4. These graphs, show that the averages of
Time in System and Work in Process decrease as the level of batch splitting increases.
Also, the graphs show that the eM shop has higher values of the performance measures at
all levels of overlapping.
Large Shop Average Time in System with Various
















Number of Parts Per Sub-batc:h
Figure 1 - Average time in system for large shops with different levels
of batch splitting.
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Figure 2 - Average work in process for large shops with different levels
of batch splitting.
Small Shop Average Time in System with Various
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lFilQure 4 - Average work in process for small shops with different levels
of batch spllitting.
Analysis of variance (ANOYA) was also used to veritY that batch
splitting/overlapping effects the two performance measures. The batch splitting levels act
as the treatment combinations in the analysis. The hypothesis being tested is as follows:
H o : J.l! = J.l2 = J.l3 = 1J.4 = J.l5
H A: 1l1:f:. 112 :f:. 1-l3 :f:. 114 :f:. 1J.5
ANOYA yields a calculated F-value that is compared to the critical value forF. If the
calculated F-value is greater than the critical F-value, then the null hypothesis (Ho) is
rejected. This verifies with a specified level of confidence that the level ofbatch
splitting/overlapping does in fact effect the value ofthe performance measure. The level
of significance used is a = 0.05, which yields a critical value for F = 2.5787. Microsoft
Excel's ANaYA data analysis tool is used to perform all ANaVA calculations, ANaVA
tables for all shops are shown in Tables 21 through 36.
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Table 21 - ANIOVA table for large PROC shop with time in system as performance
lTIeasure.
Source of Variation SS df MS F . P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 289547 4 72386.74 2049.068 2.86E-50 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 1589.7 45 35.32667
Total 291136.7 49




SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 4440.106 4 1110.026 838.9054 1.27E-41 2.578737





Table 23 - ANOVA table for large PRFAM shop with time in system as perfonnance
measure.
Source of Variation 55 df I MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 238931.1 4 59732.79 5773.279 2.35E-60 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 465.589 4S 10.34642
Total 239396.7 49
Table 24 - ANOVA table for large PRFAM shop with work in process as performance
measure.
Source of Variation 55 df MS F P-value F erit
Between Groups (treatments) 3668.001 4 917..0003 1187.877 5.54E-45 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 34.73845 45 0.771965
Total 3702.739 49
reorf. h .eM hT bl 25 ANOVA bl fa e - ta e or arge s op Wit time In system as pe ormance measu
Source of Variation 5S df M5 F P-value F crit
:Between Groups (treatments) 55845.92 4 13961.48 124.0751 1.07E-23 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 5063.6 45 112.5244
Total 60909.52 49'
sure.rfk''theM hT bl 26 ANOVA bl fa e - ta e or arge , s OpWI wor In process as pe ormance mea
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F erit
Between Groups (treatments) 822.1488 4 205.5372 55.10931 8.96E-17 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 167.8332 45 3.729628
Total 989.982 49
Table 27 - ANOVA table for large OCM shop with time in system as performance mea
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Group,s (treatments) 236439.4 4 59109.86 2633.793 1.04E-52 2.578737




Table 28 - ANOVA table for large D'CM shop wiith work in process as perfonnance
measure.
Source of Variation S5 df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 3647.147 4 911.7867 754.3881 1.33E-40 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 54.38898 45 ! 11.208644
Total 3701.536, 49
Table 29 - ANOVA table for small PROC shop with time in system as performance
measure.
Source of Variation S5 df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 88632.61 4 22158.15 1707.807 1.68E-48 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 583.858 45 12.97462
Total 89216.46 49
Table 30, - ANOVA table for small PROC shop with work in process as performance
measure.
Source of Variation 5S df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 1264.232 4 316.0579 556.369 1.12E-37 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 25.56326 45 0.568072
Total 11289.795 49
Table 31 - ANOVA table for small PRFAM shop with time in system as performance
measure.
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 73242.32 4 18310.58 4114.018 4.71E-57 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 200.285 45 4.450778
Total 73442.6 49
Table 32 - ANOVA table for small PRIFAIM shop with work in process as performance
measure.
Source of Variation S5 df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) ,1153.342 4 288.3355 832.7704 1.49E-41 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 15.58064 45 0.346236
Total 1168.923 49
Table 33 - ANOVA table for small CM sho,p with time in system as performance meas
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 13274.72 4 3318.68 69.98154 9.8E-19 2.578737
,Within Groups (error) 2134 45 47.42222
Total 15408..72 49
ure.
sure.rfII CM h . h k'T bl 34 ANOVA bl fa e - ta ,e or sma s op Wit wor In process as pe ormance mea
I Source of Variatilon SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 207.7204 4 51.93011 31.51873 1.57E-12 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 74.14178 45 1.647595
Total 281.8622 49
sure.rfII DCM h 'th .. tlbl 35 ANOVAtbl fa e - a e or sma s OpWI Ime In sys em as pe ormance mea
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 69393.4 4 17348.35 811.5411 2.64E-41 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 961.967 45 21.37704
Total 70355.37 49
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Table 36 - ANOVA table for small OeM shop with work in process as performance
measure
Source of Variation 5S df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups (treatments) 1086.296 4 271.5739 325.4398 1.4E-32 2.578737
Within Groups (error) 37.55172 45 0.834483
Total 1123.847 49
As shown on the ANOVA Tables, all calculated F-values are greater than the critical F-
value. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and it can be said with 95% confidence
that batch splitting and overlapping do have an effect on the average time in system and
work in process for all shop configurations and sizes in this experiment.
6.2 SHOP COMPARISONS
The shop configurations are compared based on average time in system and
average work in process. First, the shops are compared using the graphs is Figures 1
through 4. Confidence intervals (95%) are then used to make comparisons. The following
equation is used to calculate the intervals:
Lower C.1. Limit = x - ta/2 . sin y,
Upper C.1. Limit = x + ta/2 . sin y,
where
x = the grand average of the performanG8' measure.
a =.05 (for a 1 - a) confidence interval.
s =the sample standard deviation of the performance
measure.
n =the number of observations (10).
ta/2 = value from a t-distribution table (2.262)
The upper and lower confidence interval values are shown in Tables 37 through 40.
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Table 37 • 95% confidence interval I;imits for tiliRe in system
in large shops.
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
. # OF PARTS LOWIER C.1. UPPER Col.
SHOP PER SUB· AVG s LIMIT UMIT
BATCH
PROC 100 289.0 11.87 280.510 297.490
50 169.4 5.04 165.797 173.003
25 118..3 1.49 117.231 119.369
10 92.6 2.36 90.871 94.249
1 79 ..6 1.60 ! 78.476 80.764
PRFAM 100 270.9 5.67 266.847 274.953
50 164.9 1.20 164.044 165.756
25 118.2 2.82 n6.182 120.218 I
10 93.9 2.73 91.944 95.856
1 79.3 1.66 78.100 80.480
CM 100 296.1 11.36 287.976 304.224
,
50 244.8 12.66 235.741 253.859
25 224.7 8.22 218.820 230.580
10 207.7 10.27 200.3511 215.049
1 204.9 10.00 197.743 212.057
OCM 100 268.6 8.29 262.671 274.529
50 162.9 5.59 158.904 166.896
25 116.7 2.58 114.852 118.548
10 91.9 1.86 90.583 93.237
1 78.4 1.47 77.346 79.454
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Table 38 - 95% confidence interval limits for work in process
in large shops.
95% CONFtDENCE INTERVAL
#OF PARTS LOWER Col. UPPER Col.
SHOP PER SUB- AVG s LIMIT LIMIT
BATCH
PROC 100 36.020 2.0052 34.585 37.454
50 21.326 1.2483 20.433 22.219
25 14.863 0.5891 14.442 15.285
10 11.680 0.6629 11.206 12.155
1 10.144 0.5004 9.786 10.502
PRFAM 100 33.759 1.5826 32.627 34.891
50 20.763 0.4170 20.464 21.061
25 14.815 0.7718 14.263 15.367
10 11.961 0.6634 11.486 12.435
1 9.968 0.3818 9.695 10.241
CM 100 36.568 1.9960 35.140 37.996
50 30.668 2.3714 28.972 32.365
25 28.189 1.7232 26.956 29.421
10 25.260 1.5445 24.155 26.365
1 26.141 1.9198 24.768 27.514
OeM 100 33.565 1.6728 32.368 34.762
50 20.340 1.0352 19.600 21.081
25 14.551 0.6584 14.080 15.022
10 11.347 0.7736 10.793 11.900




Table 39 - 95% confidence interval limits for time in system
in small shops.
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
I ! # OF PARTS LOWER C.I. UPPER Col.,
SHOP
,
PER SUB- AVG UMIT LIMITs
! BATCH
SMALL PROC 100 183.4 7.53 178.013 188.787
50 110.4 1.65 109.222 111.578
25 86.8 1.41 85.742 87.758
10 74.4 1.15 73.617 75.263
1 67.3 1.46 66.243 68.337
SMALL PRFAM 100 172.6 2.46 170.841 174.359
50 112.6 2.46 110.841 114.359
25 86.5 2.21 84.948 88.112
10 74.3 1.93 72.957 75.723
1 67.0 1.24 66.114 67.886
SMALL CM 100 180.8 7.38 175.524 186.076
50 153.8 4.64 150.482 157.118
25 147.8 8.65 141.612 153.988
10 139.2 4.73 135.815 142.585
1 134.2 8.00 128.480 139'.920
SMALL OCM 100 172.3 6.20 167.864 176.736
50 109.5 2.01 108.059 110.941
25 88.8 4.46 85.642 92.018
10 77.5 6.14 73.062 81.838
1 67.8 2.62 65.894 69.646
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Table 40 - 95% confidence interval limits for work in process
in small shops.
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
# OF PARTS LOWER C.I. UPPER C.1.
SHOP PER SUB- AVG s LIMIT LIMIT
BATCH
SMALL PROC 100 22.423 1.4614 21.378 23.468
50 13.548 0.4737 13.209 13.687
25 10.773 0.3718 10.507 11.039
10 9.591 0.4694 9.255 9.926
1 8.444 0.3490 8.194 8.694
SMALL PRFAM 1100 21.564 0.7110 21.056 22.073
50 14.184 0.7355 13.658 14.710
2S 10.752 ! 0.5918 10.329 11.175
10 9.353 0.4201 9.052
I
9.653 1I
1 8.269 0.3975 7.985 8.553
SMALL CM 100 22.623 1.3132 21.683 23562
50 18.879 0.8210 18.292 19.4'66
25 18.544 1.5801 17.414 19.675
10 17.530 1.1202 16.729 18.331
1 16.681 1.4450 15.647 17.715
SMALL OeM 100 21.643 1.3292 20.692 22.594
50 13.673 0.5113 13.307 14.038
25 11.107 0.7009 10.606 11.609
10 10.051 1.1633 9.219 10.883
1 6.395 0.5474 8.004 8.787
The graphs (Figures 1 through 4) showing time in system performance for the
large shop indicates that with no overlapping, DCM and PRFAM shops perform the best
followed by the PROC shop and then the CM shop. When batch splitting/overlapping is
introduced, the time in system performance improves for all shop configurations, however
the PROC, PRFAM, and DCM shops benefit to a much higher degree than the CM shop.
The graph also indicates that as the level of batch splitting increases, the difference in
performance between the PROC, PRFAM, and DCM shops becomes Jess apparent, while
the difference between the CM and other shops increases. Finally, the graph shows that
overlapping in a CM configuration (which is conducive to overlapping) does indeed
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outperform the other three configurations (which are not conducive to overlapping) with
no overlapping. However, the eM configuration with total overlapping (where the CM
shop yields its best results) does not outperform any ofthe other configurations when
overlapping is utilized. These statements are echoed when discussing the WIP
performance for the large shops.
The graphs displaying the small shops' time in system performance is similar to the
large shops' with one exception. The eM configuration appears to outperform the PROC
configuration when no overlapping is used. The WIP performance for the small shops is
also slightly different than the large. With no overlapping, the PROC and DCM
configurations outperform the other two, though all values appear close together. Besides
these differences, the small shop results mirror those of the large shops.
The confidence intervals shown previously are used to statistically verify the
statements made by analyzing the graphs. If the intervals do not overlap, then it can be
said with 95% confidence that the two averages are not equal, and that one is superior to
another. If the intervals do overlap, then it is not statistically sound to state that the
averages are different within the level of confidence.
Using the confidence intervals shown previously, the following conclusions are
drawn for the large shops using the time in system measurements:
1. With no overlapping, The DCM and PRFAM configurations have lower
average values than the CM and PROC shops. At this level, there is no
statistical difference between the DCM and PRFAM configurations. The same












2. With 50% batch splitting, the DCM and PRFAM shops are not statistically
different. Also, the DCM and PROC configurations are statistically equal. All
three of these shops outperform the CM configuration at this level of batch
splitting.
3. With 25% batch splitting, the DCM, PROC, and PRFAM configurations are
statistically equal, and they all outperform the CM configuration.
4. The 10% and 1% batch splitting levels had the same results as the 25% level.
5. The CM shops with 50%, 25%. 10%, and 1% batch splitting are superior to
aU other shops with no overlapping. This is the only condition where the CM
shop outperforms any of the other configurations. This is significant since CM
configuration is more conducive to overl.apping than the other shops.
When considering WIP as the performance measur,e and aI/levels of overlapping, the
shops compare the same as the 25% batch splitting level using time in system at the
performance measure. Also, the eM configuration with 50%, 25%, 10%, and I% batch
splitting is superior to the all other shops with no overlapping, just like when the time in
system measure is used.
The small configurations are also compared using confidence intervals. The
comparisons are as follows:
I. With no overlapp,ing, The PRFAM and DCM shops are statistically identical.
The DCM and eM confidence intervals also overlap, however, the PRFAM
time in system performance is superior to the CM performance. Also, the eM
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and PROC performances are the same, but the DCM shop outperforms the
PROC configuration.
2. With 50%,25%, 10%, and 1% batch splitting, the PROC, PRFAM, and DCM
configurations aU have the same statistical performance which is superior to the
CM shop performance.
3. As with the larger shop, the CM shops with 50%, 25%, 10%, and 1% batch
splitting are superior to all other shops with no overlapping. This is the only
case where the CM configuration shows superior performance.
When WIP is examined for the smaU shops, there is no stati.stical difference in the
performance of any shop when there is no overlapping. At all other levels of batch
splitting, the PROC, PRFAM,and DCM shop performances are statistically equal and








7. MODEL VERIFICATION THROUGH RESULTS
The results of the experiments are used to further validate the models. They are
compared to results from other research in the literature review that ran some of the same
experiments. Not only does this validate this model, but it supports the other research.
Several simulation-based studies dispute the claim that CM configurations
outperform process shops when overlapping is not used (Mahmoodi, Dooley, and Starr,
1990; Flynn, 1987; Flynn and Jacobs, 1987; Morris and Tersine, ]990). This research is
consistent with these studies, since it shows with 95% confidence that the CM model does
not outperform the PROC shop (the "pure" process shop) and the PRFAM shop (that
considers family relationships when sequencing jobs) for both WlP and Time in System
when comparing large shops (as was compared in the other experiments). In fact, all
cases show that the average Time in System and WIP measures are superior (though not
statistically) in the large process (PROC and PRFAM) models.
Other studies examining dynamic cellular manufacturing determined that it was
superior to the process and CM configurations when no overlapping was utilized in a shop
similar to the large shop used in this study (Kannan and Ghosh 1995, and 1996; Kannan,
1997). Again, the results of this research show that the DCM shop outperforms the
PROC (which is similar to the process shop used in Kannan and Ghosh's experiments) and
CM configurations when using the Time in System measure and 95% confidence. When
using WIP, the average value for DCM is less the averages of the CM and PROC models
(though not statistically significant for PROC). These results are consistent with the





Finally, a Shafer and Charnes study (1993) shows that a CM shop configuration
which utilizes 1% batch splitting (the batch is split into 100 sub-batches of one entity) and
operations overlapping is superior to a process shop with family considerations (similar to
the PRFAM model) and no overlapping. That study is supported by this research with
results showing that the CM shop with 1% batch splitting does outperform the PRFAM
shop (with 95% confidence) when they do not implement any overlapping.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions are drawn from the results of this research and previous
studies. First, splitting batches to allow for operations overlapping should be considered
in process, cellular, and dynamic cellular shop configurations when designing systems.
This and other research (Jacobs and Bragg, 1988; Shafer and Chames, 1993) has shown
that introducing overlapping into the manufacturing system is beneficial. Though total
overlapping may be impractical in many cases (especially with process and DCM shops),
this study shows that performance can improve if a batch is only split in half Batch
splitting should be considered to the degree that an organization's material handling
allows.
If the amount/cost of material handling negates any possibility ofbatch splitting, in
process or DCM configuration, then a CM shop is a competitive alternative. The
unidirectional flow and closeness of machines allow for easy "handoff" of parts from one
work center to the next. This makes the eM configuration more conducive to
overlapping. This study, shows that a CM shop with any level ofbatch
splitting/overlapping outperforms the other two configurations with no batch splitting.
The Shafer and Charnes study (1993) also shows that a eM shop with total overlapping is
superior to a process configuration with no overlapping.
Finally, this study verifies that family consideration in sequencing can benefit a
manufacturing configuration when no overlapping is utilized. Other studies have shown
that creating virtual cells in a DCM configuration can yield results that are superior to a
process and cellular configuration (Kannan and Ghosh, 1995 and 1996; Kannan, 1997).




effort to form virtual cells, but does attempt to utilize family similarities in sequencing can
be as beneficial as a DCM shop. Howev'er, as stated before, the "line" that divides a DCM
shop and a process shop that takes advantage offamily si.nUlarities in sequencing is vague
at best. Therefore further research which models process shop configurations should be
clear on the sequencing rules used, and should provide background information of the
effects of using family based rules.
When overlapping is utilized, family consideration (in both the DCM and PRFAM
models) did not yield a statisticai benefit. The average values of the performance
measures for the PRFAM and DCM shops were better than the PROC shop with 50%
batch splitting, though there was not a statistical difference. Also, the noticeable
(graphical) difference between the DCM, PRFAM, and PROC shops diminished as the
batches were split into smaller sub-batches.
The previous conclusions hold true for both shop sizes, except that family
considerations did not yield an improvement in the WIP performance in small shops with
no overlapping. Also, the statements are true when considering both time in system and
WIP as performance measures. Finally, these conclusions are only valid for the conditions
of the models.
To summarize, this research has demonstrated the following:
• Batch splitting/operations overlapping to any degree improves time in system
and WIP performance in process, CM, or DCM configurations.
• CM configurations that utilize batch splitting/operations overlapping to any
degree outperforms the process and DCM shops that do not utilize
overlapping.
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• When there is no batch splitting, process shop layouts (including DCM
configurations) that consider family similarities in sequencing outperform
process shops that do not take advantage of family similarities.
• When overlapping is utilized, family consideration in process layouts do not
outperform process configurations that do not consider family simiiarities.
For the practitioner, the primary lesson that can be gained from this study is that batch
splitting and operations overlapping can provide significant benefit for improving shop
performance (lower average WIP and average time in system). When designing or
redesigning a production system, batch splitting should be considered to the degree that
material handling resources allow. If material handling resources allow for batch splitting,
then a process layout (with or without family consideration) will outperform a eM layout.
If MH resources are scarce, or if batch splitting in a process type layout is impossible,
then a cellular manufacturing layout (which is more conducive to batch
splitting/overlapping) with batch splitting to any degree is better tnan any layout with no







9. IDEAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This study can be expanded in many ways in future studies. The most obvious
areas of study stem from the model's limitations and assumptions. First, the assumption
that material handling resources are unlimited is unrealistic, although it allowed the results
to be based on shop configuration and overlapping alone. Reasonable levels of material
handling equipment may render more realistic results. Also, altering the demand level,
product mix and batch size could show how overlapping effects shops under different
conditions. Additional variation in the processing, set-up, and move times, as well as
batch size could also yield valuable results. Finally, the effects of overlapping could he
studied using other types of layouts. Currently, the performances of two emerging
configurations, fractal and holonic, are being studied and compared to process and CM
shop configurations. Complete results for these approaches are still emerging, however
initial results l suggest that additional research is warranted. Batch splitting and
overlapping could prove beneficial to these layouts as well.
1 INFORMS Conference, October 26 to 29, 1997, "A Comparison of Process, Fractal, and
Holonic layout Strategies," R.G. Askins, F.W. Ciarallo, N. Lundgren, University of Arizona.
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Calculations for the Mean and Standard
Deviation of ilndividual Part Processing Times
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A.. 1 MEAN PROCESSING TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL PARTS
x, = processing time for an individual part Batch size = 100 parts
Mean processing time for a batch = E[LXj ] = 34.33 minutes
E[LXj ] = 100 * E[x, ]
34.33 = 100 * E[x, ]
E[x, ] = .3433 minute per part = Jl
A.2 STANDARD DEVIAnON OF PROCESSING TIMES FOR INDIVIDUA.L
PARTS
Standard deviation of the processing times is 25% of the average processing time.
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The warm-up periods are determined using Welch's procedure as described in Law
and Kelton (1991). This procedure determines steady state based on the plot of a
performance measure vs. time curve. When the curve "flattens", the model is said to be at
steady state.
The example used in thas appendix if from the large DeM shop with no batch
splittingloverlapp'ng. The first step is to gather output from n replications of the
simulation [Law and Kelton (1991) suggest using n ~ 5. Five replications were used in
this experiment.]. The run length is set at 30,000. The average for each data reading i is
calculated and the plotted (data was collected every 30 minutes). The data from the five
replications is shown in Table 42 (the table only shows 250 of 1000 data points to
conserve space) at the end of this Appendix, and the plot of average time in system vs.
time is shown in Figure 17.





















Figure 13 - Warm-up analysis plot of Average Time in System vs. time for the OeM shop
with no overlapping.
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Since the average time in system is extremely variable over time, moving averages are







if i = w + 1, . . . , m - w
ifi=I, ... , w
Where
Yi(w) = the moving average.
j = the data observation.
w = the window ofobservations used for the moving average.
m = the number of obs'ervations.
The moving averages were calculated using a spreadsheet for window (w) sized at 5, 20,
50, 100, 150, and 200 data points. The results are shown in Table 42 (which shows only
the first 250 if 1000 records to conserve space) at the end of this Appendix. Plotting this
data shows that the curves flatten considerably as the window increases (see Figures 18
through 23). The w=200 plot (Figure 23) shows that the moving average remains steady
aft,er about 7000 minutes. For safety, a more conservative value was selected on the plot
(16,500minutes) as the time that the model reaches steady state. The same procedure is
followed using WIP as the perfonnance measure, which yields a steady state time of
21,000 minutes. The critical steady state time value is the larger of the values from Time
in System and WIP measurements. In this case, 21,000 minutes is used. An additional
89
10,00 minutes is added as an additional safety factor to give the minimum warm-up period
of 26,500 minutes.
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Figure 18 - Warm-up analyslis plot of Moving Average Time in System (w=5) vs. time for
the IDCM shop with no overlapping.
Moving Average (w=20) Time in System vs. Time
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Figure 15 - Warm-up analysis plot of Moving Average Time iln System (w=20) vs. Time for
the OCM shop with no overlapping.
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Figure 16 - Warm-up analysis p,lot of Moving Average Time in System (w=50) vs. Time for
the OCM shop with no overlappling.
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Figure 17 - Warm-up analysis plot of Moving Average Time in System (w=100) vs. Time
for the OCM shop with no overlapping.
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Moving Average (w=150l Time in System vs. Time
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Figulre 18 - Warm-up analysis plot of Movi,ng Average Time in System (w=150) vs. Time
for the IDCM shop with no overlapping.
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Figure 19 - Warm-up analysis plot of Moving Average Time in System (w=200) vs. Time
for the OCM shop with no overlapping.
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AU minimum warm-up periods are determined using the same procedure. The
steady state vaLues and minimum warm-up requirements are shown in Table 41. The
values range from 15,000 to 34,000 minutes. For simplicity, all models used a warm-up
period of35,OOO minutes.
Table 41 - Minimum wann-up times.
Est. time req'd for S.S. i
Model O.L. Level Time In sys WIP Safety factor Total required warm up :
I
I timei
PROCESS 100 20000 22000 10000 32000
50 21000 20000 10000 31000
25 20500 20000 10000 30500
10 19000 18000 10000 29000
1 22000 20000 10000 32000
PR-FAM 100 2000 6000 10000 16000
50 2000 6000 10000 16000
25 2500 5000 10000 15000
10 2500 6000 10000 16000
1 2500 7500 10000 17500
CM 100 13500 13000 10000 23500
50 I 20500 19000 10000 30500
! 25 20000 21000 10000 30000
,
10 19500 18500 10000 29500I
i 1 19500 21000 10000 31000
IDCM 100 16500 21000 10000 31000
50 19000 20000 10000 30000
i 25 23000 22000 10000 33000
10 17000 22000 10000 32000
1 22500 22000 10000 32500
SMALL PROCESS 100 21000 19500 10000 31000
50 19500 20500 10000 30500
25 19500 20000 10000 30000
10 22500 21000 10000 32500
1 19000 19500 10000 29500
SMALL PR-FAM 100 23500 22000 10000 33500
50 20000 21500 10000 31500
25 18000 20000 10000 30000
10 20000 21500 10000 21500
1 16500 19500 10000 29500
SMALL OM 100 18500 19000 10000 29000
50 23000 22500 10000 33000
25 21:500 21000 10000 31500
10 22500 22000 10000 32500
1 23000 24000 10000 34000
SMALL DCM 100 19000 19500 10000 29500
50 18500 16500 10000 28500
25 23000 21500 10000 33000
10 23000 22000 10000 33000
1 20500 17000 10000 30500
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Table 42 - Data for warm-up period deterrninatilon using the .Iarge OeM shop wilth no
b h rtfate sp I mgl
RUN 1 RUN21 RUNI3 RUN 4 RUNS AVO w=fi w=20 w=50' w=100 w=160 w=2OO
i 'TIME Y1 Y2 I Y3 Y4 Y5 Ybar Ybar(5) Ybar(20) Ybar(fiO) Ybar(100 Ybar(150 Ybar(200I , ) I ,
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.512 3.512 3.512 3.512 3.512 3.512
4 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 20.640 20.640 20.640 20.640 20.640 20.640
6 120 0 0 0 87.8 0 17.56 47.198 47.1198 47.198 47.198 47.198 47.198
6 150 0 0 0 87.8 119 41.36 73.136 73.136 73.136 73.136 73.136 73.136
7 1,80 104 0 1;21 87.8 115 85.56 91.118 91.637 91.637 91.637 91.637 91.637
8 210 100 103 97.5 116 191 121.5 108.298 113.619 113.619 1113.619 113.619 113.619
9 240 101 103 1181 177 232 158.8 133.280 123.946 123.946 1123..946 123.946 123.946
10 270 199 219 222 260 124 204.6 154..935 134.615 134.615 134.615 134.615 134.615
11 300 177 170 240 190 97.6 174.9 169.956 141.680 141.680 141.680 141.680 141.680
12 330 103 249 244 201 192 197.6 186.196 152.012 152.012 152.012 152.012 152.D12
13 360 150 222 65.9 130 357 189 1197.836 156.371 156.371 156.371 156.371 156.371
14 390 312 219 243 230 370 274.6 208.336 166.455 1166.455 166.455 166.455 166.455
16 420 191 193 201 282 324 2.38.2 211.227 171.640 1171.640 171.840 171.840 171.840
16 450 199 133 235 184 1'63 182.6 213.245 176.676 176.676 176.676 176.676 176.676
17 480 151 206 297 166 280 220 225.760 181.168 181.168 181.168 161.168 181.168
18 510 217 180 1151 317 203 213.6 226.725 184.182 184.182 184.182 184.182 184.182
19 540 373 180 1179 340 113 237 227.109 185.156 185.156 185.156 185.156 185.156
20 570 105 242 239 191 176 190.6 222.1109 188.563 188.563 188..563 188.563 188.563
21 600 169 327 312 176 151 227 230.036 191.740 191.740 191.740 191.740 191.740
22 630 331 269 321 318 325 312.8 237.018 198.682 197.571 197.571 197.571 197.571
23 660 120 183 238 310 190 208.2 239.1171 207.209 202.799 202.799 202.799 202.799
24 690 219 128 145 149 325 1193.2 242.062 215.199 205.352 205352 205.352 205.352
25 720 207 181 312 283 116 219'.8 245.262 222.584 207.869 207869 207.869 207.869
26 750 390 152 347 372 366 325.4 248.062 227.937 211.701 211.701 211.701 211.701
27 780 142 247 267 327 315 259.6 254.153 233.967 215.388 215.388 215.388 215.388
28 810 203 96.4 181 456 282 243.7 244.589 238.690' 219.225 219.225 219.225 219.225
29 840 321 311 161 327 107 245.4 244.389 241.941 222.712 222.712 222.712 222.712
30 870 253 201 287 214 406 272.2 250.625 245.892 225.6116 225.616 225.616 225.616
31 900 266 295 102 333 111 221.4 248.771 247.980 229.707 229.707 229.707 229.707
32 930 245 259 3M 302 360 294 237.825 252.250 230.735 230.735 230.735 230.735
33 960 272 123 276 222 145 207.6 239.225 253.982 231.873 2311.873 231.873 231.873
341 990 267 110 173 175 305 206 237.818 256.168 233.393 233.393 233.393 233.393
35 1020 220 282 103 535 169 261.8 234.782 258.324 233.283 233.283 233.283 233.283
36 1050 162 331 104 151 249 199.4 236.891 259.870 234.171 234.171 234.171 234.171
37 1060 119 166 311 281 148 205 242.636 263.597 236.216 236.216 236.216 236.216
38 1110 150 184 426 236 379 275 247.691 264.358 236.685 236.685 236.685 236.685
39 1140 451 119 285 177 109 228.2 258.600 268.064 238.161 238.161 238.161 238.161
40 1170 181 159 213 348 159 212 267.400 270.279 237.088 237.088 237.088 237.088
41 1200 351 276 217 453 180 295.4 265.145 274.728 236.577 236.577 236.577 236.577
42 1230 413 200 322 306 182 284.6 273.255 276.41'6 237.238 237.238 237.238 237.238
43 1260 344 114 421 394 475 349.6 280.000 274.347 237.498 237.498 237.498 237.498
44 1290 320 102 444 450 322 327.6 278.164 276.347 238.590' 238.590 238.590 238.590
45 1320 320 263 407 202 322 302.8 286.582 277.616 239.701 239.701 239.701 239.701
46 1350 149 134 1104 444 354 237 293.709 278.9'18 240.687 240.687 240.687 240.687
47 1380 324 184 485 254 196 288.6 298.673 278.113 240.972 240.972 240.972 240.972
48 1410 137 401 244 358 256 279.2 297.236 278.245 241.877 2411.877 241.877 241.877
49 1440 478 136 1118 140' 402 254.8 290.782 277.038 243.873 243.873 243.873 243.873
50 1470 241 190 343 40'9' 421 320.8 294.018 277.234 243.888 243.888 243.888 243.888
51, 1500 462 270 221 370 129 290.4 293.909 277.332 244.170 244.170 244.170 244.170
52 1530 152 452 320 358 468 350 302.873 279.. 615 247.320 245.415 245.415 245.415
53 1560 195 377 282 122 368 268.8 299.473 279824 250.274 245.519 245.519 245519
641 1590 279 286 181 468 179 278.6 307.324 280.556 252.964 246.756 246.756 246.756
56 1620 197 347 342 525 405 363.2 313.960 282.117 255.243 246.914 246.914 246.914
56 1650 419 115 444 218 312 301.'6 318.705 282.244 257.661 246.964 246.964 246.964
51 1680 243 271 483 320 361 335.'6 319.233 285.185 260.832 247.354 247.354 247.354
58 1710 281 219 231 301 224 251.2 308.142 284.883 262.783 249.235 249.235 249.235
59 1740 516 97.8 470 323 421 365.6 310.087 283.029 263.839 250.203 250.203 250.203
60 1770 250 328 269 377 415 327.8 307.051 281.751 264.574 249.785 249.785 249.785
61 1600 178 402 189 538 558 373 298.869 282.849 265.1182 250.413 250.413 250.413
I 62 1830 255 203 281 427 315 296.2 298.033 281.941 2661i59 250.1411 250.141 250.141
• 63 1860 338 137 302 186 177 228 2911.615 281.580 266.819 250.692 250.692 250.692
94
64 1890 206 180 426 340 299 290.2 286.433 279.688 267.979 251.217 251.217 251.217
65 1920 111 437 156 320 202 245.2 276.2<W 2n.176 269.266 250.816 250.816 250.816
66 1950 297 275 282 271 241 273.2 271.549 275.902 270.351 250.077 250.077 250.077
67 1980 337 110 268 210 537 292.4 266.276 2:n.912 271.155 250.363 250.363 250.363
68 2010 188 325 125 334 353 265 266.858 278.420 271.383 250.590 250.590 250.590
69 2040 122 179 318 242 110 194.2 267.731 278.112 271.324 250.421 250.421 250.421
70 2070 212 306 169 481 99.2 253.4 : 265.895 279.585 271.601 250.795 250.795 250.796
71 2100 132 22:2 418 224 385 276.2 267.876 277.956 272.789 250.554 250.554 250.554
72 2130 166 158 419 450 382 315 272.131 276.1132 273.086 250.286 250.286 250.286
73 2160 211 207 456 446 193 302.6 263.058 274.722 272.071 250.810 250.810 250.810
74 2190 230 207 178 385 188 237.6 257.058 274.688 272.765 2.50.798 250.798 250.798
76 2220 292 199 173 426 26{) 270 255.385 275.224 273.733 250.896 250.896 250.896
76 2250 242 264 279 373 177 267 255.709 275.643 274.703 250.267 250.267 250.267
77 2280 310 445 228 289 328 320 254.073 275.531 273.969 250.455 250.455 250.455
78 2310 1145 214 282 131 191 192.6 249.964 274.272 273.390 250.375 250.375 250.375
79 2340 1147 167 225 214 242 1199 247.182 273.150 273.439 250.660 250.660 250.660
80 2370 1189 144 121 217 208 175.8 246.000 270.868 273.134 250.356 250.356 250.356
81 2400 315 249 378 161 182 257 244.236 268.829 272.322 250.608 250.608 250.608
82 2430 181 115 308 350 331 258.2 249.000 267.493 272.498 251.500 251.500 251.500
83 2460 306 251 261 350 1B1 269.8 248.036 267.546 272.548 251.698 251.698 251.69B
84 2490 152 315 337 390 166 272 254.764 268.610 273.041 251.139 251.139 251.139
85 2520 107 324 267 294 131 224.6 265.327 267.146 273.714 250.910 250.910 250.910
86 2550 333 232 332 113 243 250.6 272.436 267.551 273.011 251.782 251.782 251.782
87 2580 381 152 362 230 472 319.4 268.673 269.707 273.881 252.357 252.357 252.357
88 2610, 131 330 361 405 320 309.4 271.764 269.468 274.578 253.177 253.177 253.177 ••• _J,
89 2640 343 321 196 194 279 266.6 271.545 268.570 274.601 252.949 252.949 252.949 " II
90 2670 267 467 239 269 334 315.2 274.145 269.519 274.698 252.795 252.795 252.796 ., Ii
91 2700 256 295 225 309 185 254 288.305 269.830 274.873 253.016 253.016 253.016 ~' ,r.
92 2730 330 204 182 147 215 215.6 292.524 269.766 274.463 252.887 252.887 252.887 .I,'lIt
;I:~:~93 2760 300 424 182 315 240 292.2 289.305 268.532 273.712 252.618 252.618 252.618
:::)II~




95 2820 205 422 274 314 288 300.6 280.324 272.698 272.716 253.444 253.444 253.444 "III"'t~ ..D
96 2850 86.8 496 400 455 464 380.4 273.869 274.596 271.617 253.749 253.749 253.749 ::J'
97 2880 283 248 421 2111 322 297 279.705 274.522 272.320 254.403 254.<W3 254.403 ;1 :]
98 2910 368 168 255 413 216 284 287.233 272.644 272.174 255.258 255.258 255.258 ..
99 2940 276 167 193 234 156 205.2 285.360 273.010 271.809 255.952 255.952 255.952 ;lll~
100 2970 327 126 267 407 233 272 281.978 274.620 271.350 256.417 256,417 256.417 ;., If~
101 3000 189 357 269 188 218 244.2 278.451 277.908 270.138 256.845 256.845 256.845 ~t~]
102 3030 401 207 556 134 293 318.2 276.745 277.908 269.449 258.633 257.463 257.463 .~ II,
103 3060 174 204 285 451 378 298.4 275.436 276.740 269.037 260.025 259.043 259.043 :: fl.
104 3090 429 233 232 258 206 271.6 270.360 276.945 269.168 261.588 259.784 259.784 [_ I'll...
105 3120 146 243 374 174 214 230.2 272.896 277.408 268.455 264.198 260.400 260.400 :; ll.,
106 3150 234 277 381 188 229 261.8 272.369 279.681 267.699 265.760 261.001 261.001 "11!'l
107 3180 204 412 361 477 354 361.6 275.042 279.672 267.274 267.245 261.060 261.060 r:,n
108 3210 166 146 366 369 366 282.'6 270.151 276.813 266.325 268.443 261.746 261.746 '.,:'l
109 3240 87.8 151 151 424 327 228.2 270.860 275.330 265.949 269.441 262.853 262.853 'I:~
110 3270 184 251 390 243 97.5 233.1 282.969 274.062 265.005 270.276 262.289 262.289
111 3300 396 177 378 259 121 266.2 293.660 271.013 264.443 270.854 261.704 261.704
112 3330 231 352 161 393 231 273.6 293.860 270.652 263.340 271.060 261.875 261.875
113 3360 296 311 220 293 202 264.4 283.078 272.686 264.219 271.659 261.754 261.754
114 3390 102 291 177 687 274 306.2 276.260 271.838 264.726 272.229 261.670 261.670
116 3420 256 439 203 713 413 404.8 279.609 271.999 264.393 272.683 262.237 262.237
116 3450 355 297 220 481 386 347.8 286.655 269.320 264.112 273.315 262.296 262.296
1,17 3480 336 1191 193 258 414 264 285.818 267.048 263.320 274.388 261.796 261.796
1118 3510 280 287 163 320 165 243 280.065 266.521 262.464 274.130 262.353 262.353
119 3540 161 168 272 251 186 207.6 1 281.320 266.360 262.390 274.232 262.263 262.263
120 3570 101 194 170 533 327 265 I 279.938 267.160 263.834 274,137 262.556 262.556
121 3600 446 228 194 479 206 310.6 272.029 266.126 264.404 274.071 262.517 262.517
122 3630 238 198 170 333 346 257 263.156 266.365 264.437 274.417 262.577 262.577
123 3660 107 313 93.6 357 181 210.3 257.538 263.697 264.521 274.179 262.494 262.494
124 3690 198 215 233 563 182 278.2 258.047 263.297 264.655 274.525 262.420 262.420
125 3720 230 284 261 378 302 291 258.684 263.858 265.590 274.653 262.556 262.556
126 3750 267 339 247 470 266 317.8 251.884 262.921 265.115 274.668 262.667 262.667
127 3780 350 136 208 197 360 250.2 245.393 264.048 264.887 274.450 262.770 262.770
128 3810 245 244 203 196 1123 202.2 249.211 261.907 264.350 275.180 263.069 263.069
129 3840 150 242 225 427 199 248.6 253.491 260.926 264.548 275.196 262.928 262.928
130 3870 281 218 221 156 197 214.6 253.109 260.444 265.071 275.241 262.963 262.963
131 3900 181 154 110 160 346 190.2 244.000 259.599 266.239 275.297 262.938 262.938
132 3930 161 233 265 315 222 239.2 241.218 258.492 265.566 275.319 263.082 263.082
95
133 3960 407 366 262 208 2502 299 243.509 259.340 265.91:5 274.764 263.183 263.183
134 3990 254 236 194 276 327 25704 250.345 259.no 265.7111 275.506 263.044 263.044
135 4020 227 333 233 123 454 274 249.382 2'57.340 265.065 275.963 263.285 263.285
136 4050 147 153 170 120 364 190.8 250.745 254.462 266.509 276.298 263.333 263.333
137 4080 242 243 260 274 417 287.2 256.545 252.289 267.097 276.172 263.631 263.631
138 4110 225 438 378 227 109 275.4 253.782 251.699 266.261 276.811 263.425 263.425
139 4140 427 183 198 326 253 277.4 252.236 250.972 265.885 276.742 263.754 263.754
140 4170 349 103 189 388 161 238 255.618 252.499 265.612 276.760 264.018 264.018
141 4200 227 315 202 215 189 229.6 248.145 252.645 265.521 277.117 263.927 263.927
142 4230 232 171 375 365 127 254 258.800 251.450 266.355 277.1n 264.158 264.158
143 4260 268 151 132 301 192 208.8 257.582 254.572 267.145 276.917 264.244 264.244
144 4290 252 222 367 358 211 282 254.582 255.252 267.533 276.438 264.183 264.183
146 4320 230 196 341 466 240 294.6 248.309 255.725 268.292 276.059 264.360 264.360
146 4350 135 204 235 130 255 t91.8 244.713 253.915 268.860 275.942 264.538 264.538
147 4380 252 381 280 390 237 308 243.913 250.876 267.959 275.894 264.961 264.961
148 4410 233 215 354 339 228 ! 273.8 248.858 249'.798 267.601 275.845 264.991 264.991
148 4440 318 267 108 238 281 242.4 255.513 251.147 268.191 275.850 265.181 265.181
150 4470 115 138 302 172 315 208.4 248.658 253.3n 268.829 275.741 265.110 265.110
151 4500 232 253 88.2 170 249 198.4 247.949 255.728 269.395 275.737 264.845 264.845
152 4530 114 225 149 339' 2n 220.8 254.029 257.908 270.536 275.715 265.538 264.659
153 4560 362 199 428 285 268 308.4 247.829 259.962 270.155 275.293 266.418 264.508
154 4590 328 182 185 359 356 282 242.320 260.381 270.312 275.421 267.043 264.413
156 4620 167 339 229 124 174 206.6 244.847 262.201 272.817 275.564 268.023 264.375
156 4650 223 273 183 267 488 286.8 250.538 260.933 273.819 275.088 268.801 264.348
167 4680 91.4 323 265 371 243 258.7 256.280 262.230 274.593 274.694 269.488 264.261
259 359 292 239'.8 271.207 261.708 274.245
hi ill'
158 4710 119 170 274.1n 270.205 264,380 '''1',11
159 4740 225 237 147 126 331 213.2 268.553 260.1n 274.635 274.436 270.518 264,502 '.'''11
160 4770 259 419 264 107 302 270.2 266.244 259.552 275.609 274.060 270.930 264.228 i' 'II
161 4800 242 344 237 287 245 271 267.171 260.913 276.480 273.570 271.039 264.089 1~"'1..,
162 4830 287 156 393 227 245 261.6 258.662 259.923 275.987 272.895 271.297 263,699
••: IL
163 4860 343 323 244 487 528 385 253.873 260.884 276.428 273.046 271.466 263.449
;';I,tf
164 4800 189 374 269 411 153 279.2 255.484 261.869 276.814 273.267 271.867 263.385
'-"111
~~ I.
166 4920 167 246 180 333 357 256.6 267.011 260.035 277.408 273.219 271.806 263.301 ...,It
166 4950 174 182 137 373 218 216.8 270.720 261.884 277.016 273.258 271.913 263.066
~' i:167 4980 131 304 132 173 226 193.2 271.502 264.767 277.517 273.074 272.293 262.820 "'..' Ii
168 5010 137 256 132 361 144 206 277.120 262.986 276.569 273.144 272.286 262.615 '~Itl:
169 5040 389 239 304 72.6 283 257.5 270.865 262.435 276.480 273.241 272.319 262.361 ••. jf
~- W
170 5070 477 169 254 362 438 340 275.665 262.845 276.583 273.720 272.318 262.112 .J' .
171 5100 257 276 483 221 318 311 272.520 265.225 275.715 273.697 272.506 261.986 l~ 'II
172 5130 273 186 176 226 537 279.6 274.993 268.636 275.575 273.716 272.453 261.888 :::::I!
173 5160 377 2.77 485 361 117 323.4 28(,593 270.456 275.655 273.782 272.049 261.715 1'111,1-.'
~", "U
174 5190 179 315 427 467 193 316.2 282.193 271.017 276.321 273.516 272.067 261.632 ~;.:I
176 5220 241 247 325 449 398 332 281.673 272.529 275.734 273.436 272.198 261.459 ",:11
176 5250 232 328 223 131 196 222 277.473 276.221 275.059 273.726 272.212 261.540
11111'
177 5280 233 267 169 261 290' 244 266.382 276.285 274.701 273.838 272.067 261.243 e1,, "
178 531'0 108 369 450 231 171 265.8 267.636 276.337 276.247 273.669 272.119 261.414 l~
179 5340 148 198 193 314 210 212.6 260.891 278.868 276.689 274.279 272.053 261.223
180 5370 234 214 389 314 108 251.8 250.945 280.244 276.748 274.540 271.984 261.386
181 5400 403 284 149 293 340 293.8 254.436 281.683 277.430 274.913 271.825 261.359
182 5430 193 251 144 124 233 189 262.436 283.839 277.782 274.971 271.917 261.313
183 5460 266 496 2(6 275 214 293.4 261.618 284.283 277.219 275.302 271.589 261.218
184 5490 157 294 223 198 374 249.2 260.291 282.556 277.792 275.445 271.824 261.278
186 5520 165 241 130 146 352 206.8 264.527 288.541 278.192 275.358 271.732 261.058
186 5550 452 323 540 276 261 370.4 269.455 290.366 278.738 275,568 271.638 260.979
187 5580 272 295 419 419 145 310 273.498 293.371 278572 275535 271.661 260.948
188 5610 250 219 265 128 313 235 283.171 296.620 279.031 275.320 271.700 260.832
189 5640 204 183 275 247 347 251.2 286.625 299.449 278.889 275.290 271.529 261.191
190 5670 226 158 165 186 561 259.2 295.244 301.134 278.437 275320 271.422 261.337
191 5700 442 223 409 355 1:01 306 308.989 300.670 278.891 275.283 271.665 261.454
192 5730 380 435 400 385 91.4 338.3 301.625 298.363 279.661 275.762 271.347 261.424
193 5760 364 362 227 315 209 295.4 297.153 299.304 279.447 276.196 271.368 261.637
194 : 5790 587 278 149 380 263 331.4 307.025 298.817 279.889 276.262 271.036 261.814
195 5820 242 309 502 340 327 344 308.698 300.036 279.586 276.093 270.660 261.784
196 5850 616 1'87 268 452 267 358 315.062 300.846 279.433 276.191 270.412 261.975
197 5880 155 442 268 397 185 289.4 319.916 305.148 279.786 275.622 270.509 262.297
198 5910 242 275 301 237 249 260.8 314.600 303.300 279.495 275.432 270.313 262.132
199 5940 256 387 464 386 225 343.6 316.309 302.524 279.559 275.265 270161 262.151
200 5970 451 217 210 280 190 269.6 333.873 302.656 279.466 275.419 270.022 262.070
201 6000 402 372 589 140 143 329.2 332.727 300.841 280.571 275.132 270.081 262.168
96
202 6030 647 358 207 240 345 359.4 331.091 300.904 281.438 274.954 269.657 262.785
203 6060 382 202 348 303 164 279.8 334.455 302.760 281.877 274.689 269.343 263.440
204 6090 751 272 123 213 212 314.2 340.Q18 302.375 281.739 274.141 269.297 264.144
205 6120 567 562 555 507 432 524.6 338.473 301.638 281.990 274.256 269.461 264.743
206 6150 644 224 307 262 220 331.4 343.145 302.028 282.594 274.364 268.981 265.616
207 6180 110 529 273 4B5 303 340 332.891 299.862 281.956 274.296 268.763 266.270
208 6210 302 397 3B9 293 251 326.4 329.145 302.213 281.688 273.996 268.478 266.785
209 6240 323 274 386 278 349 322 331.291 302.501 282.316 273.663 268.743 267.187
210 6270 312 523 125 261 412 326.6 336.018 302.584 283.076 273.936 268.326 267.571
211 6300 109 488 508 126 374 321 321.527 303.174 282.672 273.957 268.145 267.921
212 6330 168 353 120 205 236 216.4 327.618 301.218 282.338 273.890 267.735 268.356
213 6360 478 472 108 312 221 318.2 312.000 297.416 282.981 273.766 267.603 268.602
214 6390 346 182 220 442 327 303.4 303.600 298.913 281.867 273.992 267.696 268.937
216 6420 486 259 519 179 388 366.2 294.145 298.094 281.880 273.743 267.502 268.971
216 6450 463 365 319 307 372 365.2 280.582 297.733 281.845 273.075 267.456 268.918
217 6480 391 323 634 355 289 398.4 278.345 293.245 282.037 272.823 267.589 268.994
218 6510 176 126 119 101 319 168.2 282.773 294.323 283.160 272.594 267.392 269.336
219 6540 378 161 125 322 184 234 279.082 294.328 283.936 272.498 267.203 269.396
220 6570 331 122 162 209 266 216 271.405 291.601 284.261 272.642 267.483 269.476
221 6600 211 300 133 130 113 177.4 258.369 291.948 283.360 272.553 267.353 269.795
222 6630 283 233 288 182 496 296.4 250.769 291.416 283.053 272.058 267.178 269.987
223 6660 448 233 425 138 81.5 265.1 251.496 288.319 283.535 271.730 267.085 270.092
224 6690 204 290 205 359 330 277.6 258.642 287.675 282.800 271.747 266.866 270.027
225 6720 292 257 140 317 88.8 219 260.515 286.143 281.861 271.520 266.879 270.223
226 6750 187 261 319 125 222 222.8 266.460 280.158 281.826 271.186 267.044 270.446
227 6780 307 346 372 265 118 281.6 270.858 277.622 282.493 271.008 267.276 270.377
228 6810 490 478 205 289 570 406.4 260.495 276.124 282.909 271.133 267.197 270.374
229 6840 114 355 397 237 131 246.8 268.831 274.998 283.398 271.240 267.494 270.372
230 6870 328 159 144 419 223 254.6 270.667 272.827 283.784 271.120 267.820 270.337
231 6900 397 131 353 180 356 283.4 280.689 272.666 283.774 271.169 268.134 270.343
232 6930 305 93.9 281 298 151 225.8 276.253 271.813 263.524 271.462 266.262 270.628
233 6960 204 196 217 171 122 162.4 280.980 273.003 284.869 271.243 268.121 270.399
234 6990 516 281 315 241 429 356.8 267.764 272.422 284.920 271.141 268.193 270.679
235 7020 247 125 485 397 235 297.8 266.400 272.520 284.971 270.747 268.330 270.703
236 7050 373 182 278 530 283 329.2 269.055 270.115 285.567 270.545 268.555 270.651
237 7080 105 115 175 364 111 174 271.236 266.632 284.314 270.623 268.717 270.761
238 7110 324 286 412 370 276 333.6 271.838 262.564 283.979 270.273 268.489 270.809
239 7140 313 121 394 382 95.1 261 278.293 265.857 284.656 270.015 268.329 270.798
240 7170 354 124 170 226 285 231.8 268.711 267.222 284.868 269.609 268.463 270.936
241 7200 246 323 272 131 447 283.8 267.020 267.500 285.349 269.844 268.384 271.023
242 7230 393 208 325 252 359 307.4 257.769 268.959 285.789 269.696 268.658 270.880
243 7260 229 334 174 209 216 232.4 267.278 269.696 285.438 269.879 268.986 270885
244 7290 465 338 205 102 157 253.4 262.424 269.874 285.537 270.082 268.813 270709
245 7320 353 205 220 245 234 251.4 259.878 269.947 284.566 269.745 268.653 270.489
246 7350 127 255 354 346 314 279.2 267.896 270.777 284.333 269.416 268.575 270,314
247 7380 226 142 359 98.2 312 227.4 268.096 271.104 283.422 269.786 268.157 270,189
248 7410 353 277 94 405 264 278.6 264.260 271.714 283.119 269.396 268.180 270,182
249 7440 141 199 350 462 249 280.2 269.896 268.738 283.016 269.195 267861 270.264
250 7470 174 431 288 175 97.1 233 274.805 269.801 281.952 269.049 268263 270.325
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APPENDIX D














'" These numbers will change inother departments.







A(1 0)=A(1 0)+1 I 1







Table 20 8 . Process shop network diagram for department 1 (continued)
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hfTable 5 - Attribute descriptions or the process s· op models.
ATTRIIBUTECS) DESCRIPTION
1-7 ,'IDefilnes the routing for the entity (ATRIB(1) is the first machine/dept)
8 Ipefilnes the part family of the entity
9 IDefines the part number of the entity
10 ~Counts the number of operations that the entity has finished
I 11-18 IlProcessingtimes at departments 1-8
I 19 'Ent:ity identmcation # - MSIrt. attribute (time that an entity enters the system)
I 20 .Indicates set-up time (0 =no set-up. 1 =short set-up, 2 =long set-up
21-27 Indicates move times between departments (21 is the first move time)
28 Indicates the number of sub-batches per batch
29 Indlicates the number of entities per sub-batch i
dlhf thT bl 6 V - bl da. e - ana e lesCfI,ptlons or e process s opmo es.
XX DESCRIPTION
1-8 Set-up time indicators at each department
9 IIndicates the number of entiities currently in the system
dlhf th-fT bl 7 FI d, a e - Ie, escnpllons or e process s op mo· e s.
FILE DESCR'IPTION
1-8 IQueue for machines assignments in departments 1-8
11-18 ,Queue for processing after machine has been assigned to the start-batch
dlhf hT bl 8 R da e' - esource . escnptlons or t e process S op mo e s.
RESOURCES NUMBERS CAPACITY IDESCRIIPTION i
X1 - X6 1-6 4 Start batch resources for departments 1-6
X7- X8 7-8 3 Start batch resources for departments 7 and 8
D1 - D7 1-7 4 Machine resources for departments 1-6
D7-D8 7-9 3 Machine resources for departments 7 and 8
d Ihf hT bl 9 A - -t d - fa e - ctlvlty escnplons or te pmcess s opmo e s.
, ACTIVITIIES DESCRilPTION
I 1-8 Machine processing in departments 1-8,
11-18 'Short set-up times in departments 1-8
21-28 Long set-up times in departments 1-8
31-38 Loading times at departments 1-8
41-48 IUnloading times at departments 1-8
51-57 jlMove times from receiving to depts (operations ordered 1-7 on routing)
101
Table 10 - Array descriptions for the process shop models.
I
ARRAY No. COLUMN No. OF ROW
(COLUMN No.) DESCRIPTION ROWS DESCRIPTION DATA DESCRIPTION
1-8 Department 4
,
Machine Part # of last or current entity on
indicators machine
11-18 Department 4 Machine Entity # of last or current entity on
indicators machine
21-28 Department 4 Machine Number of sub-batches processed
indicators
31-38 Department 4 Machine Part family of entity on machine
indicators
41-48 Department 4 Machine Indicates if machine is idle(O) or
indicators busv(1)
dlhIIf th" t"dT bl 11 Ra e - esource escnp Ions or e sma process s op mo e s.
RESOURCE NUMBER CAPACITY DESCRIPTION
X1 1 2 Start batch resources for department 1
X2 2 3 Start batch resources for department 2
X3 3 2 Start batch resources for department 3
X4 - X6 4-6 3 Start batch resources for departments 4 throuQh 6
X7 - X8 7-8 2 Start batch resources for departments 7 and 8
01 11 2 Machine resources for department 1
02 12 3 Machine resources for department 2
03 13 2 Machine resources for department 3
04 - 06 14-16 3 Machine resources for departments 4 throuQh 6
D7 - 08 17-18 2 Machine resources for departments 7 throuQh 8
















IF (I.LT.IO) GO TO 5
IF (I.GT.IO) GO TO 50
C
C IF ENTITY ALREADY HAS 5B THEN SEND THROUGH
102
DO 12 M=l,J
























IF (N.GT.O) GO TO 20
N=NFIND(l,I,l,I+IO,-SO, .00001)







































































IF (I.LT.I0) GO TO 5
IF (I.GT.I0.AND.I.LT.20l GO TO 15
IF (I.GT.20) GO TO 25
C

































C COUNT SUB-BATCHES AND FREE SB WHEN NECESSARY
C
25 J=NNRSC(I-I0)+NRUSE(I-I0)































IF (I.LT.IO) GO TO 5


























N=NFIND (1, 1,9,0, D, . 00001)




IF (N.GT.O) GO TO 25
N=NFIND(1,I,1,I+lO,-50, .00001)
































































IF (I.LT.I0) GO TO 5
IF (I.GT.I0.AND.I.LT.20) GO TO 15











































































;SET INITIAL ARRAY VALUES
ARRAY (1,4) 11. , 1. ,1. ,1. ;
ARRAY (2,4 I11. ,1. , 1. ,1.;
ARRAY (3,41 11.,1. , 1.,1. ;
ARRAY 14,4 )11.,1. ,1. ,1. ;
ARRAY (5,4) I 1.,1. ,1. ,1. ;
ARRAY (6,4) 11. ,1. , 1. ,1. ;
ARRAY I 7 , 4 ) I 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . ;
ARRAY (8,4 I 11. ,1. , 1 .,1. ;
ARRAY(11,4l/0.,O.,O.,O.;














AR RAY ( 28, 4 ) /3 . , 3 . , 3 . , 3. ;
ARRAYI31,4l/1.,I.,1.,I.;
ARRAYI32,4)/l.,1.,1.,1.;
ARRAY 133, 4) /1.,1. ,1.,1.;
ARRAY (34,4) /1. ,1. , 1 . ,1. ;
ARRAYI35,4J/l.,I.,I.,I.;
ARRAY I36,4) 11. . , 1 . , 1 . , 1. ;
ARRAY (37,4 Ill. ,1. ,1. ,1. ;
ARRAY 138,4 Ill. , 1. ,1. ,1. ;
ARRAY I 41,4) 10. , O. ,0. ,0. ;










RESOURCE/4 ,X4 (4), 41S,X5 (41,5/6, X6 14 1,6;
RESOURCE/7,X7(3),7/8,XBI31,8/11,Dl(4),11;



























ACT, , 0 . 1 , PN 9 ;
ACT, , 0 . 1 , PN 1 0 ;
ACT"O.1,PNl1;
ACT"O.1,PNI2;
ACT, , 0 . 1 , PN13 ;
ACT"O.I,PNI4;
































































PN5 ASSIGN, ATRIB (9) =5, ATRIB (1) =5,ATRIB (2) =6;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(3)=O,ATRIB(2 7 l=.185;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(15)=RNORM(.3433, .08581;













ASSIGN,ATRIB (13) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB (14) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;






























PNll ASSIGN, ATRIB (91 =ll,ATRIB 11) =8, ATRIB (21 =1;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(3l=0,ATRIB(27)=.126;





















































ASSIGN ,ATRIB (17 )=RNORM 1.3433, .0858) ;









































































































































PN 30 ASSIGN ,AT RIB (9) =30, ATRIB (1) =8, ATRIB (2) =1;
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































; SET INITIAL VARIABLES
INTLC,XXll)=O,XXI2)=O,XX(J)=O,XX(4)=O,XX(5)=O,XX(69)=O;
INTLC,XX(6)=O,XXI 7 )=O,XX(8)=O,XXI9)=O,XXllO)=O;
;SET INITIAL ARRAY VALUES
ARRAY (1,3) /1. , 1 . , 1. ;
ARRAY(2,Jl/l.,1.,1.;
ARRAY(J,3)/1.,1.,1.;





















ARRAY IJJ., 3) / 1. ,1. , 1 .;
ARRAY(J2,31/1.,1.,I.;
ARRAY{J3,3)/I.,1.,I.;
























































ACT, , 0. 1 , PN 12 ;
ACT" 0.1, PN13;
ACT, , °.1 , PN 1 4 ;
ACT,,0.1,PN15;
ACT"O.1,PN16;







































































ASSIGN,ATRIB I 21) = .1125, ATRIB I 22) =.0511,
ATRIB(23)=.0568,ATRIBI27}=.1273;
ACT",Rl;



































































ASSIGN, ATRIB (14 ) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(16)=RNORM(.3433, .0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(21)=.0955,ATRIB(22)=.0625;



















































































ASSIGN,ATRIB (141 =RNORM(. 3433,.0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(15)=RNORM(.3433, .0858);












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































;SEND TO NEXT DEPT.




























* These numbers are different for each cell.
- These numbers are different for each machine work center.
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Figure 21 C . Cellular manufacturing shop network diagram· Cell 1, Machine 13
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Figure 21 G - Cellular manufacturing shop network diagram - Cell 1, Machine 16
fT bl 12 Att"b t da e - n ue escnptlons or the cellular Rlanufacturing fCM) model.
ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION
1-30 Processing times at machines 1-40
31 Entitv identification # - Mark attribute (time that an entity enters the system)
32 Indicates set-up time (0 - no set-up, 1 = short set-up, 2 = long set-up
33 Indicates the number of sub-batches per batch
34 Indicates the number of entities per sub-batch
35 Indicates part number
36 Counts entities that enter system (entitv number)
Table 13 - Variabl,e descriptions for the cellular manufacturing (CM) model.
XX DESCRIPTION
1-30 Entity number of entity that was last or is currently on a machine I
31-60 Ipart number of entity that was last or is currently on a machine
61-90 counts sub-batches that have been completed at station 1-30
91 Number of entities in the system
92 Set up indicator
93 Routes sub-batches to appropriate machine from event node
Table 14 - File descriptions for the cellular manufacturing (CM) model.
FILE DESCRIPTION
1-30 Queue for start batch resource at machine 1-30
31-60 Queue for processing after machine has been assigned to the start-batch
Table 15 - R,esource descri
RESOURCE NUMBER
M1 - M30 1-30
Table 16 - Activity descriptions for the celluJar
manufacturing (CM) model.
ACTIIVITIES DESCRIPTION
1-30 Processing at machines 1-40
31-60 Set-up times in departments 1-40
61-65 Move times from receiving to cells 1-5
66-70 Move times from cells 1-5 to shipping
71-75 LoadinQ times at cells 1-5
76-80 Unloading times at cells 1-5
138
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IF (N.GT.O) GO TO 10
N=NFIND(1,I,I,1,-50, .001)



























C DETERMINE WHICH EVENT NODE IS ACTIVE
C
IF (I.LE.30) GO TO 10
IF (I.GT.30) GO TO 20
C







C SEE IF SUB-BATCHES SHOULD BE SENT
C
15 N=O









C COUNT SUB-BATCHES & FREE S.B. RESOURCES IF NEEDED
C
20 XX(I+30)=XX(I+30)+1








E.3 CM SHOP MODEL - 25% BATCH SPLIT









XX ( IS ) = o. , XX ( 1 6 ) = o. , XX ( 1 7 ) = O. , XX I1 8 I =o. , XX ( 1 9 )= 0 . ,






XX (35) =0. , xx (36) =0. , XX (37) =0. , XX (38) =0. , XX (39) =0. ,
xx (40) =0.;
INTLC,XX(4Il=0.,XX(42)=0.,XX{43)=0.,XX{44)=0.,






























;ASSIGN TO A PART H
ACT" .025, PI;
ACT".025,P2;
ACT" . 025, P3;
ACT" .025,P4;
ACT, , .025, P5;
ACT" .025,P6;
ACT" .025,P7;
ACT" . 025, P8;
ACT, , .025, P9;















ACT" . 025, P25;
ACT".025,P26;
ACT".025,P27;
ACT" . 025, P28;









ACT, , .025, P38;
















































































































ATRIB (14) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ,














ATRIB ( 15) =0. ,
ATRIB(7)=RNORM(.3433, .08581,































ATRIB(17 l=RNORM(. 3433, .0856);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(4)=RNORM{.3433,.0858l,
ATRIB( 20 I=0. ,











ATRIB (35) =23. ;
ACT",C2;





















































































































ATRIB (13) =RNORM 1.3433, .0858),



























































































































































































































































ACT/37, 11. 33,ATRIB (32) . E:Q.1., UB7;
UB7 UNBATCH,34;
E:VE:N'T,7,1;
QUE:UE 137 } ;
ACT/7 ,ATRIB (7);












ACT, ,ATRIB( 32) . E:Q. 0., UB17;























































































































































































































































































































































ACT, ,ATRIB(32) .EQ.O. ,UBl;





























































































E.4 SMALL CM SHOP MODEL - 10% BATCH SPLIT
GEN,DAVID BROCK,SM CM 10,4/Z0/97.,NO,NO,,,,7Z;
LIMITS,60,35,4000;- -
SEEDS,865254147(91;












XX (35) =0., XX /361 =0 .. , xx (37) =0. , XX (38) =0. , xx (39) =0. ,
































;ASSIGN TO A PART M
ACT" . 025, Pi;
ACT, , . 025, P2;
ACT". 025, P3;
ACT".025,P4;




ACT, , . 025, P9 ;
ACT, , . 025, PI 0 ;
ACT" .025, Pl1;
ACT, , . 02 5, PI 2 ;
ACT" .025, P13;
ACT, , . 025, PI 4 ;
ACT, , . 025, P15;











ACT" . 025, P26;
ACT" . 025, P27;









ACT" . 025, P37;











































































































































ATRIB(7)=RNORMI .3433, .. 0858);

















































































ATRIB (16) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ,
ATRIB I 351 =35;
ACT",Cl;
P36 ASSIGN,ATRIBI181=O.,
ATRI B ( 251 =0 . ,



























ATRIB (2S I =RNORM(. 3433, .0858),
ATRIB(23)=RNORM(. 3433,.08581;
ASSIGN,ATRIBIlD)=O.,





















































































































































































































M8 UNBATCH, 33, 1;














































































































































































































;ROUTE SUB-BATCHES ArTER EVENT
ENTER,31,l;



















































* These numbers will change inother departments.
- OeM shop network diagram for department 1.











* These numbers will change in other departments.
- OeM shop network diagram for department 1 (continued).
NOTE: The activities, attributes, variables, resources, and files for the DCM shop model
are the same as the process shop model. The DCM arrays are described below.
Table 17 - Array descriptions for the dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) model.
ARRAY No. COLUMN ROW DATA DESCRIPnON
(COLUMN No.) DESCRIPTION ROWS DESCRiPTION
1-8 Department 1-4 Machine Part No. of last or current entity on
indicators machine
2-8 Machine Part family of entity on machine
indicators
11-18 Department 1-4 Machine Entity No. of last or current entity on
indicators machine
2-8 Machine Indicates if machine is idle(O) or
indicators busv(1)
21-28 Department 1-4 Machine No. of sub-batches processed
indicators
31-38 Department 1-5 Family indicators No. of sub-batches from families 1-5
in the queue
41-48 Department 1-5 Family indicators No. of machines possessed by
families 1-5
Table 18 - Array desc.riptions for the small dynamic cellular manufacturing (DCM) model.
A,RRAYNo. COLUMN ROW
(COLUMN No.) DESCRIPTION ROWS DESCRIPTION DATA DESCRIPTION
1-8 Department 1-3 Machine Part # of last or current entity on
indicators machine
4-6 Machine Part family of entity on machine
indicators
11-18 Department 1-3 Machine Entity # of last or current entity on
indicators machine
4-6 Machine Indicates if machine is idle(O) or
indicators busy(1)
21-28 Department 1-3 Machine Number of sub-batches processed
indicators
31-38 Department 1-5 Family indicators Number of sub-batches from families
1-5 in the queue
41-48 Department 1-5 Family indicators Machine number possessed by
families 1-5
169
















IF (I.LT.10) GO TO 10
























IF (N.GT.O) GO TO 70
N=NFIND(l, I, 8, 0, FL,. 00001)






















L=GETARY ( I , M+4 )
FL=GETARY (I, M+4)
G=GETARY (1+40, L)
IF (G.GT.1) GO TO 20
ENDIF
17 CONTINUE





FL=GETARY (I, M+4 )
N=NFIND(1,I,8,0,FL, .0001)
G=GETARY(I+40,L)
IF (N.GT.O.AND.G.EQ.O) GO TO 20
ENDIF
18 CONTINUE




L=GETARY (I, M+4 )
FL=GETARY (I, M+4 )
N=NFIND(1,I,8,O,FL, .0001)
G=GETARY(I+40,L)







C COMPETITION FOR MACHINE
C

































C FIND FAMILY wi MOST IN Q
C



















































C CHANGE # OF M/C FOR FAMILY AND FIND GET ENTITY FI Q
172
C
30 IF (Fl. GT. 0.) THEN
N=NFIND(1,I,8,0,1., .00001)










31 N=NFIND (1, I , 8, 0, .2 • , • 00001 )
IF (N.EQ.O) GO TO 36
CALL PUTARY(I+40,L,G-1.)
Q=GETARY (I +40,.2) +1
CALL PUTARY{I+40,2,Q)
















IF (L.EQ.4) GO TO 80
GO TO 60
C
34 N=NFIND (1, I, 8, 0, 5. , . 00001)































R=GETARY (I, M+4 )

















C DETERMINE APPROPRIATE ENTITY TO SEND IF OP.RES. IS FREE
C
90












IF (I.LT.IO) GO TO 5
IF (I.GT.IO.AND.I.LT.20) GO TO 10
IF (I.GT.20.AND.I.LT.30) GO TO 20
IF (I.GT.30.AND.I.LT.40) GO TO 30
IF (I. GT. 40) GO TO 40
C







C SET ARRAYS FOR NEW BATCH
C
10 J=NNRSC(I)+NRUSE(I)



















































C COUNT SUB-BATCHES AND FREE 513 WHEN NECESSARY
C
40

















IF (I.LT.10) GO TO 10
IF (I.GT.10) GO TO 90

















FL=GETARY (I , M+ 3 )
N=NFIND{1,I,8,0,FL, .0001)
G=GETARY (1+40, L)
IF (N. GT. 0 .. AND. G. EQ. 1) THEN
P=GETARY(I,M)
N=NFIND(1,I,9,0,P, .00001)
IF (N.GT.O) GO TO 70
N=NFIND{l, I, 8, 0, FL, .00001)











IF (G.GT.1) GO TO 20
ENDIF
CONTINUE
FAMILY IN Q HAS NO M/c
DO 18 M=l,J






















IF (N.GT.O.AND.G.EQ.O) GO TO 20
ENDIF
IB CONTINUE















C COMPETITION FOR MACHINE
C






















































































C CHANGE # OF M/c FOR FAMILY AND FIND GET ENTITY FI Q
C
30 IF (Flo GT. 0.) THEN
N=NFIND (1, I, 8, 0, 1., .00001)











31 N=NFIND (1, I, 8, 0,2., . 00001)
IF (N.EQ.O) GO TO 36
CALL PUTARY(I+40,L,G-l.)
Q=GETARY (1+40, 2) +1
CALL PUTARY(I+40,2,Q)
IF (L.EQ.2) GO TO 80
GO TO 60
C
32 N=NFIND(l, I, B, 0, 3.,.00001)
















IF (N.EQ.O) GO TO 36
CALL PUTARY(I+40, L, G-l.)
Q=GETARY(I+40,5l+1
CALL PUTARY(I+40,5,Q)














































F.4 SMALL DeM MODEL EVENT(I) SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE EVENT(Ij
COMMON/ SCOMI/ATRIB (100) , DD (100) , DDL (100) , DTNOW, II ,MFA,MSTOP
1,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,SS(100) ,SSL(lOO),TNEXT
1, TNOW, XX (l0 0)
C








IF (I. LT. 10) GO TO 5
IF (I.GT.I0.AND.I.LT.20) GO TO 10
IF (I . GT . 2 0 . AND. I . LT . 30 ) GO TO 20
IF ( I . GT . 30 . AN D. I. LT . 40 ) GO TO 30































































C COUNT SUB-BATCHES AND FREE SB WHEN NECESSARY
C
40








;SET INITIAL ARRAY VALUES
ARRAY ( 1 , 8 1/1 . , 1. , 1 . , 1 . , 1. ,1 . , 1 . , 1. ;
ARRAY (2,8) /1. ,1. ,1. , 1 . , 1. ,1. , 1 . ,1. ;
ARRAY (3,81/1. , 1. ,1. , 1.,1. ,1.,1. ,1. ;
ARRAY (4,8) /1. , 1. ,1. , 1. , 1. ,1. , 1 . ,1. ;
ARRAY {5, 8) /1. , 1 . ,1. , 1 . , 1. ,1. , 1 . , 1. ;
ARRAY {6, 8) /1. ,1. ,1. ,1.,1. ,1.,1.,1.;
ARRAY ( 7 , 8) /1 . , 1. , 1 . , 1. ,1. , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . ;
ARRAY ( 8, 8) /1 . , 1. , 1 . , 1. ,1. , 1. , 1 . , 1 . ;
ARRAY ( 11, a )/0. , 0. , 0. , 0. , 0. , 0. , o. , 0. ;
ARRAY(12,8)/O.,O.,O.,O.,0.,O.,O.,0.;
ARRAY ( 1 3, a) / 0. , °.,0. , 0. , 0. , O. , 0. , 0. ;
AR RAY ( 1 4 , 8 ) / °.,°.,°.,O. , °.,0. , 0. ,. °.;
ARRAYI15,8)/O.,0.,O.,O.,O.,O.,O.,O.;
ARRAYI16,8)/0.,0.,O.,O.,0.,O.,O.,O.;
ARRAY 117, 8) / 0. , °.,0. , o. , 0. , 0. , 0. , O. ;





ARRAY (24,4 )/2. , 2. ,2. ,2. ;
ARRAY ( 25, 4 )/2. , 2 . ,2. ,2. ;
ARRAY ( 26, 4 )/2 . ,2. ,2. ,2. ;




ARRAY (33,5)/ 0., 0. ,0. , 0. , 0. ;
ARRAY(34,5)/0.,O.,o.,o.,a.;
ARRAY(35,5)/0.,a.,a.,o.,a.;
ARRAY (36,5)/ 0., a. ,a. , 0. , a. ;
ARRAY {37, 5)/0., a. ,a. , 0. , a. ;
ARRAY(38,5)/o.,o.,a.,o.,a.;
ARRAY {41, 5)/4. , 0. , a. , 0. , a. ;
ARRAY (42,5)/4 .. , 0. , a. , O. , a. ;
ARRAY(43,5)/4.,o.,a.,o.,a.;
ARRAY ( 44 , 5) /4 .. , °.,a. , 0. , a . ;
ARRAY(45,5}/4.,o.,a.,o.,a.;
ARRAY(46,5}/4.,a.,a.,o.,a.;

















ACT, , a. 2, 1"4;
ACT, , a. 2, 1"5 ;
;ASSIGN TO A fAMILY
Fl ASSIGN,ATRIB(81=1,1;
ACT, , a . 125, PN 1 ;
ACT, ,0.125, PN2;
ACT, , 0 . 125, PN 3 ;
ACT, , 0 . 125, PN 4 ;
ACT, , 0 . 125, PN 5 ;
ACT" 0.125, PN6;
ACT"a.125,PN7;
ACT, , a . 125, PN 8 ;
F2 ASSIGN,ATRIB(8)=2,1;
ACT, ,0.1, PN9;
ACT, , 0 . 1 , PN 1°;
ACT, , 0 . 1, E'N 11 ;
ACT, , 0 . 1, PN 12 ;
ACT, , 0 . 1, PN 1 3 ;
ACT, , °.1 , E'N 1 4 ;
ACT, , 0 . 1 , E'N 1 5 ;
ACT, , 0 . 1, E'N 1 6 ;
ACT, , 0 . 1 , PN 1 7 ;











ACT, , 0 . 125, PN 21 ;
ACT"O.125,PN22;














;ASSIGN PART #s, ROUTINGS, AND PROCESSING TIMES






































ASSIGN, ATRIB (16) =RNORM{ . 3433, .0858};
ASSIGN,ATRIB(21)=.117,ATRIBI22)=.068;












PN8 ASSIGN, ATRI8 (91=8,A'J'IUB I 1) =4, ATRIBI 2) =5;
ASSIGN,ATRI8(31=6,ATRIBI41=0;
ASSIGN,ATRI8(14 ) =RNORM ( .3433,.08581;








ASSIGN, ATRIB III I =RNORM 1.3433, .0858) ;
183
ASSIGN,ATRIB(121=RNORM(.3433,.0858);
























































ASSIGN, ATRIB (17) =RNORM ( . 3433, .0858 I;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(18)=RNORM(.3433, .OB581;






























































































ASSIGN, ATRIB (12) =RNORM( .3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN, ATRIB I13) =RNORM( .3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(14)=RNORMI.3433, .0858);






























ASSIGN, A'l'RIB (11) =RNORM [ .3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN, ATRIB (14) =RNORM [ .3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(15)=RNORM[.3433, .0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(21)=.126,ATRIB(22)=.213;
ASSIGN,ATRIB( 23)=. 068,ATRIB(2'7 )=.153;
ACT",Rl;


























ASSIGN, ATRIB (13) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;














PN34 ASSIGN, ATRIB ( 9) =34 ,ATRIB (1 J=1, ATRIB (2) =2;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(3)=3,ATRIB(4)=4,ATRIB(5J=5;
ASSIGN, ATRIB (6) =6,ATRIB (.)) =0, ATRI B(27) = .185;
ASSIGN, ATRIE (11 I =RNORM 1.3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIBI121=RNORMI.3433, .0858);
ASSIGN, ATRIB (13) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;










ASSIGN, ATRIB {161 =RNORM ( . 3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(1 7 1=RNORM(.3433,.0858);















PN37 ASSIGN, ATRIB (9 J=37 ,ATRIB (11 =3,ATRIB (2) =4;
ASSIGN,ATRIBI3J=5,ATRIBI4l=6,ATRIB(5i=7;
ASSIGN,ATRIB{6l=O;
ASSIGN, ATRIB (13 I =RNORM 1.3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN, ATRIB (14 I =RNORM 1.3433, .0858) ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(151=RNORMI.3433, .08581;








































































































































ACT, ,ATRIBI 20) . EQ. 0., UBI;
ACT/ll,ll.33,ATRIB(20).EQ.1.,UBI;





































































ACT!13,ll. 33,ATRIB 120) . EQ.l., UB3;
ACT/23,22. 66,ATRIB (20) . EQ. 2., UB3;
UB3 UNBATCH,29;




































































































ACT/16, 11 . 33 ,ATRIB (20) . EQ. 1. , VB6;
ACT / 26,22.66, ATRI B(20) . EQ. 2. , V86;
VB6 VNBATCH,29;































































































F.6 SMALL DCM SHOP MODEL - 1% BATCH SPLIT







;SET INITIAL ARRAY VALUES
ARRAY (1,81/1. ,1. ,1. , 1. ,1. , 1. ;
ARRAY (2,8) 11. , 1. , 1. , 1. , 1. , 1 . ;
ARRAY (3, 8 III . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . ;
ARRAY (4,81/1. , 1 . , 1 . , 1. , 1. , 1 . ;
ARRAY (S, 81/1. , 1 . ,1. ,1. ,1. , 1. ;
ARRAY (6,81/1.,1. , 1 . ,1. , 1. , 1. ;
ARRAY (7,8 J 11., 1. ,1. ,1. , 1. , 1 . ;
ARRAY (8,8 J 11. ,1. ,1. , 1. ,1. , 1. ;
ARRAY ( II, 8 ) 10 . , °.,°.,°.,0. , °.;
ARRAY [12, 8) 10. , 0. , 0. , °.,o. ,°.;
ARRAY[13,8)/O.,O.,O.,O.,0.,O.;
ARRAY[14,8)/O.,O.,0.,0.,0.,0.;
ARRAY {IS, 8) 10., 0.,0.,0.,0. ,0.;
ARRAY(16,8)/O.,O.,O.,O.,O.,O.;
















ARRAY ( 37, S I 10. , 0. , 0. , 0. ,0. ;
ARRAY ( 38, 5 110. , 0. , 0. , °.,°.;
ARRAY(41,SI/2.,O.,O.,O.,O.;
ARRAY ( 42, 51/3. , 0. , 0. , 0. , °.;
ARRAY(43,SI/2.,O.,O.,0.,O.;
ARRAY ( 44,51/3. , O. , 0. , 0. , 0. ;
















ACT, , 0.2, F1;














ACT, , 0 . 125, PN 8 ;
F2 ASSIGN,ATRIB(8)=2,1;
ACT, , 0 . 1, PN 9 ;

































ACT" 0.125, PN4 0;'































PN6 ASSIGN, ATRIB (91 =6, ATRIB (11 =3, ATRIB{ 2 )=4,
ATRIB(3)=0;






PN7 ASSIGN, ATRIB( 9) =7, A.TRIB 11) =3,ATRIB (21 =4,
ATRIB(3)=5,ATRIB(4)=0;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(13)=RNORM(.3433,.0858),
ATRIB ( 14 ) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858),




















































































ASSIGN,ATRIB (23) = .1l93,ATRIB (271= .185;
ACT",Rl;
PN22 ASSIGN,ATRIB (9) =22, ATRIB (1) =Z,ATRIB (2) =3;
ASSIGN,ATRI8(3)=4,ATRIB(4)=6,ATRIB(5)=0;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(lZ)=RNORMI.3433, .0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB (13) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;














ASSIGN,ATRIB (14) =RNORM ( .3433, .0858) ;












































ASSIGN,ATRIB 114 )=RNORM (.3433,.0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(151=RNORM(.3433,.0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(211=.1057,ATRIB(22)=.1761;










PN31 ASSIGN,ATRIB 191 =31, ATRIB (1) =2, ATRIB (21 =0;






















































ASSIGN, ATRIB (12) =RNORM ( .3433, .08581 ;
ASSIGN,ATRIB(15)=RNORM(.3433, .0858);
ASSIGN,ATRIB(21)=.1057,ATRIB(22)=.0739;





ASSIGN, ATRIB (12) =RNORM ( . 3433, .0858) ;




















ACT, ,ATRIB( 1) . EQ.}, 01;
ACT"ATRIB(I) .EQ.2,D2;
ACT, ,ATRIB( 1) . EQ. 3, 03;
ACT"ATRIBII) .EQ.4,D4;
ACT, ,ATRIB I 1) . E:Q. 5, 05;
ACT"ATRIBll) .EQ.6,06;
ACT"ATRIBll).EQ.7,07;

















ACT, ,ATRI B ( 3) . EQ. 1 , 01 ;








































































ACT, , ATR I B (10) . EQ. 1, R2;
ACT"ATRIB(lO) .EQ.2,RJ;
ACT, ,ATRIB (10) . EQ. 3, R4;
ACT"ATRIBIIO) .EQ.4,R5;


















ACT, ,ATRI3(20) .EQ. O. ,U82;
ACTl12, 11. 33,ATRI8(201.EQ. 1., UB2;
ACT/22,22.66,ATRI8(20).EQ.2.,UB2;
UB2 UNBATCH,29;










































































































































































ACT/17, 11. 33,ATRIB(20) .E:Q.l., UB7;








































BATCH, 4/19, ATRIB (29) ;
EVENT, 48
ACT /48, UN FRM ( I, 5 ) ;
ASSIGN, ATRIB (10) =ATRIB (10) +l, 1;
ACT"ATRIB(10) .EQ.l,R2;
ACT"ATRIB(10) .EQ.2,R3;
ACT, ,ATRIB( 10) . EQ. 3, R4;
ACT, , ATRI B ( 10) . EQ. 4, R5;
ACT"ATRIBIIO).EQ.5,R6;
ACT"ATRIBII0) .EQ.6,SR;















G.1 CM MODEL WITH 25% BATCH SPLITTING - ONE ENTITY
~********************************************************************








* * ~ * * * * * * * * * •










THIS SOfTWARE IS PROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET OF PRITSKER &
.. ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS GRANTED ..
.. UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT ..











THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
ENFORCED. ANY VIOLATION OF THE AGREEMENT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE THE SOFTWARE .
PRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC .
E' • o. BOX 2413








SIMULATION PROJECT CM 25
DATE 4/20/1997
I I SUM MAR Y R E E' 0 R T
BY DAVID BROCK
RUN UHBER 1 OF
CURRENT TIME 0.1031E+03
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME O.OOOOE+OO











TIME IN SYS 0.102E+03 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 0.102E+03 0.102E+03
204
1
**STATISTICS fOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES**
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 0.990 0.098 0.00 1. 00 103.144 0.00
* * PILE STATISTICS-*
fILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE:
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME:
1 A1 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
2 A2 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
3 A3 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
4 A4 A.WAIT 0.021 0.144 1 0 0.546
5 A5 A.WAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
6 A6 A.WAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
7 A7 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
8 A8 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
9 A9 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
10 AID AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
11 All AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
12 A12 AWAIT 0.033 0.178 1 0 0.848
13 AU AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
14 A14 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
15 A15 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 a 0.000
16 A16 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
17 A17 AWAIT 0.330 0.938 3 0 8.498
18 A18 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
19 A19 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
20 A20 AWAIT 0.046 0.209 1 0 1.175
21 A21 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
22 A22 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
23 A23 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 a 0 0.000
24 A24 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
25 A25 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
26 A26 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
27 A27 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
28 A28 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
29 ll29 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
30 A30 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 () 0.000
31 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
32 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
33 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
34 QUEUE 7.138 13.648 49 0 7.362
35 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
36 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
37 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
38 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
39 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
40 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
41 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
42 QUEUE 7.519 15.142 56 0 7.755
43 QUE:UE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
44 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
45 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
46 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
47 QUEUE 17.558 29.261 99 0 18.110
48 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 a 0 0.000
49 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
50 QUEUE 12.690 22.116 73 0 13.089
51 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
52 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
53 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
54 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
55 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
56 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
57 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
58 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
59 QUE:UE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
60 QUEUE 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
205
61 CALENDAR 1. 749 0.645 52 0 0.098
·-REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS··
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
31 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
32 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
33 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
34 0.1098 0.3127 1 a 1
35 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
36 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
37 0.0000 0.0000 a 0 a
38 0.0000 0.0000 a 0 0
39 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 a
40 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 a
41 0.0000 0.0000 0 a a
42 0.1098 0.3127 1 0 1
43 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
44 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 a
45 0.0000 0.0000 0 a a
46 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
47 0.1098 0.3127 1 0 1
48 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
49 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
50 0.1098 0.3127 1 0 1
51 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
52 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
53 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
54 0.0000 0.0000 a 0 0
55 0.0000 0.0000 a a 0
56 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
57 0.0000 0.0000 a a 0
58 0.0000 0.0000 a 0 0
59 0.0000 0.0000 a a a
60 0.0000 0.0000 0 a a
61 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
62 0.0019 0.0439 1 a 1
63 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
64 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
65 0 .. 0000 0.0000 0 a 0
66 0.0000 0.0000 0 a a
67 0.0077 0.0875 1 a 4
68 0.0000 0.0000 a a 0
69 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
70 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
71 0.0000 0.0000 a 0 0
72 0.0354 0.1849 1 0 1
73 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
74 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
75 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
76 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
77 0.1004 0.3005 1. 0 4
78 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
79 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
80 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
**SERVICE ACTIVITY STATISTICS·*
ACT ACT LABEL OR SER AVERAGE STO CUR AVERAGE MAX 101. MAX BSY ENT
NUM START NODE CAP UTn DEV UTn BLOCK TME/ SER TME:! SER CNT
18 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
25 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 .l 03.14 0.00 0
13 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
3 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
23 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
10 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
16 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
26 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
206
2 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
15 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
7 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
17 QUEUE: 1 0.355 0.48 0 0.00 50.37 36.59 100
4 QUEUE 1 0.257 0.44 0 0.00 39.96 26.53 100
20 QUEUE 1 0.308 0.46 0 0.00 54.62 31.. 74 100
5 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
30 QUEUE: 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
1 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 a
11 QUEUE: 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
27 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
19 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
6 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
14 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
29 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 a
21 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 a 0.00 103.14 0.00 a
9 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
24 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
28 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
8 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
22 QUEUE 1 0.000 0.00 0 0.00 103.14 0.00 0
12 QUEUE 1 0.235 0.42 0 0.00 73.89 24.26 100
**RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 I'll 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
2 M2 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
3 1'13 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
4 1'14 1 0.37 0.482 1 0
5 1'15 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
6 1'16 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
7 1'17 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
8 1'18 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
9 1'19 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
10 MID 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
11 MIl 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
12 1'112 1. 0.35 0.475 1 0
13 1'113 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
14 1'114 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
15 1'115 1. 0.00 0.000 0 0
16 M16 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
17 1'117 1 0.46 0.499 1. 0
18 M18 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
19 1'119 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
20 1'120 1. 0.42 0.493 1. 0
21 1'121. 1. 0.00 0.000 0 0
22 1'122 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
23 1'123 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
24 1'124 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
25 1'125 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
26 1'126 1 0.00 0.000 0 a
27 1'127 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
28 1'128 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
29 1'129 1 0.00 0.000 0 0
30 1'130 1. 0.00 0.000 0 0
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MIN1MUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LABF.L AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1. I'll 1 1.0000 1 1
2 1'12 1 1.0000 1 1
3 1'13 1. 1.0000 1 1
4 1'14 1 0.6330 0 1
5 1'15 1 1.0000 1 1
6 1'16 1 1.0000 1 1
7 1'17 1. 1.0000 1 1.
8 1'18 1 1.0000 1 1
9 M9 1 1.0000 1 1
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10 MIa 1 1.0000 1 J.
11 MJ.1 1 J..OOOO 1 1
12 M.12 1 0.6549 a 1
13 M13 1 1.0000 1 1
14 M14 1 1.0000 1 1
15 M15 1 1.0000 1 1
16 M16 1 1.0000 1 1
17 M17 1 0.5354 0 1
18 M18 1 1.0000 1 1
19 M19 1 1.0000 1 1
20 M20 1 0.5824 a 1
21 M21 1 1.0000 1 1
22 M22 1 1.0000 1 1
23 M23 1 1.0000 1 1
24 M24 1 1.0000 1 1
25 M25 1 1.0000 1 1
26 M26 1 1.0000 1 1
27 M27 1 1.0000 1 1
28 M28 1 1.0000 1 1
29 M29 1 1.0000 1 1
30 M30 1 1.0000 1 1
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ..
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *..
..
..












THIS SOFTWARE IS PROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET Of ~RITSKER & ..
ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE Of THIS SOfTWARE IS GRANTED
UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS Ot THE SOfTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT ..
BETWEEN PRITSKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. AND LICENSEE, IDENTIfIED BY
NUMBER AS fOLLOWS:







THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS Ot THE AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
ENtORCED. ANY VIOLATION 01" THE AGREEMENT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE THE SOfTWARE.
PRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2413













SIMULATION PROJECT CM 25
DATE 4/20/1997
I I SUM MAR Y REP 0 R T
BY DAVID BROCK
RUN NUMBER 1 01" 1
CURRENT TIME 0.1028E+04
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME O.OOOOEiOO











TIME IN SYS 0.168E+03 0.806E+02 0.481£+00 0.523E+02 0.472£+03
*<STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES·<
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100
ME:AN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE: INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 16.316 6.846 0.00 27.00 1027.')77 0.00
** FILE STATISTICS**
FILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 Al AWAIT 0.874 1.857 8 0 ~0.429
2 1'.2 AWAIT 0.174 0.660 3 a 5.589
3 1'.3 AWAIT 1.508 1.696 6 0 20.394
4 1'.4 AWAIT 0.140 0.512 3 0 3.606
5 1'.5 AWAIT 1.084 1.682 7 0 17.418
6 1'.6 AWAIT 0.347 1.093 6 a 12.757
7 1'.7 AWAIT 0.021 0.145 2 0 0.686
8 1'.8 AWAIT 0.662 1.454 5 a 12.155
9 1'.9 AWAIT 0.802 1. 486 6 a 11.443
10 1'.10 AWAIT 2.378 2.943 11 a 30.555
11 All AWAIT 1.584 2.717 11 0 37. 013
12 1'.12 AWAIT 0.053 0.262 2 a 1.953
13 AU AWAIT 3.290 4.161 16 a 52.850
14 1'.14 AWAIT 0.586 1.457 8 0 16.728
15 1'.15 AWAIT 0.019 0.143 2 0 0.702
16 AJ.6 AWAIT 0.284 0.874 4 a 6.626
17 1'.17 AWAIT 0.140 0.579 3 a 3.586
18 1'..18 AWAIT 1.019 1.781 8 a 23.800
19 A19 AWAIT 2.241 3.534 13 0 44.309
20 1'.20 AWAIT 0.018 0.132 1 0 0.654
21 1'.21 AWAIT 0.025 0.169 2 a 2.124
22 1'.22 AWAIT 2.083 2.444 8 a 33.456
23 1'.23 AWAIT 0.234 0.641 3 a 3.752
24 1'.24 AWAIT 0.414 1. 043 5 0 5.906
25 1'.25 AWAIT 0.912 1.637 8 0 14 . 648
26 1'.26 AWAIT 0.414 1.120 4 0 11.825
27 1'.27 AWAIT 1.551 2.366 8 0 26.567
28 1'.28 AWAIT 2.105 2.067 8 0 30.050
29 1'.29 AWAIT 0.645 1. 502 7 iJ 20.732
30 1'.30 AWAIT 2.754 3.514 12 () 41. 637
31 QueUE 16.204 24.755 99 a 15.143
32 QUCUE 10.059 21.276 99 0 12.926
33 QUE:Ue 31.481 30.494 99 IJ 17 .033
34 QUEue 13.143 22.505 99 0 13.511
35 QUCUE; 22.061 28.853 99 a 14.174
36 QUE:UE 8.388 21.111 99 0 ]?:n}
37 QUCUE 6.771 15.613 77 0 8.701
38 QUEUE 14.682 23.814 99 0 10.781
39 QUEUE 18.461 24.920 99 a 10.543
40 QUEUE 26.501 28.479 99 a 13.621
41 QUEUE: 17.945 29.467 99 0 16.770
42 QUCUE 8.986 19.516 80 a 13.196
43 QUEUE 25.592 31.444 99 () 16.443
44 QUEUE 13.607 26.104 99 a 15.541
45 QUEUE 6.297 15.625 81 a 9.248
46 QUEUE 11.831 20.266 99 a 11 .057
47 QUEUE 10.817 21. 268 99 0 11.119
48 QUEUE 21 . 614 31.089 99 0 20.198
49 QUEUE 18.528 27.366 99 0 14 .651
50 QUEUE 4.995 12.342 56 0 7.336
51 QUEUE 3.581 13.421 87 0 12.272
52 QUEUE 27.113 32.610 99 0 17.420
53 QUEUE 16.336 22.022 99 0 10.495
54 QUEUE 20.252 23.731 99 0 11.566
55 QUEUE 24.487 28.581 99 0 15.732
56 QUEUE 15.232 27.900 99 0 17.398
57 QUEUE 19.274 27.628 99 0 13.209
58 QUEUE 27.469 30.269 99 0 15.687
59 QUEUE 13.120 26.423 99 0 16.859
60 QUEUE 26.620 32.249 99 0 16.097
61 CALENDAR 17.449 7.024 81 0 0.106
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**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS"*
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
31 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
32 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
33 0.1433 0.3504 1 0 13
34 0.0992 0.2989 1 0 9
35 0.1212 0.3264 1 0 11
36 0.0551 0.2282 1 0 5
37 0.0661 0.2485 1 0 6
38 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
39 0.1323 0.3388 1 0 12
40 0.1323 0.3388 1 0 12
41 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
42 0.0661 0.2485 1 0 6
43 0.0992 0.2989 1 0 9
44 0.0551 0.2282 1 0 5
45 0.0551 0.2282 1 0 5
46 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
47 0.0992 0.2989 1 0 9
48 0.0882 0.2835 1 0 8
49 0.1102 0.3132 1 0 10
50 0.0661 0.2485 1 0 6
51 0.0331 0.1788 1 0 3
52 0.1102 0.3132 1 0 10
53 0.1323 0.3388 1 0 12
54 0.1433 0.3504 1 0 13
55 0.1323 0.3388 1 0 12
56 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
57 0.1323 0.3388 1 0 12
58 0.1433 0.3504 1 0 13
59 0.0772 0.2668 1 0 7
60 0.1212 0.3264 1 0 11
61 0.0051 0.0710 1 0 25
62 0.0027 0.0520 1 0 14
63 0.0027 0.0522 1 0 19
64 0.0015 0.03B5 1 0 20
65 0.002B 0.0528 1 0 22
66 0.0203 0.1440 2 0 100
67 0.0108 0.1041 2 0 56
68 0.0109 0.1039 1 0 76
69 0.0059 0.0767 1 0 80
70 0.0112 0.1063 2 0 BB
71 0.0793 0.2724 2 0 25
72 0.0425 0.2037 2 0 14
73 0.0605 0.2409 2 0 19
74 0.0554 0.2327 2 0 20
75 0.0701 0.2626 2 0 22
76 0.3000 0.5025 2 0 100
77 0.1570 0.3934 3 0 56
7B 0.2402 0.4359 2 0 76
79 0.2471 0.4732 2 0 80
BO 0.2629 0.4714 2 0 88
**SERVICE ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACT ACT LABEL OR SER AVERAGE STD CUR AVE:RAGE MAX IDL MAX BSY ENT
NUM START NODE CAP UTIL DEV UTIL BLOCK TME/SER TME/SER CNT
18 QUEUE 1 0.437 0.50 0 0.00 234.64 51.72 1100
25 QUEUE 1 0.591 0.49 0 0.00 117.04 56.97 1600
13 QUEUE 1 0.568 0.50 0 0.00 107.64 54.14 1600
3 QUEUE 1 0.716 0.45 0 0.00 61.83 53.96 1900
23 QUEUE 1 0.499 0.50 0 0.00 145.37 50.29 1600
10 QUEUE 1 0.679 0.47 0 0.00 64.48 57.19 2000
16 QUEUE 1 0.395 0.49 0 0.00 129.67 51-88 1100
26 QUEUE 1 0.308 0.46 0 0.00 258.9·1 40.37 900
2 QUEUE 1 0.263 0.44 0 0.00 239.50 49.29 800
IS QUEUE 1 0.208 0.41 0 0.00 229.07 48.14 700
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7 QUEUE 1 0.234 0.42 0 0.00 244,.26 41.76 800
17 QUEUE 1 0.280 0.45 0 0.00 224.51 46.17 1000
4 QUEUE 1 0.352 0.48 0 0.00 220.59 40.83 1000
20 QUEUE 1 0.178 0.38 0 0.00 297.96 28.85 700
5 QUEUE 1 0.514 0.50 0 0.00 235.60 45.56 1600
30 QUEUE 1 0.544 0.50 0 0.00 295.42 47.77 1700
1 QUEUE 1 0.408 0.49 0 0.00 335.01 60.91 1100
11 QUEUE 1 0.363 0.48 0 0.00 401.80 47.89 1100
27 QUEUE 1 0.457 0.50 a 0.00 196.26 43.25 1500
19 QUEUE 1 0.441 0.50 0 0.00 171.79 52.57 1300
6 QUEUE 1 0.187 0.39 a 0.00 229.10 38.42 700
14 QUEUE 1 0.292 0.45 a 0.00 375.84 44.62 900
29 QUEUE 1 0.265 0.44 0 0.00 226.38 45.95 800
21 QUEUE 1 0.086 0.28 0 0.00 470.98 35.53 300
9 QUEUE 1. 0.535 0.50 0 0.00 128.32 47.79 1800
24 QUEUE 1 0.614 0.49 0 0.00 108.91 49.06 1800
28 QUEUE 1 0.622 0.48 0 0.00 120.80 51.98 1800
8 QUEUE 1 0.430 0.50 0 0.00 181.58 44.27 1400
22 QUEUE 1 0.548 0.50 0 0.00 191. 81 48.28 1600
12 QUEUE 1 0.219 0.41 a 0.00 267.22 44.46 700
**RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 Ml 1 0.49 0.500 1 0
2 M2 1 0.34 0.474 1 a
3 M3 1 0.86 0.348 1 a
4 M4 1 0.45 0.498 1 a
5 M5 1 0.65 0.476 1 a
6 M6 1 0.24 0.428 1 a
'7 M7 1 0.31 0.462 1 a
8 Me 1 0.55 0.497 1 a
9 M9 1 0.69 0.463 1 a
10 MIa 1 0.83 0.373 1 a
11 MIl 1 0.44 0.496 1 a
12 M12 1 0.29 0.451 1 0
13 M13 1 0.69 0.463 1 a
14 M14 1 0.35 0.476 1 0
15 MIS 1 0.28 0.448 1 0
16 MI6 1 0.48 0.499 1 0
17 M17 1 0.40 0.491 1 a
18 M18 1 0.52 0.499 1 a
19 MIg 1 0.56 0,496 1 0
20 M20 1 0.26 0.436 1 a
21 M21 1 0.12 0.324 1 a
22 M22 1 0.66 0.474 1 0
23 M23 1 0.65 0.476 1 0
24 M24 1 0.77 0.423 1 0
25 M25' 1 0.72 0.447 1 0
26 M26 1 0.38 0.487 1 a
27 M27 1 0.62 0.486 1 a
28 M28 1 0.77 0.424 1 a
29 M29 1 0.34 0.474 1 0
30 M30 1 0.67 0.472 1 a
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM t'1A.XIMUM
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1 Ml 1 0.5128 0 ]
2 M2 1 0.6600 0 1
3 M3 1 O. ] 407 0 1
4 M4 1 0.5485 a 1
5 M5 1 0.3479 a 1
6 M6 1 0.7580 0 1
7 1'17 1 0.6913 a 1
8 M8 1 0.4485 a 1
9 M9 1 0.3109 a 1
10 MID 1 0.1670 0 1
11 MIl 1 0.5603 0 1
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12 MI2 1 0.7150 0 1
13 M13 1 0.3107 0 1
14 M14 1 0.6530 0 1
15 M15 1 0.7224 0 1
16 M16 1 0.5242 0 1
17 M17 1 0.5963 0 1
18 M18 1 0.4752 0 1
19 M19 1 0.4401 0 1
20 M20 1 0.7449 0 1
21 M21 1 0.8806 0 1
22 M22 1 0.3420 0 1
23 M23 1 0.3457 0 1
24 M24 1 0.2328 0 1
25 M25 1 0.2764 0 1
26 M26 1 0.6151 0 1
27 M27 1 0.3811 0 1
28 M28 1 0.2345 0 1
29 M29 1 0.6578 0 1
30 M30 1 0.3344 0 1
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET OF PRITSKER &
ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS GRANTED ..
UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN PRITSKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. AND LICENSEE, IDENTII"IED BY
NUMBER AS FOLLOWS:








THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
ENFORCED. ANY VIOLATION OF THE AGREEMENT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE THE SOfTWARE.
PRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2413









SIMULATION PROJECT eM 25
DATE 4/20/1997




STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0.0000£+00











TIME IN SYS 0.216E+03 0.139£+03 0.644E+00 0.364E+02 0.153E+04 1247
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**STATISTICS tOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES**
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 27.257 7.364 0.00 47.00 10000.000 17.00
**FILE STATISTICS**
FILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 Al AWAIT 1.572 3.008 16 0 25.197
2 A2 AWAIT 2.393 3.775 18 0 38.342
3 A3 AWAIT 3.386 4.127 17 0 44.783
4 A4 AWAIT 1. 046 1.819 8 0 13.989
5 AS AWAIT 1.764 3.315 19 0 23.584
6 A6 AWAIT 3.096 4.744 26 0 48.989
7 A7 AWAIT 1.902 4.119 24 0 30.876
8 AS AWAIT 0.950 1. 836 10 0 18.416
9 A9 AWAIT 0.860 1.646 8 0 13.586
10 A10 AWAIT 1.834 2.830 16 0 25.657
11 All AWAIT 2.181 3.297 19 0 33.872
12 A12 AWAIT 0.147 0.503 4 0 3.122
13 A13 AWAIT 2.592 3.943 19 3 42.352
14 A14 AWAIT 1. 575 2.625 15 0 28.952
15 A15 AWAIT 0.551 1.301 8 0 10.670
16 A16 AWAIT 0.456 1.661 16 1 9.957
17 A17 AWAIT 3.635 5.218 28 0 48.462
18 A18 AWAIT 1.011 2.247 16 0 25.036
19 A19 AWAIT 7.701 7.653 31 13 87.813
20 A20 AWAIT 1.167 3.566 26 0 24.733
21 A2J AWAIT 0.026 0.199 3 0 1.135
22 A22 AWAIT 1.761 2.869 16 0 33.106
23 A23 AWAIT 1.542 2.760 15 15 20.649
24 A24 AWAIT 0.433 1.032 8 0 6.815
25 A25 AWAIT 2.199 3.420 16 0 34.582
26 A26 AWAIT 1. 430 2.558 J 6 0 28.144
27 An AWAIT 7.001 6.454 31 1 79. 106
28 A28 AWAIT 0.874 1.618 8 0 13.749
29 A29 AWAIT 1.436 2.989 20 0 29.669
30 A30 AWAIT 4.127 4.444 19 0 49.843
31 QUEUE 21. 823 28.056 99 0 13.989
32 QUEUE 24.200 30. '14 5 99 '13 1~.513
33 QUEUE 28.613 30.048 99 5 15.139
34 QUEUE 24.332 26.889 99 0 13.012
35 QUEUE 24.510 27.655 99 0 13.107
36 QUEUE 25.721 31.353 99 35 16.279
37 QUEUE 21.352 27.655 99 0 13.865
38 QUEUE 18.642 27.776 99 54 14 . 451
39 QUEUE 20.527 26.320 99 0 12.992
40 QUEUE 24 . 074 28.135 99 16 13.468
41 QUEUE 27.254 32.635 99 0 16.928
42 QUEUE 14.511 22.278 99 31 12.350
43 QUEUE 24.645 30.639 99 0 16.214
44 QUEUE 21.884 30.362 99 0 16.091
45 QUEUE 16.997 24.763 99 0 13.176
46 QUEUE 12.637 21.228 99 0 11.085
47 QUEUE: 28.693 29.981 99 37 15.303
48 QUEUE 18.155 29.575 99 0 17. 9-15
49 QUEUE 32.864 30.851 99 65 15.215
50 QUEUE 15.063 24.065 99 34 12.766
51 QUEUE 5.120 13.598 99 0 8.983
52 QUEUE 23.423 31.711 99 85 17 .611
53 QUEUE: 24.023 27.487 99 4 13.128
54 QUEUE 20.043 25.536 99 0 12.606
55 QUEUE 25.452 30.141 99 0 16.008
56 QUEUE 21.158 30.933 99 77 16.660
57 QUEUE 34.944 31. 456 99 57 15.812
58 QUEUE 20.590 26.307 99 0 12.949
59 QUEUE 20.566 30.682 99 11 16.997
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60 QUEUE 31.412 31.245 99 0 15.175
61 CALENDAR 22.352 4.049 88 18 0.105
**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILI ZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
31 0.1269 0.3329 1 0 112
32 0.1269 0.3329 1 0 112
33 0.1496 0.3566 1 0 132
34 0.1428 0.3498 1 0 126
35 0.1416 0.3487 1 0 125
36 0.1314 0.3379 1 0 116
37 0.1167 0.3211 1 0 103
38 0.1054 0.3070 1 0 93
39 0.1297 0.3360 1 1 114
40 0.1462 0.3533 1 0 129
41 0.1326 0.3391 1 0 117
42 0.0872 0.2822 1 0 77
43 0.1251 0.3309 1 1 110
44 0.1110 0.3142 1 0 98
45 0.0986 0.2981 1 0 87
46 0.0869 0.2817 1 1 76
47 0.1439 0.3510 1 0 127
48 0.0736 0.2612 1 0 65
49 0.1575 0.3643 1 0 139
50 0.0872 0.2822 1 0 77
51 0.0329 0.1783 1 0 29
52 0.1031 0.3041 1 0 91
53 0.1473 0.3544 1 0 130
54 0.1314 0.3379 1 0 116
55 0.1280 0.3341 1 0 113
56 0.1088 0.3113 1 0 96
57 0.1484 0.3555 1 0 131
58 0.1314 0.3379 1 0 116
59 0.0986 0.2981 1 0 87
60 0.1598 0.3664 1 0 141
61 0.0052 0.0718 2 0 247
62 0.0050 0.0702 2 0 249
63 0.0028 0.0530 1 0 191
64 0.0025 0.0495 1 0 322
65 0.0033 0.0578 2 0 255
66 0.0201 0.1408 2 0 964
67 0.0196 0.1392 2 0 984
68 0.0112 0.1051 2 0 756
69 0.0096 0.0978 2 0 1265
70 0.0133 0.1153 2 0 1020
71 0.0743 0.2731 2 0 247
72 0.0743 0.2720 2 0 249
73 0.0580 0.2391 " 0 191~
74 0.0982 0.3119 3 0 322
75 0.0752 0.2743 3 0 255
76 0.2909 0.4866 3 0 964
77 0.2959 0.4988 3 0 984
78 0.2280 0.4337 2 0 75<5
79 0.3896 0.5431 3 0 1265
80 0.3054 0.4967 3 0 1020
**SERVICE ACTIVITY STATISTICS*'
ACT ACT LABEL OR SER AVERAGE STD CUR AVERAGE MAX IDL MAX BSY ENT
NUN START NODE. CAE' UTIL DEV UTIL BLOCK TME/SER TMC/SER CNT
18 QUEUE 1 0.367 0.48 0 0.00 439.05 55.66 1-1:*'"
25 QUEUE 1 0.576 0.49 0 0.00 215.94 61.21 .. ***
13 QUEUE 1 0.540 0.50 0 0.00 222.79 60.96 -r***
3 QUEUE 1 0.658 0.47 1 0.00 ]73.86 54.15 .**+
23 QUEUE 1 0.602 0.49 1 0.00 185.73 52.54 *<t'* ....
10 QUEUE 1 0.595 0.49 1 0.00 194 . 92 57.19 f<-*+*
16 QUEUE 1 0.3'72 0.48 0 0.00 424.33 55.47 ****
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26 QUEUE 1 0.427 0.49 1 0.00 401.08 61.08 ****
2 QUEUE 1 0.522 0.50 1 0.00 369.77 64.70 ****
15 QUEUE 1 0.449 0.50 0 0.00 352.59 57.32 ****
7 QUEUE 1 0.537 0.50 0 0.00 362.76 64.11 *** *
17 QUEUE 1 0.656 0.48 1 0.00 351.16 68.21 ***+-
4 QUEUE 1 0.632 0.48 0 0.00 364.28 54.10 ****
20 QUEUE 1 0.404 0.49 1 0.00 459.58 51.98 *tr**
5 QUEUE 1 0.629 0.48 0 0.00 171.67 53.88 ****
30 QUEUE 1 0.694 0.4.6 0 0.00 155.03 54.70 ****
1 QUEUE 1 0.530 0.50 0 0.00 408.29 60.91
11 QUEUE 1 0.551 0.50 0 0.00 256.28 59.52 ****
27 QUEUE 1 0.751 0.43 1 0.00 196.26 56.79 ****
19 QUEUE 1 0.732 0.44 1 0.00 171. 79 53.91 dr***
6 QUEUE 1 0.542 0.50 1 0.00 245.89 54.39 * ***
14 QUIWE 1 0.464 0.50 0 0.00 375.84 58.84 ****
29 QUEUE 1 0.415 0.49 1 0.00 337.42 57.03 ****
21 QUEUE 1 0.189 0.39 0 0.00 544.01 50.56 5700
9 QUEUE 1 0.531 0.50 0 0.00 385.67 55.86 ****
24 QUEUE 1 0.535 0.50 0 0.00 384.03 54.98 ****
28 QUEUE 1 0.536 0.50 0 0.00 398.79 54.69 -***
8 QUEUE 1 0.440 0.50 1 0.00 454.94 62.72 -***
22 QUEUE 1 0.473 0.50 1 0.00 568.18 51.92 ****
12 QUEUE 1 0.411 0.49 1 0.00 438.53 51.77 ****
*~RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 M1 1 0.67 0.471 1 0
2 M2 1 0.65 0.477 1 1
3 M3 1 0.81 0.391 1 1
4 M4 1 0.79 0.406 1 0
5 M5 1 0.78 0.411 1 0
6 M6 1 0.67 0.468 1 1
7 M7 1 0.67 0.471 1 0
8 M8 1 0.55 0.497 1 1
9 M9 1 0.67 0.470 1 1
10 MI0 1 0.75 0.434 1 1
11 MIl 1 0.68 0.465 1 0
12 M12 1 0.51 0.500 1 1
13 M13 1 0.67 0.470 1. J
14 M14 1 0.58 0.494 1 0
15 MIS 1 0.56 0.497 1 0
16 M16 1 0.47 0.499 1 1
17 1"117 1 0.81 0.394 1 1
18 M18 1 0.44 0.496 1 0
19 MI9 I 0.90 0.306 1 1
20 M20 1 0.50 0.500 1 1
21 M21 1 0.23 0.422 1 0
22 M22 1 0.58 0.494 1 1
23 M23 1 0.76 0.427 1 1
24 M24 1 0.68 0.465 1 CJ
25 1"125 1 0.71 0.455 1 0
26 M26 1 0.54 0.499 1 1
27 M27 I 0.91 0.290 1 1
28 M28 1 0.68 0.467 1 0
29 M29 0.51 0.500 1 1
30 M30 0.86 0.343 I 0
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1 1"11 1 0.3325 0 1
2 M2 0 0.3506 0 1
3 M3 0 0.1881 0 1
4 M4 1 0.2075 0 1
5 M5 1 0.2153 0 1
6 M6 0 0.3250 0 1
7 M7 1 0.3335 0 1
8 M8 0 0.4485 0 1
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9 M9 0 0.3286 0 1
10 M10 0 0.2514 0 1
11 Mil 1 0.3168 0 1
12 M12 0 0.4930 0 1
13 M13 0 0.3306 0 1
14 M14 1 0.4246 0 1
15 M15 1 0.4415 0 1
16 M16 0 0.5311 0 1
17 M17 0 0.1917 0 1
18 MI8 1 0.5596 0 1
19 MI9 0 0.1049 0 1
20 M20 0 0.4978 0 1
21 M21 1 0.7682 0 1
22 M22 0 0.4239 0 1
23 M23 0 0.2396 0 1
24 M24 1 0.3152 0 1
25 M25 1 0.2927 0 1
26 M26 0 0.4642 0 1
27 M27 0 0.0925 0 1
28 M28 1 0.3226 0 1
29 M29 0 0.4863 0 1
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THIS sorTWARE IS PROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET or PRITSKER &
* ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE or THIS sorTWARE IS GRANTED *
* UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS or THE SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT *
* BETWEEN PRITSKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. AND LICENSEE, IDENTIFIED BY
* NUMBER AS rOLLOWS:







THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE: AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
ENrORCED. ANY VIOLATION OF THE AGRE:EMENT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE THE SOFTWARE.
PRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2413



















IND DURATION END NO
0.100E+01 CR CREATE O.OOOE+OO
0 NO RELEASE Fl
0 NO RELEASE F2
0 NO RELEASE F3
0 0.000 1"4
F4 ASSIGN O.OOOHOO
0 NO RELEASE PIH9
0 NO RELEASE PN20
0 NO RELEASE PN21
0 NO RELEASE PN22
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0 NO RELEASE PN23
0 NO RELEASE PN24
0 NO RELEASE PN25
0 0.000 PN26











0 NO RELEASE V82















































0.535E+CJl CR CREATE O.OOOE+OO
0 0.000 Fl
n ASSIGN O.OOOE+OO
0 NO RELEASE PNI
0 NO RELEASE PN2
0 NO RELEASE PN3
0 NO RELEASE PN4
0 NO RELEASE PN5
0 NO RELEASE PN6
0 0.000 PN7
D.547E+01 0 NO RELEASE SR



























































0.855£+01 0 NO RELEASE SR




0.9661::+01 0 NO RgLEASE SR









0 NO RELEASE UB3
13 NO R£LEASE UB3
23 22.660 UB3
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0.119E:+02 0 NO RE:LEASE SR




o. 138E+02 0 NO RELEASE: SR
0 NO RELEASE 02










0.153E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02




0.159E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2




0.159E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR









0 NO RELEASE U~4
14 11.330 U£l4
0.169E:+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE: 02




0.1731::+02 0 NO RELEASE SR









0 NO RE;LEASE; UB4
14 NO RELEASE: UB4
24 22.660 UB4



















0.212E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR




0.214E+02 0 NO RELE.I\SE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02










0.219E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02










0.233E+02 a NO RSLEASE SR










0.2351::+02 0 NO RELEASE SR




0.23510+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RE:LEASE D2




0.23910+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RSLE:ASE 03




0.24810+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
























0.297E:+02 0 NO RE:LEASE SR
0 NO RELE:ASE D2




0.299E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
















0.309E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02




0.311E+02 0 NO RELE:l\SE SR
0 NO RELEASE: D2
0 NO RELE:ASE D3




0.319£+02 0 NO RELEASE: SR
0 NO RELEASE D2










0.328E+02 a NO RE:LEASE 5R
0 NO RE:LE:ASE D2
0 NO RE:LE:ASE D3
0 NO RE:.LEASE 04
0 NO RE:LEA5E D5
0.329E+02 0 NO RELE:ASE 5R
0 NO RE:LE:ASE D2
0 NO RE:LE:A5E D3





0.330E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
















0.343E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELE:ASE 03




0.344E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2










0.358£+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2









0 NO RELEASE USS
15 NO RELEASE USS
25 22.660 UB5
0.360E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO RELEASE D3




0.368E+02 0 NO RSLEASE SR
0 NO RELSASE D2
0 NO RELEASE D3










0.373E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEAS£ 02
0 NO RELEASE D3
0 NO RELEASE D4
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0 NO RELEASE 05
0.373E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02




























0.389E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO RELEASE D3
0 NO RELEASE D4
0 NO RELEASE D5












0.410E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO RELEASE D3




0.411E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE D3




0.423E-I02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02










0.434E+02 0 NO RELEASE. SR
228
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a NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03




0.439E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.444E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03




0.445E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02




0.446E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02




0.H9E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE: D3
a NO RELEASE D4
a NO RELEASE D5






0.456E+02 a NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03






















0.4641::+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UN8ATCH O.700E+Ol
0.4648+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03












0.478£+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700£+01
0.479£+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05






0.489E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE D5
0.493E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03










0.500E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE: 03
0 NO RELEASE: 04
0 NO RE:LEAS£ 05












0.521E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASf. 03




0.530E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELE:ASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.530E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700E+Ol






0.543E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
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0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.545E+ 2 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03




0.5518+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.558E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700£+01
0.573E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05






0.582E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700E+01
0.584E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700E+01
0.585E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02
0.589£+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.607E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE D3
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.613E+02 0 NO R8L8ASE SR
a NO R8LEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03




0.627£+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE O?
0 NO RELEASE 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.629E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UN BATCH 0.700£+01






0.653E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO R8LEASE 02
0 NO RELEASE 03




0.659E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UN BATCH 0.700E+01
0.661E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
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0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO RELEASE D3




0.662£+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO RELEASE D3
0 NO RELEASE D4
0 NO RELEASE D5
0.664E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02
0.670E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02






0.676£+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700E+Ol
0.702E:+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02
0.704E:+02 0 NO RELE:ASE SR
0 NO REL£ASE D2
0 NO RE:LEASE: 03
0 NO RELEASE 04
0 NO RELEAS£ 05






0.70%+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.700E+Ol
0.738E+02 0 NO RELEASE: SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO RE:LEASE 03
0 NO R£LEASE D4
0 NO RELEASE 05
0.766E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02
0.785£+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260£+02
0.800E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260£+02
0.805£+0:' 0 NO RELF,ASE SR
0 NO RELEASE D2
0 NO R£LEASE D3
0 NO R£LEASE: D4
0 NO RELEASE: 05
0.837E+02 0 NO RELEASE SR
0 NO R£LEASE 02
0 NO R£LE:ASE 03
0 NO RELE:ASE 04
0 NO RE:l"E:ASE: 05
0.865E:+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02
0.897£+02 0 0.000 SF<.
SR UN BATCH 0.260E+02
0.924E+02 0 0.000 SR
SR UNBATCH 0.260E+02
1
S LAM I I SUM MAR Y R £ P 0 R T
SIMULATION PROJECT PROC 10 BY DAVID BROCK-
DATE 3/10/1997 RUN NUMBER OF
232
CURRENT TIME 0.9256E+02
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME O.OOOOE+OO
**STATISTICS fOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION**
MEAN
VALUE




TIME IN SYS 0.787E+02 0.182E+02 0.232E+00 0.658E+02 0.916E+02 2
**STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES" *
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 1.700 0.481 0.00 2.00 92.560 0.00
* * FILE STATISTICS*"
FILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 Al AWAIT 0.000 0.000 a 0 0.000
2 1'.2 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000
3 1'.3 A,vAIT 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000
4 A4 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000
5 1'.5 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000
6 1'.6 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000
7 1'.7 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
8 AS AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
9 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
11 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
12 AWAIT 9.566 21.762 89 0 8.854
13 AWAIT 16.612 25.529 89 0 7.688
14 AWAIT 10.721 13.881 45 a 4.962
15 AWAIT 8.354 9.425 33 a 3.866
16 AWAIT 4.964 6.769 29 0 2.297
17 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
18 AWAIT 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
19 CALENDAR 9.741 5.474 28 0 0.188
**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICSH
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT E:NTITY
INDEX!LABEL UTI LI ZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
1 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
2 0.2362 0.4247 1 0 100
3 0.5603 0.7784 2 0 200
4 0.6588 0.7487 2 0 200
5 0.7031 0.7313 2 0 200
6 0.6141 0.6975 2 a 200
7 0.0000 0.0000 0 a 0
8 0.0000 0.0000 a a 0
11 0.0000 0.0000 a a 0
12 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
13 0.1224 0.3278 1 a 1
14 0.1224 0.3278 1 0 1
15 0.1224 0.3278 1 a 1
16 0.1224 0.3278 1 0 1
17 0.0000 0.0000 a 0 0
18 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 a
21 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
22 0.2448 0.4300 1 a 1
23 0.2448 0.4300 1 0 1
24 0.2448 0.4300 ) 0 i
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25 0.2448 0.4300 1 0 1
26 0.2448 0.4300 1 0 1
27 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
28 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
31 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
32 0.0272 0.1626 1 0 1
33 0.3327 0.6599 3 0 11
34 0.6230 1.0280 4 0 20
35 0.6537 0.8811 3 0 20
36 0.6074 0.7690 3 0 20
37 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
38 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
41 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
42 0.2804 0.5917 3 0 10
43 0.6930 1.0092 4 0 20
44 0.6628 0.9210 4 0 20
45 0.5654 0.7488 3 0 20
46 0.6940 0.8811 4 0 20
47 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
48 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
51 0.0023 0.0484 1 0 2
52 0.0147 0.1234 2 0 20
53 0.0147 0.1203 1 0 20
54 0.0147 0.1210 2 0 20
55 0.0073 0.0854 1 0 20
56 0.0000 0.0000 1 0 10
57 0.0040 0.0631 1 0 2
**RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 Xl 4 0.00 0.000 0 0
2 X2 4 0.27 0.443 1 0
3 X3 4 0.61 0.832 2 0
4 X4 4 0.80 0.841 2 0
5 X5 4 0.80 0.784 2 0
6 X6 4 0.80 0.774 2 0
7 "/..7 3 0.00 0.000 0 0
8 X8 3 0.00 0.000 0 0
11 01 4 0.00 0.000 0 0
12 02 4 0.24 0.425 1 0
13 03 4 0.56 0."178 2 0
14 04 4 0.66 0.749 2 0
15 05 4 0.70 0.731 2 0
16 06 4 0.61 0.698 2 0
17 07 3 0.00 0.000 0 0
18 08 3 0.00 0.000 0 0
RESOURCE RE:SOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLI::
1 Xl 4 4.0000 4 4
2 X2 4 3.7316 3 4
J X3 4 3.3927 2 4
4 X4 4 3.2009 2 4
5 X5 4 3.1984 ~ 4
6 X6 4 3.1983 2 4
7 X7 3 3.0000 3 3
8 X8 3 3.0000 3 3
11 D1 4 4.0000 4 4
12 D2 4 3.7638 3 4
13 03 4 3.4397 2 4
14 04 4 3.3412 2 4
15 05 4 3.2969 2 4
16 06 4 3.3859 2 4
17 07 3 3.0000 3 3
18 08 3 3.0000 3 3
234
APPENDIX
SAMPLE SIMULATION RUN OUTPUT
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS FROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET OF PRITSKER & *
* ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS GRANTED *
-. UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SOfTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT *
.... BETWEEN PRITSKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. AND LICENSEE, IDENTIF.IED BY *











THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS Of THE AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
ENFORCED. ANY VIOLATION OF THE AGREEMENT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE THE SOFTWARE.
FRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2413









S LAM I I 5 U M MAR Y REPOR'r
SIMULATION PROJECT PROC NO
DATE 3/10/1997
BY DAVID BROCK
RUN NUMBER 1 or 1
CURRENT TIME 0.4500E+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0.3500E+05











TIME IN SYS 0.280£+03 0.136E+03 0.485E+00 0.920£+02 0.105£+04 1202
**STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES**
236
ME:AN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME; CURRE:NT
VALUE: DE:VIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 33.796 6.975 15.00 50.00 10000.000 32.00
**rILE STATISTICS**
rILE AVE: RAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 Al AWAIT 0.520 1.089 7 0 9.557
2 1'.2 AWAIT 2.133 2.457 12 1 31.185
3 1'.3 AWAIT 0.611 1.214 8 0 10.366
4 1'.4 AWAIT 1.535 2.149 12 0 24.211
5 1'.5 AWAIT 0.788 1.493 11 1 13.422
6 1'.6 AWAIT 1.250 1.898 10 3 20.030
7 A7 AWAIT 0.317 0.760 5 0 8.695
8 1'.8 AWAIT 0.584 1.140 8 0 13.730
9 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
11 AWAIT 91.377 68.355 362 53 16.762
12 AWAIT 117.657 66.787 369 68 17.203
13 AWAIT 99.182 65.994 353 0 16.841
14 AWAIT 108.296 66.583 393 56 17.040
15 AWAIT 99.569 67.102 364 203 16.991
16 AWAIT 105.084 70.314 365 62 16.905
17 AWAIT 60.602 55.B99 284 30 16.590
18 AWAIT 73.542 57.034 283 0 17.365
19 CALENDAR 27.056 3.798 136 28 0.138
**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACTIVITY AVE:RAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRE;NT E:NTITY
INDE;X/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
1 1.8467 1.1502 4 1 54464
2 2.3761 1.0426 4 3 68322
3 2.0041 1. 0841 4 0 58896
4 2.1884 1.0724 4 1 63498
5 2.0099 1.1251 4 3 58394
6 2.1247 1.1287 4 3 62102
7 1.2240 0.9358 3 1 36499
8 1. 4871 O. 9276 3 0 42353
11 0.1314 0.3605 2 0 116
12 0.1643 0.4035 3 0 145
13 0.1185 0.3378 2 1 104
14 0.1473 0.3736 2 0 130
15 0.1495 0.3767 2 0 132
16 0.1089 0.3264 3 1 96
17 0.1050 0.3226 3 1 92
18 0.1325 0.3586 2 0 117
21 0.8837 0.8510 4 0 390
22 1. 0672 0.9033 4 1 471
23 0.9665 0.8684 4 1 426
24 1.0022 0.8456 4 1 443
25 0.8987 0.80B3 4 I 397
26 1. 0492 0.8956 4 () 463
27 0.5417 0.6768 3 0 240
28 0.5947 0.6712 3 3 262
31 0.1619 0.3963 3 0 539
32 0.2056 0.4505 3 0 684
33 0.1741 0.4186 3 0 589
34 0.1936 0.4372 4 0 634
35 0.1735 0.4097 3 () 587
36 0.1856 0.4305 3 0 623
37 0.1118 0.3326 3 0 365
38 0.1273 0.3593 3 0 423
41 0.1648 0.4002 3 1 546
42 0.2069 0.4437 3 0 682
43 0.1720 0.4058 3 1 590
237
44 0.1871 0.4159 3 1 634
45 0.1753 0.4066 3 1 582
46 0.1870 0.4189 3 1 620
47 0.1124 0.3310 3 0 366
48 0.1310 0.3532 2 0 425
51 0.0187 0.1363 2 0 1198
52 0.0126 0.1123 2 0 1208
53 0.0081 0.0900 2 0 1202
54 0.0042 0.0644 2 0 971
55 0.0026 0.0509 2 0 618
56 0.0005 0.0230 1 0 367
57 0.0197 0.1399 2 0 1202
** RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVSRAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 Xl 4 2.86 1.248 4 1
2 X2 4 3.61 0.824 4 4
3 X3 4 3.09 1.097 4 2
4, X4 4 3.34 1.025 4 2
5 X5 4 3.06 1.184 4 4
6 X6 4 3.28 1.076 4 4
7 X7 3 1. 87 1.037 3 2
8 X8 3 2.21 0.969 3 3
11 D1 4 1. 85 1.150 4 1
12 D2 4 2.38 1.043 4 3
13 D3 4 2.00 1.084 4 0
14 04 4 2.19 1.072 4 1
15 05 4 2.01 1.125 4 3
16 D6 4 2.12 1.129 4 3
17 D7 3 1. 22 0.936 3 1
18 D8 3 1. 49 0.928 3 0
RESOURCE RE:SOURCE CURRE:NT AVERAGE: MINIMUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1 Xl 3 1.1382 0 4
2 X2 0 0.3924 0 4
3 X3 2 0.9110 0 4
4 X4 2 0.6621 0 4
5 X5 0 O. 9419 0 4
6 X6 0 0.7173 0 4
7 X7 1 1.1293 0 3
8 X8 0 0.7856 0 3
11 01 3 2.1533 0 4
12 02 1 1.6238 0 4
13 03 4 1.9959 0 4
14 04 3 1.8117 0 4
15 05 1 1.9901 0 4
16 D6 1 1.8753 0 4
17 D7 2 1.7760 a 3
18 Di3 3 1.5129 0 3
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.. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET OF PRITSKER &
ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS GRANTED *
UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT ..
.. BETWEEN PRITSKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. AND LICENSEE, IDENTIFIED BY ..







THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
E;NFORCED. ANY VIOLATION OE' THE AGREEME;NT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE THE; SOFTWARE.
PRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC .
P.O. BOX 2413











S LAM I I SUM MAR Y REPORT
SIMULATION PROJECT SM PROC 25
DATE 3/10/1997
BY DAVID BROCK
RUN NUMBER 0, 1
CURRENT TIME 0.4500E+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0.3500E+05











TIME IN SYS 0.852E+02 0.387E+02 0.454E+00 0.206E+02 0.329E+03 1199
239
**STATISTICS FOR TIME-I?ERSISTENT VARIABLES**
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WI I? 10.212 3.591 2.00 23.00 10000.000 6.00
• * FILE STATISTICS**
fILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABSLlTYI?S LENGTH DEVIATION LSNGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 Al AWAIT 0.576 1. 675 12 0 6.491
2 A2 AWAIT 0.962 2.422 24 0 5.049
3 A3 AWAIT 0.529 1.484 10 0 5.330
4 A4 AWAIT 1.040 2.895 22 0 5.526
5 AS AWAIT 0.482 1.577 14 0 3.009
6 A6 AWAIT 1.195 3.217 24 0 6.356
7 A7 AWAIT 0.404 1.286 12 a 4.296
8 A8 AWAIT 0.529 1. 423 13 0 4.861
9 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
11 AWAIT 29.774 34.422 170 0 13.420
12 AWAIT 54.041 41.331 225 0 11.315
13 AWAIT 27.956 31. 242 188 1 11 .242
14 AWAIT 47.592 38.926 228 92 10.101
15 AWAIT 40.773 37.782 207 21 10.157
J.6 AWAIT 51.708 41.772 213 17 11.002
17 AWAIT 25.336 30.960 170 0 J.0.775
18 AWAIT 28.560 30.426 169 0 10.500
19 CALENDAR 20.905 5.712 67 16 0.152
**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS'"
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
1 0.7596 0.7306 2 0 22188
2 1.6338 0.9687 3 0 47763
3 0.8510 0.7310 2 1 24866
4 1.6397 1.0007 3 3 47023
5 1 .3895 0.9973 3 1 40124
6 1.6326 1. 0185 3 1 46982
7 0.8014 0.7678 2 0 ~3515
8 0.9016 0.7676 2 0 27200
11 0.0918 0.2997 2 0 81
12 0.1473 0.3809 3 0 130
13 0.1088 0.3157 2 0 96
14 0.1801 0.4114 2 0 159
15 0.1393 0.3624 2 0 123
16 0.1484 0.3729 2 0 131
17 0.1088 0.3250 2 0 96
18 0.1291 0.347 4 2 0 1.14
21 0.2198 0.4432 2 0 97
22 0.6955 0.7390 ::; 0 JrJ8
23 0.2583 0.4733 2 0 1.14
24 0.6073 0.6853 3 0 269
25 0.5498 0.6686 3 1 243
26 0.6571 0.7241 :; 1 290
27 0.2493 0.4760 2 0 1.10
28 0.2651 0.4868 2 0 1.17
31 0.0679 0.2640 3 0 221
32 0.3097 0.5374 4 0 1047
33 0.1785 0.4156 3 0 599
34 0.5129 0.6845 5 0 1705
35 0.3802 0.6034 4 0 1270
36 0.4014 0.6208 4 .1 1325
37 0.2059 0.4566 4 0 682
38 0.2268 0.4770 4 0 743
41 0.2671 0.4901 2 0 889
240
42 0.5791 0.6979 3 0 1912
43 0.2943 0.5053 3 1 993
44 0.5538 0.6981 4 3 1878
45 0.4869 0.6535 3 0 1608
46 0.5725 0.7056 3 1 1878
47 0.2865 0.5090 2 0 941
48 0.3287 0.5414 3 0 1088
51 0.0152 0.1230 2 1 1195
52 0.0280 0.1666 3 0 4790
53 0.0185 0.1361 2 0 3375
54 0.0086 0.0926 2 0 2166
55 0.0000 0.0000 1 0 856
56 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
57 0.0182 0.1352 2 0 1199
"RESOURCE STATISTICS"
RE:SOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE: STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 Xl 2 0.83 0.794 2 a
2 X2 3 1. 87 0.993 3 0
3 X3 2 0.99 0.769 2 1
4 X4 3 1. 97 1. 004 3 3
5 X5 3 1. 66 1. 022 3 1
6 X6 3 1. 89 1.040 3 2
7 X7 2 0.95 0.806 2 0
8 X8 2 1. 06 0.811 2 a
11 DJ. 2 0.76 0.731 2 a
12 02 3 1. 63 0.969 3 a
13 03 2 0.85 0.731 2 J.
14 04 3 1. 64 1. 001 3 3
15 05 3 1. 39 0.997 3 1
16 06 3 1. 63 1.018 3 1
17 07 2 0.80 0.768 2 a
18 D8 2 0.90 0.768 2 0
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1 Xl ~ 1.1.656 a 2'-
2 X2 3 1.1.260 a 3
3 X3 1 1. 0143 a 2
4 X4 a 1.0331 a 3
5 X5 2 1.3385 0 3
6 X6 1 1.1109 0 3
7 X7 2 1.0508 0 2
8 X8 2 0.9366 a 2
J.l D1 2 1.2404 0 2
1.2 02 3 1.3662 0 3
13 03 1 1. 14 90 0 2
14 04 0 1.3603 a 3
15 D5 2 1.6105 0 3
16 D6 2 1.3674 0 3
17 D7 2 1.1986 a 2
18 D8 2 1.0984 a 2
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THIS SO~TWARE IS PROPRIETARY TO AND A TRADE SECRET OF PRITSKER &
ASSOCIATES, INC. ACCESS TO AND USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS GRANTED
UNDER THE: TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SOE'TWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT










THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT SHALL BE STRICTLY
ENFORCED. ANY VIOLATION OF THE AGREEMENT MAY VOID LICENSEE'S
RIGHT TO USE TH£ SOFTWARE .
PRITSKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2413










S LAM 1 I SUM MAR Y REP 0 I< T
SIMULATION PROJECT CM 10
DATE 4/20/1997
BY DAVID BROCK
RUN NUMBER 1 OF.' 1
CURRENT TIME 0.4500£+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0.3500E+05











TIME IN SYS 0.211£+03 0.165£+03 0.782£+00 0.360£+02 0.209E+04 1261
*"'STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES'"
242
L
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 26.583 5.861 13.00 43.00 10000.000 22.00
** fILE STATISTICS**
fILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABEL/1'YPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 I'll AWAIT 3.754 7.279 39 0 25.193
2 1'12 AWAIT 7.518 9.156 45 0 43.409
3 1'13 AWAIT 8.041 10.575 49 10 40.206
4 A4 AWAIT 3.839 4.778 20 7 18.135
5 AS AWAIT 5.967 8.889 51 0 31.076
6 1'16 AWAIT 5.089 7.568 40 23 31.358
7 1'17 AWAIT 3.981 6.189 29 0 22.242
8 A8 AWAIT 2.779 5.902 31 0 22.409
9 1'\9 AWAIT 2.418 4.755 31 0 15.802
10 A10 AWAIT 5.906 8.484 50 0 31.770
11 All AWAIT 6.667 10.562 60 0 42.199
12 A12 AWAIT 0.704 2.041 18 0 5.100
13 1'113 AWAIT 5.836 9.894 51 0 39.976
14 A14 AWAIT 3.901 9.406 60 0 31.207
15 A15 AWAIT 0.596 1. 649 11 0 4.194
16 A16 AWAIT 2.299 6.222 41 5 17.083
17 A17 AWAIT 17.693 17.390 71 10 83.106
18 A18 AWAIT 1. 477 3.979 30 0 15.731
19 A19 AWAIT 24.879 21.369 79 9 113.087
20 1'120 AWAIT 2.882 5.619 35 19 20.589
21 1'121 AWAIT 0.182 0.939 10 0 2.721
22 A22 AWAIT 2.109 4.753 40 0 20.084
23 1'123 AWAIT 3.814 6.646 36 16 20.651
24 A24 AWAIT 0.510 1. 478 12 0 3.668
25 A25 AWAIT 4.247 6.890 40 10 27.382
26 A26 AWAIT 4. 471 8.542 50 9 34.131
27 1'127 AWAIT 16.277 22.470 100 0 79.398
28 A28 AWAIT 1.980 4.059 21 0 14.344
29 A29 AWAIT 3.071 5.565 30 9 24.989
30 A30 AWAIT 7.092 9.584 50 0 ::n .927
31 QUEUE 18.734 26.095 99 0 L~. 549
32 QUEUE 28.125 31. 696 99 39 16.204
33 QUE:UE 27.847 29.200 99 37 13.991
34 QUEUE 28.699 28.211 99 36 13.599
35 QUEUE 25.437 28.262 99 0 13.248
36 QUEUE 23.563 30.241 99 93 14.720
37 QUEUE 23.442 27.233 99 0 13.078
38 QUEUE 17.995 27.304 99 0 14.508
39 QUEUE 20.308 26.360 99 0 13.259
40 QUEUE 25.242 28.088 99 30 13.571
41 QUEUE 26.813 32.552 99 0 16. 970
42 QUEUE 15.429 22.187 99 48 11.180
43 QUEUE 22.125 30.295 99 0 15.089
44 QUEUE 19.343 29.065 99 62 15.475
45 QUEUE 15.296 21.870 99 SO 10.735
46 QUEUE 15.309 23.724 99 0 11.424
47 QUEUe 33.856 31.259 99 26 lS.97CJ
48 QueUE 15.292 27.957 99 87 16.268
49 QUEUE 34.268 31.274 99 0 15.577
50 QUEUE 17.070 25.642 99 0 12.370
51 QUEUE 5.710 14.125 99 0 8.522
52 QUEUE 17.700 29.333 99 0 16.822
53 QUEue 24.242 27.071 99 28 13.198
54 QUEUE 13.995 20.747 99 0 10.066
55 QUEUE 22.954 29.260 99 0 14.856
56 QUEUE 22.091 31.261 99 0 16.980
57 QUEUE 31. I'll 30.811 99 70 15.152
58 QUEUE 18.168 25.353 99 0 13.086
59 QUEUE 20.972 30.813 99 0 17 .190
60 QUEUE 26.052 29.688 99 0 13.932
61 CALENDAR 24.836 3.510 64 23 0.104
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**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
31 0.1178 0.3224 1 0 104
32 0.1427 0.3498 1 0 126
33 0.1461 0.3532 1 0 129
34 0.1427 0.3498 1 0 126
35 0.1427 0.3498 1 0 126
36 0.1269 0.3328 1 0 112
37 0.1427 0.3498 1 0 126
38 0.0918 0.2887 1 0 81
39 0.1178 0.3224 1 0 104
40 0.1438 0.3509 1 0 127
41 0.1348 0.3415 1 0 119
42 0.0952 0.2934 1 0 84
43 0.1201 0.3251 1 0 106
44 0.0940 0.2919 1 0 83
45 0.1133 0.3169 1 0 100
46 0.0856 0.2798 1 1 75
47 0.1452 0.3523 1 0 129
48 0.0626 0.2422 1 0 56
49 0.1529 0.3599 1 1 135
50 0.0961 0.2947 1 1 84
51 0.0363 0.1869 1 0 32
52 0.0804 0.2720 1 0 71
53 0.1393 0.3463 1 0 123
54 0.1133 0.3169 J 0 100
55 0.1257 0.3315 1 1 110
56 0.0959 0.2944 1 1 84
57 0.1371 0.3439 1 0 121
58 0.1121 0.3155 1 0 99
59 0.1002 0.3002 1 1 89
60 0.1473 0.3544 1 0 130
61 0.0052 0.0722 2 0 252
62 0.0056 0.0750 2 0 283
63 0.0025 0.0500 1 0 169
64 0.0023 0.0478 2 0 308
65 0.0031 0.0558 2 0 242
66 0.0521 0.2259 3 0 2517
67 0.0554 0.2334 3 0 2780
68 0.0262 0.1609 2 0 1762
69 0.0230 0.1512 3 0 3098
70 0.0313 0.1758 3 0 2426
71 0.0777 0.2788 2 0 252
72 0.0860 0.2897 3 0 283
73 0.0480 0.2215 3 0 169
74 0.0929 0.3053 3 0 308
75 0.0721 0.2681 2 0 242
76 0.7540 0.7315 6 1 2517
77 0.8336 0.7681 5 3 2780
78 0.5255 0.6521 5 0 1762
79 0.9376 0.8059 12 0 3098
80 0.7264 0.7076 6 0 2426
**SERVICE ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACT ACT LABEL OR SER AVERAGE STD CUR AVERAGE MAX IDL MAX BSY ENT
NUM START NODE CAP UTIL DEV UTIL BLOCK TME:/ SER TMEI SER CNT
18 QUEUE 1 0.309 0.46 1 0.00 586.12 50.78 9312
25 QUEUE 1 0.544 0.50 0 0.00 245.48 65.63 * ..... *
13 QUEUE 1 0.483 0.50 0 0.00 286.43 63.67 -+'***
3 QUEUE 1 0.687 0.46 1 0.00 175.86 62.11 ***'lIt
23 QUEUE 1 0.634 0.48 1 0.00 201.99 57.42 *~.*
10 QUEUE 1 0.637 0.48 1 0.00 232.20 59.38 ***'+"
16 QUEUE 1 0.455 0.50 0 0.00 251.56 57.81 tr;'-**
26 QUEUE 1 0.447 0.50 0 0.00 303.44 56.64
2 QUEUE 1 0.602 0.49 1 0.00 277.93 58.59 ****
15 QUEUE 1 0.486 0.50 1 0.00 648.61 57.03 .* ..... *
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7 QUEUE 1 0.610 0.49 0 0.00 245.10 57.81 ** ..... *
17 QUEUE 1 0.741 0.44 1 0.00 265.15 55.47 ****
4 QUEUE 1 0.726 0.45 1 0.00 275.97 60.16 ****
20 QUEUE 1 0.462 0.50 0 0.00 584.19 54.30 k***
5 QUEUE 1 0.644 0.48 0 0.00 216.64 66.80 ****
30 QUEUE 1 0.631 0.48 0 0.00 228.20 56.25 **+*
1 QUEUE 1 0.515 0.50 0 0.00 299.70 57.81 ****
11 QUEUE 1 0.542 0.50 0 0.00 204.27 57.42 ****
27 QUEUE 1 0.704 0.46 1 0.00 149.69 60.16 .*.*
19 QUEUE 1 0.760 0.43 0 0.00 179.57 58.20 ****
6 QUEUE 1 0.540 0.50 1 0.00 186.60 56.25 ****
14 QUEUE 1 0.424 0.49 1 0.00 293.66 55.08 ****
29 QUE:UE 1 0.424 0.49 0 0.00 368.18 57.03 ** ...
21 QUEUE 1 0.227 0.42 0 0.00 944.34 54.30 6700
9 QUEUE 1 0.524 0.50 0 0.00 218.28 56.25 .... ***
24 QUEUE 1 0.468 0.50 0 0.00 348.40 51.17 ****
28 QUEUE 1 0.488 0.50 0 0.00 358.44 58.20 .........
8 QUE:UE 1 0.422 0.49 0 0.00 455.44 52.73 .....
22 QUEUE J. 0.358 0.48 0 0.00 366.25 54.30 ****
12 QUEUE 1 0.480 0.50 1 0.00 594.27 60.55 ****
**RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 I'll 1 0.65 0.478 1 0
2 1'12 1 0.75 0.434 1 1
3 1'13 1 0.84 0.366 1 1
4 1'14 1 0.88 0.322 1 1
5 1'15 1 0.80 0.401 1 0
6 1'16 1 0.67 0.469 1 1
7 1'17 1 0.77 0.421 1 0
8 M8 1 0.52 0.500 1 0
9 1'19 1 0.65 0.476 1 0
10 1'110 1 0.79 0.407 1 1
11 1'111 1 0.68 0.468 1 0
12 M12 1 0.59 0.492 1 1
13 1'113 1 0.61 0.489 1 0
14 M14 1 0.52 0.500 ] 1
15 M15 1 0.61 0.487 1 1
16 1'116 ] 0.56 0.497 1 1
17 1'117 1 0.89 0.310 1 1
18 M18 1 0.37 0.483 1 1
19 1'119 1 0.92 0.274 1 1
20 1'120 1 0.57 0.495 1 1
21 1'121 1 0.27 0.446 1 0
22 1'122 1 0.44 0.496 1 0
23 1'123 1 0.78 0.415 1 1
24 1'124 1 0.60 0.490 1 0
25 1'125 1 0.68 0.467 1 1
26 1'126 1 0.54 0.498 1 1
27 !'127 1 0.&5 0.358 1 1
28 1'128 1 0.61 0.488 1 CJ
29 1'129 1 0.52 0.499 1 1
30 !'130 1 0.79 0.407 1. 0
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUr~
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE: AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1 I'll 1 0.3539 0 1
2 1'12 0 0.2524 0 1
3 1'13 0 0.1595 0 1
4 1'14 0 0.1175 0 1
5 1'15 1 0.2018 0 1
6 1'16 0 0.3273 0 1
7 1'17 I 0.2299 0 1
8 1'18 1 0.4819 0 1
9 1'19 I 0.3465 0 1
10 1'110 0 0.2092 0 1
11 1'111 1 0.3235 0 1
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1
12 1'112 0 0.4105 0 1
13 1'113 1 0.3934 0 1
14 1'114 0 0.4795 0 1
15 MIS 0 0.3851 0 1
16 1'116 0 0.4433 0 1
17 1'117 0 0.1081 0 1
18 1'118 0 0.6289 0 1
19 1'119 0 0.0819 0 1
20 1'120 0 0.4269 0 1
21 1'121 1 0.7258 0 1
22 1'122 1 0.5615 0 1
23 1'123 0 0.2204 0 1
24 1'124 1 0.4008 0 1
25 1'125 0 0.3222 0 1
26 1'126 0 0.4575 0 1
27 1'127 0 0.1508 0 1
28 1'128 1 0.3891 0 1
29 1'129 0 0.4762 0 1
30 1'130 1 0.2101 0 1
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SIMULATION PROJECT DCM 1
I I SUMMARY REP 0 R '1'
BY DAVID BROCK
DATE 3/10/1997 RUN NUMBER 1 OF 1
CURRENT TIME 0.4500E+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0.3500E+05











TIME IN SYS 0.785E+02 0.207E+02 0.264E+00 0.349E+02 0.192E+03 1193
**STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES**
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ME:AN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME: CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE: VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 9.319 3.454 1. 00 21.00 10000.000 5.00
**fILE: STATISTICS**
fILE: AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVE:RAGE
NUMBE:R LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 AWAIT 4.731 26.443 420 0 0.899
2 AWAIT 12.927 40.558 373 0 1.930
3 AWAIT 9.412 36.257 336 0 1.623
4 AWAIT 6.605 21.822 230 0 1.069
5 AWAIT 6.161 25.202 286 0 1.048
6 AWAIT 8.272 28.600 263 0 1.335
7 AWAIT 8.501 34.961 357 0 2.296
8 AWAIT 15.439 53.873 553 0 3.678
9 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
11 AWAIT 53.160 52.093 306 0 10.100
12 AWAIT 47.027 51.512 285 11 7.013
13 AWAIT 49.510 51. 419 279 11 8.535
14 AWAIT 25.254 34.342 240 0 4.083
15 AWAIT 28.856 37.574 248 9 4.895
16 AWAIT 34.933 41.020 254 2 5.628
17 AWAIT 25.151 37.724 247 37 6.775
18 AWAIT 44.959 49.488 286 63 10.691
19 CALENDAR 254.732 88.980 608 170 0.341
**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT
1 1.8458 1. 1965 4 0 52634
2 2.3185 1.2311 4 2 67050
3 2.0260 1.2114 4 1 57999
4 2.1318 1.2399 4 0 61851
5 2.0231 1.2004 4 1 58937
6 2.1317 1.2099 4 1 62072
7 1.2926 1. 0225 3 1 :n088
8 1.4337 1. 0214 3 3 41988
11 0.2526 0.4921 3 0 223
12 0.2648 0.4989 3 1 233
13 0.2583 0.4801 3 0 228
14 0.2549 0.4770 3 0 226
15 0.2669 0.4881 3 0 236
16 0.2656 0.4957 4 0 235
17 0.1906 0.4204 2 0 169
18 0.1971 0.4382 3 0 174
21 0.5950 0.8093 4 0 263
22 0.9014 0.8763 4 0 398
23 0.6915 0.8068 4 1 305
24 0.7954 0.8389 4 0 351
25 0.7232 0.8072 4 0 320
26 0.7877 0.8573 4 0 349
27 0.3898 0.6236 3 0 172
28 0.4721 0.6704 3 1 208
31 8.0314 7.9020 43 0 26763
32 15.7388 10.7555 82 23 52318
33 10.6441 8.3069 56 13 35627
34 17.7527 11.1189 67 1 59198
35 15.0327 9.6569 63 5 50103
36 15.2953 9.8657 63 6 50965
37 8.4168 8.2451 50 10 28097
38 5.6240 6.4061 38 8 18806
41 15.8245 10.4060 65 0 526:'7
42 20.1470 10.1787 61 25 67054
43 17.3688 9.9455 52 11 58004
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44 18.5669 9.8919 49 1 61874
45 17.6557 9.6811 62 7 58958
46 18.6112 9.9976 61 7 62092
47 11.1152 8.3332 39 8 37101
48 12.6050 8.7955 48 30 42005
51 0.0185 0.1357 3 1 1183
52 1.2400 1.2575 12 0 118613
53 0.8007 0.9646 10 1 118823
54 0.4181 0.6866 8 0 96287
55 0.2624 0.5491 7 0 62049
56 0.0497 0.2360 4 0 36513
57 0.0196 0.1399 3 0 1193
**RESOURCE STATISTICS**
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 Xl 4 2.03 1. 248 4 0
2 X2 4 2.66 1.203 4 2
3 X3 4 2.30 1.222 4 2
4 X4 4 2.61 1.229 4 0
5 X5 4 2.47 1.225 4 1
6 X6 4 2.60 1.227 4 1
7 X7 3 1. 55 1.066 3 1
8 X8 3 1. 64 1.066 3 3
11 Dl 4 1. 85 1.197 4 0
12 02 4 2.32 1. 231 4 2
13 03 4 2.03 1.211 4 1
14 D4 4 2.13 1. 240 4 0
15 D5 4 2.02 1.200 4 1
16 D6 4 2.13 1. 210 4 1
17 D7 3 1. 29 1.022 3 1
18 D8 3 1. 43 1.021 3 3
RESOURCE Rr~SOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
I Xl 4 1 . 974 9 0 4
2 X2 2 1.3361 0 4
3 X3 2 1.6987 0 4
4 X4 4 1.3914 0 4
5 X5 3 1.5290 0 4
6 X6 3 1.3995 0 4
7 X7 2 1.4537 0 3
8 X8 0 1.3612 0 "11 Dl 4 2.1542 0 4
12 02 2 1.6815 0 4
13 03 3 1.9741 0 4
14 04 4 1.8682 0 4
15 D5 3 1. 9769 0 4
16 D6 3 1.8684 0 4
17 07 2 1. 7074 0 3
18 D8 0 1.5663 0 3
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S LAM T. I SUM MAR Y REP 0 R T
SIMULATION PROJECT SM DCM 50
DATE 3/1 0/19 97
BY DAVI D BROCK
RUN NUMBER OF 1
CURRENT TIME 0.4500E+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME 0.3500E+05











TIME IN SYS 0.110E+03 0.540E+02 0.489E+00 0.223E+02 0.341E+03 1250
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* *STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES**
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
WIP 13.778 4.210 4.00 26.00 10000.000 11.00
'HfILE: STATISTICS**
fILE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAGE
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME
1 AWAIT 0.372 1.007 8 0 8.059
2 AWAIT 0.835 1.602 10 0 8.462
3 AWAIT 0.337 0.844 6 0 6.639
4 AWAIT 0.843 1.654 10 1 8.515
5 AWAIT 0.522 1.312 8 0 6.291
6 AWAIT 0.980 1.913 12 1 9.858
7 AWAIT 0.429 1.071 7 0 8.776
8 AWJUT 0.534 1. 028 6 0 9.182
9 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000
11 AWAIT 26.738 31.147 171 0 11 . 519
12 AWAIT 59.327 42.525 244 67 11.989
13 AWAIT 30.659 32.610 190 0 12.044
14 AWAIT 62.152 44 .492 237 22 12.573
15 AWAIT 53.383 42.801 238 64 12.865
16 AWAIT 60.424 42.608 233 52 12.182
17 AWAIT 30.562 34.287 188 43 12.468
18 AWAIT 35.860 34.246 179 0 12.307
19 CA.LENDAR 18.756 4.487 82 18 0.136
**REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS**
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTn COUNT
0.7943 0.7524 2 0 23214
:? 1. 7 188 0.9552 3 1 49420
3 0.8591 0.7214 2 0 25456
4 1.6723 0.9466 3 2 49410
5 1 .4495 0.9584 3 1 41430
6 1.7140 0.9333 3 2 49546
7 0.8386 0.76H 2 1 24470
8 0.9856 0.7443 2 1 29139
11 0.1421 0.3663 2 0 126
12 0.2141 0.4454 2 0 189
13 0.1348 0.3603 2 0 119
14 0.2447 0.4708 3 0 216
15 0.2084 0.4332 3 0 lfl4
16 0.2436 0.4766 3 0 215
17 0.1359 0.3518 2 0 120
18 0.1869 0.4195 2 0 165
21 0.1790 0.4156 2 0 79
22 0.6225 0.7250 3 0 275
23 0.2153 0.4438 2 0 95
24 0.5078 0.6382 3 2 223
25 0.4649 0.6272 3 1 205
26 0.5684 0.6936 3 1 250
27 0.2266 0.4522 2 0 100
28 0.2358 0.4653 2 1 104
31 0.0681 0.2641 2 0 230
32 0.2085 0.4511 3 1 689
33 0.1124 0.3288 3 0 373
34 0.2776 0.508] 3 0 922
35 0.2132 0.4509 4 1 716
36 0.2394 0.4878 3 0 800
37 0.1165 0.3459 3 0 399
38 0.1404 0.3699 3 1 458
41 0.1387 0.3607 2 0 465
251
42 0.2956 0.5168 3 0 989
43 0.1562 0.3806 2 0 510
44 0.3003 0.5328 3 0 989
45 0.2472 0.4830 3 a 828
46 0.2957 0.5202 3 1 990
47 0.1448 0.3731 2 0 490
48 0.1763 0.4028 2 0 582
51 0.0J.58 0.1255 2 0 1243
52 0.0147 0.12J.2 2 0 2500
53 0.0096 0.0978 2 0 1767
54 0.0045 0.0674 2 0 1121
55 0.0000 0.0000 1 0 455
56 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0
57 0.0190 0.1384 2 0 J.250
*+RESOURCE STATISTICS*+
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT
NUMBER LABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL
1 Xl. 2 0.89 0.817 :2 0
2 X2 3 2.11 1.004 3 2
3 X3 2 1. 07 0.766 2 0
4 X4 3 2.l.6 0.936 3 3
5 X5 3 1. 85 1.014 3 2
6 X6 3 2.14 0.950 3 3
7 ;;"7 2 1.06 0.824 2 1
8 X8 2 1. 24 0.784 2 2
1.1 D1 2 0.79 0.752 2 0
12 02 3 1. 72 0.955 3 1
13 D3 2 0.86 0.721 2 0
14 D4 3 1. 67 0.947 3 2
15 D5 3 1. 45 0.958 3 1
16 D6 3 1. 71 0.933 3 2
17 D7 2 0.84 0.764 2 1
18 D8 2 0.99 0.744 2 1
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM
NUMBER LA8EL AVAILABLE: AVAILAALE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE
1 Xl 2 1.1059 0 2
2 X2 1 0.8915 0 3
3 X3 2 0.9298 0 2
4 X4 0 0.8363 0 J
5 X5 1 1.14 95 0 J
6 X6 0 0.8597 0 3
7 X7 1 0.9399 0 2
8 xa 0 0.7580 0 2
11 D1 2 1.2057 0 2
12 D2 :2 1. 2812 0 3
13 D3 2 1.1409 0 2
14 D4 1 1.3277 0 3
15 D5 2 1.5505 0 3
16 D6 1 1.2860 0 3
17 D7 1 .1614 0 2
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